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Various Matters Considered In Douse
of Commons Yesterday.
SAID

TO BE

VANCING INTO SUAKIM.

gerous to Italian interests to ronounoe tbo
territory of the Tigre. Still, the govern-

did not wish to impose an Italian
protectoiate upon Abyssinia. Tho government, he deolared, sought order internally, and fidelity to the triple alliThe premier’s speech
ance externally.
was greatly applauded, the mdioals having been especially pleased with his
in opposition to colonial exstatement
Other groups, however, found
pansion.
the government’s intentions in Afrioa,
as outlined by the premier, obsonre and
ment

Lord Cromer, the British diplomatic
Rome, March 17.—In the Senate today
agent In Kgpyt upon which the
govern- a motion
supported by the Marquis
ment bases its decision to advance upon Di Rudinl, thanking the British parliament for its sympathy was passed amid
Dongola. The telegrams inoluded inforgreat oheering.
mation that Osman Digna was advancing
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THE WEATHER

Boston, March 17.—
Local

forecast
for
Fair and
winds.

Wednesday:

^westerly
Washington,

March
17.—Forecast for Wednesday for New England:
Fair; slightly
warmer

southwesterly

winds.
Local Weather

Portland,

Keport.

March 17.
The
local
weather bureau offioe reoords as to the
WeatLer are the following:
8 a. m.—Barometer. 29.662; thermometer,
29.0;
dew
83
point, 25;
humidity,
wind. N; velocity, 16; weather, cloudy.
8 p. m.—Barometer, 30.012; thermometer. 31.2;
dew point, 80; humidity, 95;
wind, NW; velooity 6; weather, clear.
Mean daily thermometer, 32.0; maximum thermometer,
38; minimum thermaximum velooity wind
mometer, 215;
22, N; total preolpitatlon, 4.6.
—

Weather

Observations.

The Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, Maroli 17, taken at
8 p. m., meridian time, the observations
for eaoli station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
rtf

f. h« wpAhhor

Boston, 32 degrees, NW, olear; New
York, 34 degrees,
NW, olear; Philadelphia, 34 degrees, N, clear; Washington, 34 degrees, NW, olear; Albany, 30
degrees, W, clear;
Buffalo, 28 degrees,
SW, clear; Detroit, 32 degrees, SW, dear;
Chicago, 32 degrees, E, partly oloudy; St.
Paul, 30 degrees, SW, clear;
Huron,
Dak., 23degrees. W, olear; Bismarck, 28
degrees, W, partly cloudy; Jacksonville,
63 degrees, NE. partly cloudy.
George Dixon Eickes Jerry Marshall.

Boston, March 17.—It took Champion
but seven rounds to get
George Dixon
the decision over Jerry Marshall at Music ball tonight. Some 2500 were present
There was some excuse for Marshall, as
he had to take oft considerable weight
yesterday. He weigheu in at six pounds
Dixon was 1 1-2 pounds
over
weight.
over
weight. No forfeit was required.

After the first round it was evident that,
Dixon forced
Marshall was out classed.
the fighting from the start. Marshall
narrowly escaped
being put out in tne
first round. The gong saved him. In tie
middle of
the second round Marshall’s
legs became oramped and continued to
grow worse.
He ordered his seconds to
throw up tho
sponge on going to the
corner at the end of the seventh. He was
wise in doing so.
Dixon did noarly all
his work with his left, sending it repeatinto
edly
Marshall’s stomach and upon
his jaw.
Express and Freight Train in Collision.

Harrisburg,
train,

press

Penn., March 17 —An exbound, on the Penn-

east

sylvania, wich left this city at 3.45 o’clock
tnis morning, run into a livo stock train
near. Steelton, a few miles east of here,
aud caused a serious wreck.
Two men were killed and a dozen were
The dead are Samuel Welsh,
injured.
engineer anil Lee Strouse, fireman.
They were in charge of the locomotive
train. The engineer
of the passenger
was terribly scalded about the head, face
anil body, and died at tho city hospital
about 9 o’clock. The fireman was crushed
to death under the engine.
Soveral of the passengers were slightly
injured, but. proceeded on their way after
having their wounds dressed. Seven of
more
the
seriously injured were taken
to a hospital, but none of them will die.
The cars were broken to splinters and
tho track was blocked a short time.
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Bank Failure Just

Mr. Sherman, in charge of the Cuban SEVERAL HORRIBLE ATROCITIES
resolutions, expressed the hope that af- alleged to be perpetrated in Cuba durter the senators who had given notice of ing the last rebellion, in which, Gen.
their purpose to address the Senate had Weyler
is represented as
having had
made their speeches, the Senate would go ladies stripped naked, whipped and given
on and dispose of the privileged ques- up to
the lust of the troops. The readtion, the conference report on the Cuban ing was interrupted by Mr. Chandler on
the ground that the statements were too
resolutions, without further delaj.
Mr. Chandler, who had given notice indeoent for public rehearsal. Mr. Hale
of his intention to address the
Senate insisted that the reading should be proon the Dupont case, expressed his will- ceeded with in order to show how utterly
of credit its statements were.
ingness to yield priority to the Senator unworthy
Mr. Morgan read another communicafrom Nebraska, Mr. Thurston, who had tion
charging barbarities by the Spanish
given a like notice and who would be troops during the last rebell ion; also
an
interview
with Gen. Daniel E. Sickles
compelled to leave the olty in a few at
that time United States minister to
days. He thought that both the Dupont Spain,
recently published in the New

temporary encouragement.
they have started o£T with
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New York, Maroh 17.—The announcemen t of the assignment of the Crawford
Criticized.
Bank of Cameron, Texas will be of inWashington, March 17—In spite of their
This
terest to many persons in Maine.
present doleful state the Democrats are
Crawford
of the
the property
beginning to talk of tho coining Presi- bank,
business in its
dential candidate. Perhaps the hope that Brothers, did the largest
for
investment*
and
held
many
county,
the
one
will nominate
a
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And That

Could Elect Next Presi-

PEOPLE INTERESTED

HE IS ADMINISTRATION'S CANDI-

speeches. I am not going to subordinate
myself quietly to any man In the world,
more
especially to a foreign minister,
whose ooun try Is'now being made the

of serious examination in the
councils of the Senate."
dent If They Would Unite—Cuban ResoMr. Hale stated that the obalrman of
lutions Up Again—House Passes the
the committee on foreign relations, M r.
Customs BUI—New Immigration Isv
Sherman, had said that Mr. DeLome
had a perfect right to defend his governReported.
ment and people everywhere.
Washington,March 17.—The resolution?
Mr. Morgan said that he did not agree
offered yesterday by Mr. Elkins, instruct- with Mr. Sherman on that
subject. He
would
DeLome’s
plaoe against Mr.
ing the committee on foreign relations
statement
of
Mr.
Quessada, the repreto
report material facts as to the war sentative of the Cuban
republio at Washin Cuba was laid before the Senate, but ington. Mr. Morgan had the clerk read
at the suggestion of Mr. Elkins, went over Mr. Quesada’s
letter to a Washington
paper, describing
till tomorrow.
Silver Advocate*

hour until that night, when the wind
increased and reduced the speed to three
able
knots.
Sunday morning he was
to do better, and after that made about
nine knots. He supplied the vessel with
a
provisions, and the crew were very gl
exto be towed in, as, owing to their
hausted condition, they were unable to
work the pumps or sails.
It is said the owners of the schooner
and the steamer will effect a settlement
between themselves.
an

OLNEY LAYING LOW.

v, v»

g

than none.

‘‘I
have not asked,” he continued,
for
the dismissal of this minister. I
have a
right to claim the protection of
the constitution
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Says Majority of tlie Voters of This

oj of the United States which he might
oonsider to
be offensive or injurious to
country. He characterized Senor
Ho Home’s statement to the
A
press as
flagrant abuse of privilege.” It was
tmio, he
added, that the diplomatic
affairs of the United States was withdrawn from
public tinkering and tam-

PRICE

them Maine people.
about
The assets are reported to be
At any rate
and the liabilities about *160,000,
*230,000,
a
little
boom
Forte Insists on Acting as Agent for Miss
for Carlisle. But there is here an indispo- so that there appears to be good prospect
Barton’s Society.
lose.
that no one of the depositors will
sition to take tho Carlisle
candidaoy,
Is the hard
March
17.—Messrs.
Constantinople,
The opinion is expressed that The oause of the assignment
seriously.
Wister and Wood of the Amerloan Red
behind it there Is something else. There times, the farmers in that county are
patch from the British consul at Suakim Cross sooiety, will start for Asia Minor
is a growing belief that Seoretary Olney experiencing.
Money has been loaned to them on good
announcing the renewal of the activity of on March 19. They are provided with
is the man upon whom the
anti-silver
the Mahdists, under Osman Digna,
and passports to Isakanderun, and intend goDemocrats will ultimately deoide as their real estate security; and they cannot meet
This causes the
the interest this year.
stating that the Dervishes were raiding ing to Zeltoun. The Porte desires that a
standard bearer.
A
well
Tokar and had reappeared at
Sinkat. Turkish official shall distribute the funds
It is well known that Mr. Olney does embarrassment of the bank.
known Texas man here today said he
Mahdl had proclaimed a holy war against which are to be given to the impoverished
not want to appear in the light of a canbe
all
the
investments
would
thought
the Italians and had forbidden them to Armenians, and it is probable that Miss
didate seeking the nomination.
In the right in the end.
Clara Barton, president of the American
engage in traffic on the Berber coast.
first place, it is repugnant to his
temSANG THE DOXOLOGY AND QUIT.
Joseph Chamberlain, secretary of state Red Cross society, will oonsent to the
perament to be placed in the attitude of
for the colonies, replying to
Mr. La- presence of a Turkish offioial provided he
seeking the publio favor; in the second Kentucky Legislature Adjourn, Without
boucher, said that the objections made to is governed in his aots by her agents.
case and the Cuban resolutions ought to York Sun.
place it might embarrass him in dealing
It
is
that
an trade based upon
Electing a Senator.
expeoted
the continuance of the chartered South
Mr. Morgan maintained that a state of with our foreign complications if everythis oondition will soon be issued. Most receive the permitting attention of the
horrid
Africa oompany ought to he removed by of the relief to be distributed
war
in
existed
a
open,
war
Cuba,
will be in Senate.
thing he did might be pointed to as the
| Frankfort, Ky., Maroh 17.—There was
involving the property, rights,
a deoision of the government to take the
the shape of goods.
The Porta has deact of a candidate playing polities.
Mr.
Pugh then proceeded witb lj|s
No
in joint session.
no eleotion today
manded
that
the
Armenian
patriarch
LIBERTY AND LIVES J
whole military police Into its own hands. _-_L
The politicians are looking for the sdspeech in favor of the free coinage of sHdisorder has oocurred.
"i"*
uuuuiwiug UU1J
nf A ‘mnxfnntl alfinann
in V.
Tnlnlcfuni-inn nnnAMnfnn
A
I_
George Curzon, parliamentary secretary self blameable for the outbreak*.
ver.
In ArThe roll call round Dunlap not present,
for foreign affairs, said that the Italian menia, and it is tbe
The line of notion for Congress gradually been settling upon Olney. The
He attacked the national bank systerii, there.
lnientiogii of the
to their
and no
Democrats answered
government had Informed the govern- Porte to print the letter in thwevant of declaring that banks were known to be to take, he
said, wastodeolare that suggestion is made that the announce- names. The Chair announcd that 66 had
ment of Great Britain that it
viewed its being written, in a red booki <tbo
pur- the natural enemies of metallic money, open war existed in Cuba and that the ment of Carlisle’s
candidacy is only a answered to their
with pleasure the advanoe of the British pose of whiob will be to show that
the “The silver craze,” ho S3id, “was nothnames, but that a bailoj
expedition upon Dongola, wbioh could statements contained in the British Blue ing compared with the insanity of tire laws of war should apply to It. If neith- temporary matter to put an end to specu- would be taken to see if 70, a quorum,
not be otherwise than an advantage to the books on Armenia are false.
er
in
to
establish
gold speculators,
trying
party to the struggle in Cuba could lation until the admiuistration people were
Italians at Kassala. No pledges had been
preaeu t and voting.
a despotism on money, to which the
peo- defend the rights nnd.property of Ame- shall be ready to make a more
serious
I Tbe ballot began but neither a Repubexchanged, he said, in regard to mutual
ple would never submit uuless they were rican
DR. JIM ON EXHIBITION.
citizens there, then he proposed move. There is such a bitter feeling in lican or a Demoorat answered to his name
assistanee.
really crazed. It is not within the scope
J. M. White, member for Forfarshire, Trial of the Transvaal header Attended of human
the government of the United Kentucky and Carlisle is so seriously in- during the call of the Senate roll.
power to place the United that
asked Walter Long, president of the board
There were no votes in tha House till
States on
a gold
by Many
Spectators.
basis,^or to keep it on Stntes should intervene to proteot them. volved in
of agrioulture, whether he ouuld not postWhen the Amarioan people and ConBurnam’s name was called and he voted
a silver
basis.
If the friends of free
March 17—Examination of Dr.
London,
of
exclusion
the
THE
FACTIONAL
FIGHT
for Boyle, Garrett also voted for Boyle.
pone
permanent
coioage in the three political organiza- gress expressed their opinion iu a way
Canadian cattle until the report of the re- Jameson and his fellow officers in the tions could be united on one
man, they praotically uuanimous, if the President that his getting a majority of that dele- No other persons answered and the ballot
monstrances of the Dominion parliament Transvaal raid was resumed in the Bow would
resulted: Boyle 8.
elect a President
by an over- did not ooncur (as he, Mr. Morgan, beEven
should be received.
Mr. Howard moved the session be disthe President would gation is regarded as improbable.
whelming majority, for it could not be lieved he would),
street police court this morning.
Mr. Long said that he oould not see any
forhave
to
assume the responsibility.
a “sound money” delegation
honestly questioned that an overwhelm- simply
might not solved everlastingly, eternally and
As at the previous hearings, the oourt
He
did
not
want
to
ever.
way of postponing the exclusion.
of
the
give Spain apparent favor him sinoe many of that faith who
whole voting popuing majority
Herbert Whiteley moved a resolution room was filled with members of the lation of the United States favored the ground for critioism. If that fanatical and
carried with a wild
His motion was
deaiaring that the House was of the aristocracy. Sir Robert T. Reid, M. P. independent restoration of silver coinage deluded monarchy committed acts of hos- are believers in caucus rule and are per- yell.
of
relathat
the
the
to
resent
the
the session.
The
ended
the
opinion
instability
United States, the sonally friendly
Blackburn,
on
Doxology
equal terms with gold. Unfortu- tility against
tive value of gold and silver since
the Q. C. watched the proceedings on behalf nately the friends of free silver
United States would be compelled to take aotion of Carlisle’s friends in the senaWhen the Senate reconvened after the
coinage
action of the Latin Union in 1898
had of the Transvaal government. Associated
the special committee apthe gage of war. Mr. Morgan conup
torial fight.
But if he should get a ma- joint session,
WERE SIGHTING EACH OTHER,
proved injurious to the best interests of with him was Sir
oluded and Mr. Mills, Demoorat of Texas,
pointed to Investigate Governor Bradley’s
George Lewis who preof
the
it
would
the aonntry, and urging that the governjority
delegation
probably
the
in
floor.
action
The Senate then adcalling out the troops, presented
in separate political organizations. This took
ment do everything posssible to secure by pared the case for Mr. Parnell and the
tbe
be in a split convention and there might a
report |strongly
censuring
journed.
fact
was
the
and
obstacle
greatest
only
international agreement a stable
mone- Irish party against the London Times begovernor. Tne report was adopted by a
be a contest at Cbloago.
in
the
of
their
success
in
the next
and fore the Parnell commission.
vote.
way
tary par of exohange between gold
IN THE HOUSE.
It does not appear where, outside of strictly party
silver.
election and was the main
the presidential
Sergeant Ruck who took part in
J udges Refuse to Hold Court.
Sir Miohael Hicks-Beaoh, chancellor of
after the approval of the Kentucky, Mr. Carlisle oould show any
Immediately
reliance of the advocates of a gold plutothe exchequer, reminded the House of the raid was called to the witness box and
the bill for the revision of the original strength in the convention.
| Frankfort, Maroh 17.—The judges of
It was utterly unreasonable to journal,
passage of a resolution at the last session described the progress of the expedition cracy.
Insofar as he at present stands, as
oustoms administrative aot of June 10,
an the court of appeals refused to meet at
the
into
the
to
Boer
the
free
urging
government
cooperate
country.
expect
coinage Democrats, who
the State House today or any day while
”
with other powers in a conference aiming
Several troopers who took part in the constituted four-fifths of the
1890, proposed by the oommittee on ways advocate of “soundjmoney, he might be tbe militia are in obarge. The judges
party, to
to remove the evils arising from
the fight with the
Boers at
on ways and means taken in oommittee preferred in the east to a candidate
Krugersdorp go over to the
session in one of Chief Justice
had
a
Populist purty which made
fluctuations in gold and silver.
wore oalied to the witness box and narPrice’s rooms at the Capital hotel.
of the whole.
AVOWEDLY FOR SILVER
The present government did not wish rated their experiences, the faots of which up a mere fraction of the friends of free
Neil and Landes, Republican senators,
Mr. Payne, Republican of New York,
to recede from that resolution, the gov- have already been published. The lawyers coinage. One man in the White House
or whose present attitude as to the money resigned
today to accept appointments
ernment was willing to eater into nego- for the prosecution laid great stress upon blocked the way to free silver coinage so opened the debate in a general statement
special election
that it was perfectly clear that no legisquestion Is in doubt, but It is thought from tbe Governor. toA tbe
tiations with the powers for a conference, tbe admissions made by the
witnesses
of
the
bill
and
what
late Senator
it
a
suooessor
was
to
to
eleot
intended
hardly likely that the New England,
but on the understanding that it was that stores, relays of horses, arms, am- lation, friendly to silver, could become a
Welsslnger of Louisville, will be held
was
Presi- secure thereby. Tbe law of 1890, he said, New York and other sound
not prepared to abandon the gold stand- munition, etc., awaited the Jameson ex- law, while Mr. Cleveland
states
money
April 14th.
den t.”
ard in the United Kingdom. (Cries of pedition at various points on the
proved a great advanoe upon former leg- would select him, of all “sound
roads
money”
Mr. Pugh continued his speech at 1.45
“Hear,” “Hear.”)
the six years’ experience
converging at Mafettiiig, showing that
and
islature,
men as their ohoioe.
Passenger Agents tin Session.
of his colleagues, notably the the raid had long been planned and was p.m., and the conference report on the
some
in its operation demonstrated the presFor some time there has been a move- | Riohmond, Va., Maroh 17—The Amerifirst lord of the treasury, (Mr. Bulfour,) not due to tbe Johanuesburg committee’s Cuban belligerent resolutions were takence
of some weak spots. The chief of
were pronounced bimetallists. All agreed
letter which was read after the expedition en up.
ment looking to the capture of the Penn- can Association of Passenger and Ticket
Mr. Morgan, Democrat of Alabama, these was in
In thinkiDg that they would net be justi- arrived at Krugersdorp. Several witnesses
here today.
The following
respect to under valuations,
but there is not now Agents met
amendment proposed by the com- sylvania delegation,
fied in departing from the gold standard testified on behalf of the government that member of the committee on foreign re- The
officers were elected: Dana J. Flanders
in the United Kingdom. The prospects had acted in the capacity of messengers. lations, conti nuod the speech begun by. mittee, Mr. Payne said, required a notice any evidenoe that great progress has been of Boston and Maine railroad, president)
of an agreement between European na- When they found that wires had been out him yesterday in favorjof the resolutions. to be giveu in all cases of appeal to the made in that direction.
It is not under- W. A. Turk of the Southern road, vice
He began by speaking of the super-sen- board of
tions in favor of bi-metallism was not behind Jameson’s party so
that they
general appraisers and the de- stood that Mr. Carlisle has attained the president; J. A. Smith of the Lake Shore
sitiveness of (Spain because she felt the cision of the board as to matters of
There
was
no
doubt
not
he
that
if
the
could
communicated
and
fact
the
great.
Michigan Southern, secretary. A
with,
sand sliding from under her fs»t while shall be final.
Other amendments re- position among “sound money” men as committee on
to pursue
the
reorganization was appowers oould agree regarding the use of witnesses were obliged
“The
Gem
of
the
Antilles”
was
passing quire that the
invoice
shall
silver that the Indian government would party on
horseback.
be a leading, conspicuous champion, but it pointed. Tile association after transacting
They overtook out of her
had
grasp.
Spain
in
the
of
made
out
the
of
the
reoonsider
currenoy
question
country is thought that he is rather regarded as routine business adjourned until tomorre-opening Jameson and tried in vain to induoe him
of exportation regardless of the currenoy
its mints. All the leading English mon- -to return. The hearing then adjourned
SUCKED THE ORANGE WELL
his standing in this connection row morning.
in whioh the goods are paid for; persons deriving
etary experts held that the wealth of the for a week.
his
until
its
from
official relations to Mr. Clevesweetness
was
about
nigh dry,
in foreign countries making declarations
country had been built on a gold stanMaine Cabin Centre of Attraction.
all gone. Mr. Morgan spoke of the “fur- and invoices to make oath before a looal land’s administration.
He is rather redard, and its permanenoe and prosperity,
GREATLY SURPRISED IN FRANCE
New York, March 17.—Ten thousand
|
or other official authorized by
was dependent upon the existing system.
magistrate
tive allusion” to sugar in the paper of
garded among politicians as having lost people visited the Madison Square Garden
view
In
of
that
the laws to take suoh oaths, as required,
no Because England Proposes to Take Part
opinion,
the Spanish minister, made public yes- iu order that
the support of many of his former associ- today to inspect
the attractions of tbe
ie sponsible
would
they may be punishable for
government
preIn Soudan Campaign.
In the Maine cabin
Under the present law their ates, without having yet been raised to a sportsmen’s show.
terday, and said it was intended to sweet- perjury.
pose to chauge the present conditions.
Miss Crosby and guides were kept busy
A long debate followed. Sir William
London, Maroh 18.—The Morning Post en the invocation for American sympathy oaths are taken before our own consuls commanding position among his new asof
tbe
methods
employed in hnnttelling
Vernon Haroourt, formerly chanoelior of
who have no legal authority to adminissociates
a despatch
from Paris stating ami tu aid to crush the rebellion.
ins- in the woods.
the exchequer,
now
ter oaths in
countries
and of
leader publishes
foreign
opposition
He sent to the olerk’sdesk and had read course there is no
in the House, said that be welcomed the that tbe decision, of the British governpunishment for false
he called the Spanish minister's oaths under such circumstances.
declarations of Sir Miohael Hicks-Beach ment to take part in the Soudan expedi- what
treasury is criticized by ‘“sound money”
Thieving Post Master Attempts Suicide.
“diatribe against the Senate and Senathat tlin
nntrofmnunt.
rlfH nnf
J t_!
One
of
the
most
important amendments people, in spite of his advanced and silver
tion caused great surprise. The painful
Washington, March 12.—Col. Wheeler,
the established monetary
reiuieu
to too assessment
01
auuiuonai
depart from
There seems to be a disposition chief post office inspector, received today
in
government ci roies nas superticious foreign minister,” and said duties for undervaluation.
Our present position.
system. It is not creditable to England, impression
he added, that until now a doubt exist- been intensified
by the decision as it that it was high time for the House and law provides that where the appraised to attribute to Cleveland that which is a telegram from Naw Orleans saying that
had
ed as to the views of the government on was hoped that recent efforts to remove Senate to close their doors against suoh value exceeds the value on entry, by not approved of, and to chaige the mistakes Inspectors Hamilton and Fisher
“checked up” the poet office at Qulnnlan,
attempts to influence them. This was more than ten per cent, only the same
this
This ought to be the
question.
Carlisle.
causes of friction between France the first time, ho
the
said, when a foreign duty shall be collected as though, the upon
Texas, and had found that Postmaster
last
appearance of the bi-metallists in
The
A. H. Cook, was short over $6000.
and Great Britain would lead to friend- representative of a monarchy could oall true value had been correotly stated in
parliament.
the
in
members
of
Wants
those bodies, the entry.
to Hear From Cleveland.
question
postmaster attempted to commit suicide
Mr. Balfour, first lord of the treasury, ly relations between the two powers. The
In case the appraised value
uttered
resuscitated
and
for
words
in
but
was
He
debate.
with
narootlos,
spoke
made a somewhat leDgthy defence of his
exceeds the value in entry by more than
decision
is likoly to embitter of the
Washington, March 17.—Secretary Car- is now under arrest.
oensorship of the cablo between ten per cent, the additional duty shall be lisle
known views as a bimetallist. The reso- present
is
a candidate
fur
the
presidential
the French against the British. The al- Cubn and Amerioa by the Spanish autho- collected
lution was adopted without division.
equal to ten per oent of the total nomination at Chicago, and a public
said that, as far as the mails
Governor Matthews of Indiana, is geri
leged necessity of the expedition is rities and
appraised value, for each one per oent announcement to that effect will soon
were
he
conoerned,
had
informed
been
viewed with sceptioism. A semi-official
suoh appraised value exceeds the value be made
by one of the secretary’s closest ously ill with pneumonia.
OPPOSED TO COLONIAL EXPANSION. bulletin
a
Catholic priest who knew perfeotly declared
by
of
the
the
substance
in
embodying
entry.
friends in the Senate. This announceboth Spain
and Cuba, that the
well,
If the value is advanced li per cent by ment will not bo made until Mr. CleveThe Marquis Rudlnl Presents His Cabinet interview between M. Berthelot, foreign
between Cuba and tho United the
and Lord
British mails
the additional duty will land
minister,
Dufferin,
appraisers,
has formally refused to permit his
and Makes a Speech.
ambassador, caused a sensation in the States were constantly opened and the be 22 per oent of the total invoiced as name to be used in the convention an ;
contents
examined.
It
was perfectly
althe
of
to
chamber
valued
If
the
advanoed
ten
deputies, owing
by
appraisers.
for a third term. It is
a
candidate
Maroh 17.—The new premier,
Rome,
lusion it contained to the serious conse- well known, Mr. Morgan added, that all per oent, the usual duty on the appraised learned on excellent
authority that the
the
Marquis Di Rudini, presented the quences of the step taken by the British telegraphio information from Cuba was value only would be collected.
The President has
fully decided upon this
unless it happened to be favornew cabinet to the Chamber of
amendment provides that the additional
and
Is expeoted that he will
it
Deputies government. The attitude that will ul- doctored,
course,
able to the Spanisii causo.
duty shall commence at a point, where make known his determination within
In his speech announcing their timately be taken by the government is
today.
He lost respect for a minister who un- the value
of the memnot now known. A
fixed by the appraisers exceeds u short time.
to misquote a Senator, as the
acceptance of the office and his own, he bers of the ohamber majority
ot deputies consider dertook
that stated in the invoice, and shall ho
minister
him.
had
denied the truth of the rumors of the
Spanish
to
misquoted
out
of the question
push He read from the
equal t3 one per oent of the total npgov- It to be
Cherokee Bill Hanged.
Congressional Record
ernment’s
value, for evory one per cent inacceptance of proposals for matters to extremes.
tho statement he (Mr. Morgan) mad* in praised
Port
crease
of
valuation
the
Smith,
Ark., Maroh 17.—Crawby
appraisers,
with Abyssinia and announced
peace
the Senate and which he said the Span- such additional
duty to be limited to ford Goklsby, alias Cherokee Bill was
Government Not a Charity Board,
ish minister misquoted.
that
the government would ask for a
per cent of tha appraised value.
hanged today. The desperado showed no
Mr. Morgan said the facts cited by him fifty
credit of 140,000,000 lire for the
It prohibits any remission of the addi- fear. Bill was one of the few robbers who
London, Maroh 17.—In response to the in that
purpose
stood confessed by Spain tional
speeob
the
Armenian
bim
and
infested the Indian Territory during the
made
to
further
for
the
by
duty,
of continuing the campaign until
provides
Italy proposal
Relief ooinmittee that a national fund, through the lips of her own minister, forfeiture of goods when the value is ad- reign of terror ol 1394, und belonged to
had obtained an honorable situation.
who
the
evaded
them
statements
left
and
be
the
vanoed more than litty per oent by
under the auspices of
government,
the the Cook gang. He became an outlaw at
He rejected the polloy of oolonial ex- started for the assistance of the suffering unanswered. He dissented from the opin- appraisers.
In cases where the importer the age of fourteen when he shot a man
that the ion that foreign ministers in this country appeals from the decision of the collector, with whom he had quarreled.
Lord
says
He
was
he
Salisbury
it
Armenians,
but,
would
pansion,
ssld,
be danhad a right to resort to the press for th e the bill
In
rolief of distress in foreign countries inprovides for n fee of S3 to be hanged for killing Earnest Melton.
of affecting
matter
purpose
pendfrom
any
assessed.
There
is
no expense at present July, while in jail awuiting the result of
private liberality
variably emanated
the opinion ing in.Congress, or in'respect to any poli- attaching to these appeals.
or local authority. He is of
an appeal to the
Bill
Supreme court,
accrue from
Mr. MoMillin, Democrat of Tennessee, scoured a pistol, shot and killed Larry
that no advantage would
founded his objection upon the impracti- Keating and kept up a fusilade with the
government Intervention.
it was a bold,
cability of enforcing the assessment and guards for half an hour.
130 Persons Frozen to Death.
the collection of
but unsuccessful plot to break jail.
St. Petersburg, March 17.—The governADDITIONAL DUTY
visited
by a
ment of Orel has been
Brought in a Disabled Schoon or.
oweing to the difficulty of the appraisers
Reports reoeived
terrible snow storm.
March 17—Capt. Farrington of
Berlin,
an
here state that one hundred and
thirty
themselves reaching
agreement in rethe Furness line, steamer Georgia, which
were frozen to death in one
poisons
to the value of the goods.
I
most
the
spect
is
Don’t
Economical.
with
arrived below yesterday afternoon
bny
and
Large numbers of horses
Welts better than other shoes night. were
inferior and imitation sorts; nor
Mr. Hepburn, Republioan of Iowa, ap- the disabled schooner Van Name & Kink
■
frozen.
cattle
liquid extracts, which are mostly
proving the bill, expressed the hope that in tow, states that he sailed from London
until you have tried
Maroh 3 and during the entire voyage he
Assets Exceed Liabilities.
water and salt, ask for Liebig
I
the oommittee would extend the reform
did not have 24 hours of dear weather.
%
Company’s
g to further defend the revenues of the govNew Haven, Conn., March 17.—The reHo was due here last Sunday morning,
shoe dealer will sell you ceiver
A Dream of tartar baking powder.
of the Burgess Hat and Fur comtwo
or
He
three but lost a couple of
ernment.
suggested
days by towing the
made
a statement of the affairs
has
of all in leavening strength
in
the
bill.
or
pany
improvements
changes
schooner into port.
Highest
noi
kinds
All
are
a
made of the concern. He finds that the present
Mr. Grow, Republican of Pennsylvania,
Last Saturday morning, when about —Latest
States
United
Government
of
the
are
about
company
liabilities
$14,
took advantage of the opportunity
to 330 miles east of Boston
light, he fell in Food Report.
The
assets
business
will
$17,000.
from
but the
000;
make a general tariff speech
the with the schooner Van Name and King
be carried on as usual, pendiug the
ap
in distress.
Ho ran a wire hawser to her
Powder Co.
Continued on Second Page.
GOODYEAR SHOE MACH’Y CO. BOSTON’. pointment of an appraiser?.
and proceeded at the rate of eight knots
106 Wall St„ N. Y„
into the Saukim district.
Merchants
who had made their escape from Berber
reported that the Dervishes were preparing to attaok Murad Wells, and a large
foroe of Makdists had left Omdurman for
Dongola. The telegrams contained a dis-

A process for Woolen Carpets, Rugs, Mats, Ac,
Which cleanses without beating, restores the cot
or to original brilliancy, at

MR. PUGH’S WILD CLAIMS

contradictory.
England’s Friendship for Italy,
ADARE
Rome, March 17.—The government is
informed that a large Italian caravan has

reaohed Kassala. It met with no oppoThe Italian
sition from the dervishes.
press is very enthusiastic over the statement by George N.Curzon, under foreign
The Parity of Gold and 6ilver Discussed
secretary, in the British Commons, yesBritish exped i—Italy Much Pleased Over Great Brit- terday, iu regard to the
tlon into Soudan.
The Poplo Romano
lan’s Position—The Abyssinian War Is says it is
to
exaggerate the
impossible
For the
Not to Be Abandoned.
importance of the statement.
British
first time the paper says, the
of
March
the
House
17.—In
London,
government proolnlms to Europe her alleCommons today, Mr. Curzon, read tele- giance with Italy.
grams received at tne foreign office
by
Thanks Extended to England,
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A BOODLE CAMPAIGN.

unea.”

WHERE HOES IT COME

Big

Cliuuk

GROSVENOR’S REPLYsn'tSure But Thinks

What Everyone Has Been

Whisperiug, Openly Charged.

A REMARKABLE INTERVIEW WITH

SENATOR CHANDLER.

Charges

Washington,

Manufacturers—That

lionaire

Move-

ment In Bis Behalf la Boodle

Canvass

From Start to Finish—Protected
ests

Levied On for

Inter-

Funds—Statement

Called From Ohio Man.

Washington, March 17.—The^bitter feeling against McKinley among the friends

presidential candidates, which
largely kept out of the news-

of the .other
has

been
papers until today, came oat strongly In
an

extraordinary

Interview,

prepared

by Senator Chandler for a Washington
newspaper, in which he attacked McKinley as the beneficiary of millionaire manufacturers and the McKinley movement
start to finas a “boodle canvass from

ish."

W ashed

Up at

Senator Chandler’s

Are False.

Maroh 17.—The

Continued from First Page.
So Heavy Two Men Oouldn’t Lift

foUowicg

Be Taken to Bath For

It—Will

Exhibition and

Later to Portland.

[SPECIAL

TO THE

March

17.—It

Bath,

PRESS.]

jensibillties of the late secretary of the
navy. Senator Chandler.

wasn’t a great
man; months ago that a number of Bath,
and Portland men
were interested in
a
soheme searching for coal near Ga,pe

with absolute full
of his
matter

Small Point under the name of the Portland and Kennebeo Coal Mining Com-

charges, but I will undertake to say that,
in my
oplulou, there is absolutely no
Foundation for them, and that it would

pany. After spending a number of thousand dollars for putting a drill through
feet of rook witha number of thousand
out finding coal the attempt was given

cannot

tnowledge

speak

upon

the

wise for Senator Chandler and every
other Republican to hesitate and require
Full proof before indorsing the charges
with which idle rumor fills the air.
“Is there any man in the United States
old enough to vote, who does not know
that in a political oampaign for the presidency there must be some expenditure of
money? And when the candidate has
Is not a crime, I
no money of his own is
trow, to permit his friends to pay their
own expenses in the necessary work of
the campaign?
There are necessary expen ses incident
to a political oampaign ior the nomination for President that must be paid.
How mawkish, childish, babyish, absurd
to
create
and contemptible
capital
against an honest man because somebody has perchance ofierea to aid his
friends in the prosecution of a great national canvass.
“Now,again, this thing of the invitation
of other peoples’ states. This is a new
development in American polities. It
has not been a settled law of party organization hitherto that any man owned
any state in the matter of the nomination for President. All the Republicans
of the United States have a right to be
heard in the matter of this nomination.
of
the navy
“The last secretary
that It is now pertinent to instatee
quire into MoKinley’s personal finanoial
affairs. It is a novel position.
2 “Slanders by innuendo will fail of their
object, and character, at the end of npore
of honorable life,
a century
than half
will not be tarnished by the tongue of
be

up, but for all that some of the old stools
holders still believe ooal is there.
At every large storm pieces of ooal are
washed up on the sandy beaohes there,
and during the last big storm a
piece so
heavy that two men couldn’t even lift it
was thrown up there and from Its
appearance must have just been broken off
of the voin.

Capt. Tibbetts
one

of Portland, who was
of those interested in the prospect a

few

yean ago was in Bath and heard
of this
latest find and
has directed a
teamster
to secure it and haul it to this
If he suoceeds in getcity if possible.
ting it he intends to take it to Portland

Mr.
The Interview as given out by
Chandler is as follows:
and show it to people there. He is still
“What is thought and said among the
of the firm belief that there is coal there
about
whom
have
met
you
Republicans
and the only trouble is in locating it.
the reoent developments showingjthat
money contributions are being soliolted
FEYLER COULDN’T RECOVER.
from the manufacturers of the Kast to
help MoKlnleyf” was asked.
“It has been very seldom that I have
An Interesting Rockland Suit For Damagheard more indignation expressed on any
es Decided For Defendant.
minor
subject of politics," said the
Senator, “than within the last few days,
as information has come to the extent to
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESW.]
whloh these levies upon protected interests are being made. Anger is uttered by
Rockland, Maroh 17.—The most interof all other candidates and
the friends
esting civil case whioh has been tried
also by the most sagacious politician*,
thus far at the present term of the Superwho have no preferences as yet.
ior Court, waa that of James H. Feyler
“It has always been conceded that it is
fair politics to advocate Mr. McKinley, slander.”
vs. John
M. Creighton and others.
It
because he represents suoh protection as
was an action to recover $5000 damages for
was
given by the bill of 1890, whioh
Cohasset Instructed For Beed.
personal injuries alleged to have been
brought to the Republican party, unCohasset, Mass., March 17. -The dele- reoeived in an aooident which occurred
deservedly, Its widespread defeats In the
caucus
fall of that year. In the return of the gates eleoted at the Republican
while Feyler was working la Creighton’s
to
their desire for protection it tonight were instructed for Reed.
limerook quarry at Thoonasion.
At the
s fair to argue that Mr. MaKinley, by
Salem Chooses Beed Delegates.
time of the accident the plaintiff was
whose name the bill was oalled, will be
candidate for President.
au appropriate
Salem, Mass, Maroh 17.—The RepubliBut even here there Is a feeling that can caucuses this evening ohose a solid
moving limerock chips.
the argument U being pressed a little too iteea delegation to tne state convention.
The rocks and chips were loaded upon
and Reed were
lar.
Messrs. Allison
U UJ1X7
BO
a drag
at the bottom of the quarry and
Uifpui U»UV
Reed Delegates In Waltham.
Ripley in the handling of the bill of 1890,
then hoisted upon oars. It was a portion
Re18.—The
and Mr. Allison is certainly Mr. MoKinWaltham, Mass., Maroh
of Feyler’s work while the hoisting was
ley’s superior in a knowledge ot the publican oauouses tonight obose twentyinto
enter
the
which
details
two
delegates favoring Thomas B. Reed in progress to guide the gin or reel so as
neoessary
to keep
It from hitting.
problem of a revenue by tariff duties. for President.
While thus
Conceding, however, that, If a high prohe fell into the quarry and reengaged
In
Nebraska.
be
is
to
Mr.
candidate
Figlit
tection
McKinley’s
desired,
ceived severe injuries among which sevMcKinley’s olaim to that title is sound,
17.—Senator
March
Neb.,
Omaha,
it is a very different thing for his superal broken ribs figured.
has sent from Washington his
Thurston
poi tern to propose to carry on his oanvass ultimatum to tho Manderson men, who
Feyler claimed that the staging or
for the favor of delegates by begging
resent it, and the fight will go track in which the oars were run and
bitterly
of
the
manufacturers
the
from
money
on. The Senator proposes that he be sent
the other appliances for doing the work
West and the East and everywhere else
to the St. Louis convention as a distiiot
to be expended in manipulating state
that John L. Webster and Peter required of him were imperfect to such
delegate;
conventions.
to make the owner of the
Jansen be two of the delegates at large, an extent as
■“To| Invade Senator Quay's state with and that resolutions subsequently be
liable
for damages. It was
quarry
demands,oral and written,that the Pennin State Convention and in all
sylvania manufacturers are under such adopted
in claimed in defense that the negligence
district conventions,
pronouncing
to
Mr.
that
McKinley
they favor of McKinley for president.
obligations
oi
Feyler contributed to the accident
ought to furnish cash contributions with
to such an extent as to free Mr. Creighwhich to secure the election of McKinley
for
MeKinley,
Pennsylvania Delegates
ton and other owners of the quarry from
delegates to St. Louis seems to be a most
Maroh 17.—At the York
York Pa.,
ill-advised proceeding. Yet the evideDoe
any liability of damages.
seems to be clear that a systematic, wideoountyl Republican convention today reThe case was oonoluded this forenoon,
ly-extended levy upon the protected In-, solutions were adopted endorsing Wm.
dustries of the country has been project- MoKinley for President, and instructing but It was late’this afternoon before the
ed and is going forward, to what extent the national delegates to support him as jury returned its verdict for the defendiscovered. Ever since long as his name was before the national
remains to be
dants.
for MoKinlay began it convention.
the movement
There are a number of similar cases
has been rumored that Mr. Mark Hanna,
now one
of the Ohio delegntes-at-large,
Instructions for McKinley.
pending in Knox county and the oourt
has been expending money in Mr. Mcroom gwas crowded during the trial by
Bloomington, Ills., March 17.—McLean
There has been an
Kinley’s Interest.
held parties for which it had an especial inconvention
unwillingness to believe this, and a dis- county Republican
voted McKinley instructions terest.
Fublio sentiment ran rather in
position to attribute Mr. Hauna’s exer- herea today,
large majority.
tions to sincere and disinterested friend- by
favor of the injured man and the verdict
ship for Mr. McKinley. Nobody now is
was
the occasion of a great deal of surMcKinley Delegates Elected.
so charitable.
It is beginning to be believed that the McKinley movement is to
Beloit, Wis., Maroh 17.—The First Con- prise.
be a boodle canvass from start to finish. gressional
District Republican convenGAMMON WITHDRAWS HIS SUITS.
This belief will be injurious to Mr. Mc- tion today elected McKinley delegates to
Kinley. It will be still more Injurious the St. Louis convention.
if
Mr.
the
Will
Not Prosecute the Men Who Accused
to
Republican party, especially
MsKlnley is nominated.
A Few People Stabbed.
Him of Sheep Stealing.
“The issue will be made by our oppon;91
Dallas, Texas, Maroh 17. The Dallas
ents whether we are to have a President
who wae nominated by ‘fat trying,’ by oounty Republicans known as the ‘‘Black
North Anson, Me., March 17.—Mr. Edthe money of millionaire manufacturers, and Tan” wing, held a mass convention ward H.Gammon of
Anson, about whose
Moand is to be elected by similar corrupt today and split, sending Reed and
methods applied to the suffrage in th e Kinley contesting delegates to the state complex troubles tbero has been so much
convention. A riot wbiob lasted fifteen litigation and who was to prooeed against
states.
by the police his alleged enemies at the March assizes
“Mr. MoKinley ought not to suffer by minutes was suppressed
He after several persons were stabbed.
unjust imputations of this sort.
at Skowhegan, has been obliged to withought to repudiate any such oanvass in
draw his suits.
Gammon whs to bring
behalf.
I do not believe that he
TO CUKE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
bis
wishes to stand in the unfavorable light
five suits against
various
neighbors,
Take laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
in which he will be placed if the currentAll druggists refund the money if it fails alleging conspiracy and malicious prosely reported and now everywhere believed to oure. 25c.
oution in connection with
the
Anson
stories remain uncontradicted. I expect
to hear from him without delay in a pubsheep stealing oases.
Late
Marine
News.
iio utterance. If he does not speak diMr. Gammon went away in January to
rectly or authoritatively through some
Vineyard Haven, Maroh 17.—Arrived see if be oould get money to oarry on his
the
reliable
belief
will
representative,
March 16 tho aohoonirs Nellie F. Sawyer,
gain ground that he has placed himself Willard, Thomaston for New York; the suits against his persecutors in the three
in frlin Vionrio
nsliA
anaIr

fieople

awwwwao

mo

«uxa

Aliv

_

—

mansrroec

o«a

ing to nominate him by the lavish

use

of money,
and
who will own him and
make merchandise of him if he 1h elected.
“All Republicans sympathize with McKinley in his business misfortunes, and
all over the ooantry contributions were
freely made to pay the honorable debts
be had inourred, and to keep such a distinguished and honored leader of the
But it is now,
party from Insolvency.
by reason of recent disclosures, a pertinent inquiry,
who raised and handled
those contributions, how large were they,
is Mr. McKinley’s present
and what
condition? Are the men who
financial
raised these personal contributions now
going over the same ground they have
before travelled,
gathering money for
corrupting state and district conventions,
and is our next President—if Mr. McKinley is the nominee—to.be controlled
and dedicated to by Mr. Hanna and a
set of his associates who have established
their domination over a President by the
money they have furnished him and for
his uses?
“A plain and explicit statement should
be made by Mr. MoKinley, or in his behalf.
Tell the
truth, should be the
motto. I believe that Mr. McKinley can
make matters right, so far as he la personally concerned ; and, for the sake of
the good name of the party I prefer to see
him do this than labor under the disadvantages now upon him in the oanvass
for the nomination growing out of these
repeated and continuous collections of

Deafnbss Cannot be Cored
bv local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portions of the ear. There is only one
way to cure Deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tnbe gets inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect
bearing, and when it Is entirely closed Deafness Is the result, and unless the’ inflammation
can be taken out and this tube restored to its
normal condition, hearing will be destroyedforever; nine ca-es out of ten are caused by catarrh. which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for
circulars, free.
F.J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ty Sold by Druggists, 76c.
J
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Small Point.

Grosvecor’s -reply to
s, In
part, Gen
senator Chandler’s interview.
“It is to be greatly regretted that a
londition of things should have arisen
n the presidential campaign to shook the

“I
Say* McKinley I* the Beneficiary of Mil-

of Coal
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Flaxen, Ham, Rockland for the same
port Sailed March 17. Nellie F. Sawyer,
Empress, Clifford L White.
Boston, March 17.—Arrived, schooners

begun against him the past year, and in
eaob of which he has been victorious.
The suits which he has brought against
them for damages would Involve the outAlice 0. Fox. Hopkins, Rookport, Me.;
Francis M. Boring. Flanders, George W. lay of a large sum of money and
his
Glover, Morton, both Bookland. Maine; friends were unwilling to furnish money
Fannie Hodgkins; Tibbetts, Wlscasset; to
carry on suits against persons believed
Enterprise, Stront, Scitnate.
Cleared,
This
schooner Stephen Morgan,
Boothbay; to be not responsible financially.
Helen Black, Norfolk. Sailed, schooners disposal ot the cases was made at
the
Rebeoca Tanline, New York fer Salem;
opening of tbs March term of the SuHelen M. Benedict, Norfolk; Harry Mescourt
oa
Tuesday at
H. preme Judioial
ser, Rockland; C. A. White and W.
Olrr for
Rockland; Andrew Adams, Skowhegan.
Baltimore.
Snow
Counterfeiters Arrested In

Enough Down East How.

Missouri.

Bangor, March 17.—The storm whlo h
here last night continues today
began
United

St. Joseph, Mo., March 17.—The
but heavy gales.
States antboritiee have arrested W, B, with light snow fall,
Pease and his wife, charging them with Street car traffic la paralyzed beoause it
Pease was arrested at is
counterfeiting.
impossible to keep the tracks clear of
the freight office, where he appeared to
box. This box was seized. It scow. Reports from Aroostook
claim a
oounty
proved to contain a quantity of tools indicate a heavy snow fall and gales.
and paraphernalia
for the moulding of Country roads are now almost
impassible.
metal sued half a bushel of spurious dollar
and half dollar pieces. Pease’s wife was
Took
M
the Doctor's Kindness.
Advantage
arrested at a boarding house, and there,
too, the officers found a quantity of the
San Francisco, March 17.—The council
Two
of
their
accom- sitting in
counterfeit moeey,
judgment on Bev. Dr. Brown
plices, one known as W. L, Herb, and has aoqaitted the accused pastor on one
another whoso identity is unknown, suc- charge, that
of immoral conduct with
ceeded in making their escape.
Mrs, M, A, Stockton,
Mm. Pease made a confession stating
They based their opinion on the folthat the man had made the coins in Oma- lowing : That
Mrs, Stockton was not
ha and that a considerable amount of the a woman whoso
testimony could be takstuff bed been passed there.
en for truth, that there was no evidence
introduued that was strong enough in h
School Boy Crashed to Death,
legal sense to oonviot the pastor; that
he had shown Mrs, Stookton great kindWebster, Mass., March 17,—A portion ness in the way that a Christian minisof the gable on the east side of the new ter should
and that Bhe had taken advanFrenob church, under construction, tell
tage of that kindness,
this forenoon, oarrying tons of 6tone and
mortar. The damage covers 135
square
feet. The loss will not be more than S200.
Oswald Plasse, aged ten, while going to
for
Beecham's
school was caught and burled in
the
debris. He was instantly killed.
10* and
Get the
Heavy Snow Fall In Vermont.

Brattleboro, March 17,—Twelve to 14
inches of snow fell in Brattleboro, and
vicinity last night, It being the heaviest
fall of the winter.

pation

book at

constipills
25*.
your druggist’s and

Annual sales

than 8,000,000 boras.

two Chinese ports, was made the
of au official report.
Notwithstanding very rough weather the Olympia
averaged 20 knots an hour, and would
have
made
23 knots according to her
offloers. in smooth water, thus becoming
the second fastest cruiser in the world.
tween

Postmaster Smith of West Hollis.
text that the only true tariff bill was that
Washington, Maroh 17.—C. D. Smith
which embraced speoiflo duties.
Wr‘
Clark, Republican of Iowa, was today appointed postmaster at West
digressed from the subject to oondemn Hollis.
tho practice of making favorable aotion
To Settle Railroad Debt Question.
on proposed legislation
depend upon the 1
Washington, Maroh 17.—In about 10
recommendation or approval of tho head
will be a consultation beof the executive
After days there
department.
tween the
two steering committees of
further debate the bill was
considered
the
Senate to see if time can be givenjfor
under the five minute rule for amendment. Two amendments offored were re- consideration of the bill for settlement
jected. Without substantial amendment of the Pacific railroad debt.
the bill was reported to the House and
River and Harbor Bill to Be Reported,

passed.

'1 he House then adjourned.

THE NEW NAVY.
House

Committee Recommends Four New

Battle

Ships

and Fifteen

Washington,

-Torpedo Boats,

March

17.—At
today’s
meeting of the House naval committee it
was decided to reoommend in the naval
appropriation bill the construction of
four battleships and fifteen torpedo boats.
The battleships will have-a displacement
of about eleven thousand tons and are to
cost not to exoeed $3,760,000 each, exolu
slve of armament. The appropriations to
begin the work on the battleships will be
in keeping with the amount Secretary
Herbert stated he could expend next year
for that purpose.
Jive of the torpedo
boats will be of large size and will cost
in the aggregate $860,000. Tho appropriation for the remaining ten of
smaller
dimensions will be $800,000.
In view of
the expedition with which boats of this
character can be built, $1,366,350 of the
entire amount will be provided for in tho
present bill. The large boats will have
a speed
of twenty-six knots
against
twenty for the smaller boats.
This conclusion was reaohed after two
hours discussion, participated In by the
thirteen members present. Mr. Hilborn
of California, finally
moved that
the
committee recommend four battleships.
Mr. Hauley of Indiana offered an amendment fixing the number of battleships at
The first vote was taken on
six.
the
amendment. It was defeated seven to
six. Among those voting in the negative
was Mr. Boutelle of Maine.
The vote on
the Hilborn proposition for four
ships
vras darfied unanimously.
The bill as
agreed to without ailowanoe for new
ships, will carry an appropriation of
1

$28,454,784.

IMMIGRATION

BILLS REPORTED.

Washington,
committee

on:

March 17.—The House

immigration

and naturali-

CLAIMED-

Two Hour* Battle and Seven
Dead On the

Were Left

Field.
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like leather1’ has passed into a proverb,
and this excellent dealer in leatber betbe father of two dlstinguished'sons
and the grandfather, and also the greatcame

zation today ordered favorably reported
of men, who have achieved
two important immigration bills. The grandfather
considerable eminence in their day and
first provides an eduoational test for imHis oldest son. Frederick
generation.
migrants by adding to the classes of
UniPollook, graduated at Cambridge
aliens excluded trom the United States
versity, in 1806, and stood as “senior
“all male persons between 16 and 60 who wrangler” in the mathematical tripos.
cannot read and write English or some It Is said that when young Pollook examined the list of honor men he could
other language.”
not
find his name, and when he got
The second bill provides for the con- down to about fourteen on
the list
he
sular inspection of Immigrants. It stipu- exclaimed: “Well, I know I must stand
above
that
fellow.”
more
careful
Upon
lates
that no alien immigrant shall be
examination of the document he found
admitted within the United States un- that the
nail
verger had driven the
less he or she shall exhibit to the United through the name which stood at tlio top
States on arriving at the place of
ad- of the list, and that he was himself senior
mission a certificate, signed by a United wrangler. He became a great lawyer,
States consul or other authorized repre- and in due time Chief Baron of the Court
sentatives of the United States at the of Exchequer and Privy Councillor.
Sir Frederick Pollock’s eldest son, Sir
place nearest to which the immigrant
last resided, setting forth that the con- William Frederick Poliock, became also
sul or other United States representative a distinguished lawyer and was for many
had made an investigntion’conoerning years “Queen’s Remembrancer.” The
the immigrant and that the immigrant two volumes'of“Personal Reminiscences”
does not belong to the class or
classes of from his pen, in 1887,
have been well
alien Immigrants excluded from admis- uesoribed by the Saturday Review as “a
sion Into the United States by contract cheerful record of a prosperous career.”
labor and other laws. It is made the duty H» was literary executor to W. C. Maof consular officers to inspect ail immi- cready, the
and edited
that
actor,
celebrated
“Reminiscences.”
grants.
player’s
He died in 1888. Another son stiil living
is Gen. Sir Richard Pollook, who served
JAPAN’S STRIDES IN COMMERCEwith distinction in northern India and
Interesting Report of Consul Connolly to took part in the Seistan arbitration between Persia and Afghanistan,
which
the State Department,
oventually brought about the Afghan
Washington, March 17.—Japan's recent war of 1876.
The second eminent son of the “oourt
great strides in trade and commerce are
was
Gen. Sir George Pollock,
the subject of a long report to the State saddler”
who took command of the British army
from
James
F.
Department
Connolly, for the invasion of Cabul, after the terUnited States consul at Hiogo.
Mr. Con- rible massacre of the British troops iu
1842. He reduoed Cabul to submission
nolly tells, of the wonderful progress in amt
was eventually created a baroDet and
The opening a field
manufactures, arts, etc.
marshal, and became constable
of
China
to
the
of
investment
up
capital of the Tower of London.
The
Sir
Frederick Pollook of the Veneand trade operations,
accomplished by
zuela “Blue Book” is tbe eldest son of
the Japanese themselves
will eventua
Sir William Frederick Pollock, the eldost
ly, according to Mr. Connolly, prove per- son of the Chief Baron. He was born
tlie
most
serious
drawback
Dec. 10, 1843, and is consequently a litto
the
haps
future of Japan. He thinks that until tle more than fifty years of age.
He was
the operation of the revised treaties with educated at Eton and Tnuity College,
are
tested
and precedents estab- Cambridge, and was called to the bar at
Japan
lished as to the rights o! individuals and Lincoln’s Inn in 1871. So distinguished
of property, the preference in all matters are his attainments in law that he has
oonnected with
investments ot capital been honored with positions in the three
and trade
pursuits will he in favor of leading universities of England. He was
China.
examiner iu law at Cambridge in 1879,
Figures given in the report show that Professor of Jurisprudence at the Uuithe Unitod States
purchased about 40 veraitv of London in 1882. and Cornua
per cent of all Japan’s merchandise sold Professor of Jurisprudence at Oxford in
ior export last year.
He is editor of the Law Quarterly
American merchan- 1884.
dise sold for import shows a decrease for Review, and a contributor to many peri1895, as compared with tho previous odicals. Among his
numerous
legal
works are; “Principles
of Contract,”
year.
In making Inquiries on the subject of 1876; “Leading Cases,” 1876; “Law of
American trade, Mr. Counolly was told Partnership,” 1877; “Juripsrudence and
generally that the quality of American Ethics 1883; “The Land Laws,” 1883;
products was excellent, but the produc- “The Law of Torts,” 1887.
His hook on the “Life and
not seem to consider the trade
ers did
Philosophy
of Japan
sufficiently important to re- of Spinoza” is a remarkable production.
model their prices and freight rates to Sir Frederick has diligently studied all
the extent necessary to meet the compe- that could be gleaned and gathered and
tition of the producers ot other nations.
conjectured regarding the life and opinions of the grunt Hebrew thinker, and
his work lias become a standard volume
More Bine Books Arrive In Washington.
with regard to the various problems as to
sources of Spinoza’s Philosophy.
Match 17.—Sir
Washington,
Julian the
Sir Frederick’s younger brother, Sir.
Pauncefote received today several copies
of the parliamentary blue book ou the Walter Herries Pollock, is editor of the
and is the author of
Venezuelan
boundary dispute in the Saturday Review,
mail. One of his first acts was to prompt numerous works, chiefly with roterence
the drama.
ly send the message with a oopy and his to poetry and
There are at the present time, at the
compliments to Honor Andrade, the Vendozen
a
individuals who are
ezuelan
minister, who had already ex- very least,
tended a similar courtesy when the Ven- either the grandsons or the greatgrandezuelan correspondence was issued in sons of the two sons of the court saddler
of King George who are distinguished In
book form a Week ago today.
None of the copies of the British blue London.
Tlio success of the Pollook family finds
book received by the British ambassador today will be presented to the Vene- a parallel In that of the descendants of
zuelan
boundary commission, which Mr. Scott, who was a coal merchant in
has not yet been recognized iu any man- the town of Newcastle just about the
ner
by Lord Salisbury's government. time that Mr. Pollock was engaged in
The commission yesterday was supplied business in London. Mr. Scott had two
with a number of copies which reached sons, William and John, who were sent
the State Department from Ambassador to Oxford. William eventually became
Bayard, and the members of the com- on eminent lawyer, and was raised to the
mission are now engaged in studying the peerage as Baron Stowell. John became
arguments in support of the British con- Lord Eldon, and was Lord High Chancellor of England under the administratention.
tions of Addington, Pitt, and Liverpool.
Ho was made an Earl by George IV., and
Says McKinley Will Not Be Nominated.
died a millionaire.
Washington,
March 17.—Joseph H.
Manley returned this morning from New
Dear Editor; Please Inform your readers
York where he has been for several days,
that if written to confidentially. I will mail in
looking over the political field. Ho is a sealed letter, the plan pursued by which I
not at all alarmed by rumors. He said was permanently restored to health and manly
this morning;
“McKinley will not be vigor, after years of suffering from Nervous
nominated on the first ballot, on the sec- Weakness, night losses and weak, shrunken
or
ond,
any ballot. We are not making parts.
1 have no scheme to exhort money from any
any extravagant claims for Reed, but wo one
whomsoever. 1 was robbed and swindled
where hia strength is. The St
know
by the quacks until I nearly lost iaith In
Louis convention will not bo stampeded mankind, but thank Heaven, I am uow
for anybody.
well, vigorous and strong, and anxious to
make this certain mear.s of cure known to
The Olympia Is Fast.
all.
Having nothing to sell or send C, 0.D, I want
Washington, March 17.—A
recent no
Address JAS. A. HAltKIS,
money,
speed run of the cruiser Olympia be- Delray, Mich,, Box 366.

the vessel’s manifest.

Position of Cable Kept Secret.
Halifax, N. S., March 17.—It has been
ion met
1000 insurgents undor Lacret decided by the Bermuda Cable Company
to
secret the position of its oabla
or Zays at
Xenes, near El Palme, east fromkeep
Halifax to Bermuda. Leaving Haliof Havana, and an engagement
took fax harbor, the cable runs on the western
place that lasted two hours. It is report- side of St. George’s Island, bnt after
its oourse is not known outside the
ed that the rebels left seven dead on the that
cable company’s office. The cable is confield and carried ether dead and woundsidered to be of the greatest importance
ed off with them. The troops had three and its location
is desired to be kept a
wounded.
T1ib insurgents have entered secret to prevent any possible attempt
of war to interrupt oommunioain
time
the town of Guara, province of Havana,
tion between Halifax and Bermuda.
and
sacked and
burned a number of

family.”

About the time of the American Revolution, “when George was King,” an individual of the name pf Pollock occupied
the posltiou of saddler and harnessmaker

stuff was under the coal; but when thd
entire cargo was discharged there were no
signs of anything hut what was stated in

Havana, March 17.—The Espana battal-

stores. Their presence caused a
panio.
There were no losses in the rebel atis
17.—It
Maroh
expected
Washington,
that the river and harbor bill will be tack on tiie town of Batabano, Saturday.
reportod to the House within a few days. The insurgents burned the police beauIt is understood that the bill will not quarters, the town hall, a church, a
apporpriato more than $10,000,000, but number of stores, two ooffee houses, five
will put a large number of projects un- residences and 68 frame buildings.
They
der continuing contract system.
practically reduced the town to ashes.
A gunboat in
the harbor shelled the
Senator Frye Not a Candidate.
rebels during the attaok.
Washington, March 17.—Senator Frye
denies the story sent out by a press disGARCIA HAS GOT AWAY.
patch several days ago to the effect that
he with Senator Hale, Gov. Cleaves and
No Doubt the Cuban General Sailed On tlie
would
ho
Boutelle
deleCongressman
St.
Bermuda.
gates-at-large from Maine to the
Louis convention.
New York, Maroh 17.—The
Recorder
I.ight House oil Swan Island.
Cuban
says that when the case of the
Washington, March 17.—In the Senate filibusters implicated in
the Bermuda,
Mr.
of
MassaHedge, Republican
today
is
chusetts, introduced a bill for the estab- Laurada and Hawkins expeditions
lishment, at a cost of $30,003, of a light- oalied in the United States court Monhouse on Swan Island in the Caribbean day, Gen. Galixto Garcia will
probably
sea, belonging to the United States.
be missing, and his bail will be forfeited.
MaoNichol’s Trip Seccessful,
It Is now certain that he left for Cuba.
Washington, March 17.—Colin Mao- He left in a
tug and was transferred to
Nichol of Eastport was today sworn in as
special inspector of customs under Speoial the steamer Bermuda far out at sea. With
Agent Smith of Boston and attached to him were other patriots. Others went to
tho Eastport oustoms district.
Superin- Florida and sailed from there to meet
tendent Hurley of Rockland, the
new
the Bermuda, among them
being Dr.
congressional committeeman, was instru- Carlos
Garcia, Gen. Garcia’s son. Among
mental in getting MaoNichol appointed.
those who left in the tug from New York
wns Dr. Hernandez, who is to be chief of
SIR FREDERICK POLLOCK.
the surgeon’s staff in the Cuban army.
Friends of the Garcias say the General
A Prominent Member of a Remarkable will explain his action
satisfactorily as
soon as he lands. Geu. Garcia’s wife told
Family,
a reporter that her husband
would come
baok to the United States and
deliver
The oompiler of
the parliamentary himself to the United States authorities.
“Blue Book” on the Venezuela question
Is a man of distinguished position in
A
DEVASTATED
ISLAND.
the English legal profession, and to his
Towns Wiped Off the Map of Cuba by
great credit he belongs to what is known
Troops.
as “a self-made

mo

Illiterates Proposed.

A SPANISHIVICTORY

subject

Havana, March ^17.—The devastation
already wrought by the war is great. Thirfir.oiT

t retort

c
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four western provinces and over twentyfive towns have been half burned. Most of
these towns have been burned by the in-

surgents.
In some eases, the troops
demolished
the town to prevent the Insurgents from
occupying it. When the insurgents entered Pinar Del Rio, every town except
and
him
the capital, welcomed
no

property was injured.
Later, the government troops entered
insurthe province, and dislodged the
gents. Thereupon the inhabitants burned
their own town.
Spanish troops occupy
the city of Pinar Del Rio, the towns of
Candelaria, Arteiuesia and the port of
Colima. All the rest of the province is in
the hands of the

enemy.

Spanish force was sent to
establish a base of
supplies at Guane.
the
Upon
approach of tho column the
Recently

a

Pensions.

Maine

Washington, Maroh 17.—Pensions have
been

granted

residents of Maine

as

fol.

lo ws:
ORIGINAL.

Gilbert I). Crabtree, Franklin.
David R. Wylie, West Bath.
INCREASE.

David F, Smith, Rockland.
ELEPHANTS IN TERROR.
Experiment With

a

Rat

at The

Barnnid

Headquarters.

It has

(N. Y.
long been

Sun.)
a

question among

sientifio men whether the common belief
that elephants are in terror of rats ancf
mioe is worthy of acceptance. It wad

conclusively proved yesterday at Barnum
& Bailey’s oircus headquarters in Bridge,
port that it is. Under the mentorship of
Tody Hamilton a party of scientific and
newspaper men from this city and New
Haven visited the
for themselves the

headquarters and saw
terrorizing effeot upon

forty-five elephants of the presence of a
single rat. Tody Hamilton had several
rats originally, having secured them iq
this city for the experiment, but all sue.
cum bed to the rigors of the weather and
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yesterday morning.
The visitors left this city on a special
at 9 o’clock, and at Bridgeport were i
joined by Profs. O. C. Marsh and D. O. !
Baton of Yale and Mayor Clark, Dr.
Downs, Dr. Porter, and'L. M. Rich of
Jirulgeport. in the JNew York party were
Prof. H. C. Osborne of Columbia College and Dr. Wortman of the Museum of
Natural
History. The ohief interest
centored in the elephant and rat experiment. Thirty-five elephants, of whom
half a dozen were little fellows, were
gathered in thejlarge enclosure, and double
chained by order of Mr. J. A. Bailey,
who personally conducted the visitors
after they reached the headquarters. In
spite of his reputation as a tractable and
reliable animal, the elephant is more
feared by circus men than any other
member of the menagerie. He is liable
to sudden fits of rage or panio, and on
these occasions is about as manageable as
a
runaway locomotive and has equal
powers of destruction. The visitors did
not know this,
but Jeff Caliau aDd a
number of other experienced circus men
there understood it well, and stood lined
up near the door ready to control a hasty
exit of all the vistors in case any of the
giants broke away. The rat, on account
of whioh all these precautions were taken
car

I*.-4-Kn
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A

IJ.,4-4-In

Antonio Maceo, seoonil in command of larlv lad-tempered elephant. Hattie did
the rebel
forces, is near Candelabria, everything but turn somersaults in her
province of Pinar Del Rio. At a meeting effort to dislodge her rider, but the rat
of the Reformist party here it was
de- clung, while she bucked, flapped her
cided not to toko part in the election of skin, shook,
plunged, and rubbed against
mem tiers of the Cortes, it being held imwith fear all the
the wall, shrieking
possible for the party to do so, because of time. Finally one of the other elephants
the disturbance caused by the war. This oame to her rescue and swept the rodent
decision was cabled to Madrid.
Replies off with his trunk. Then there were
were received from the leaders there com- more
lively times, but Anally a big felmending the notion of the party, and de- low backed down upon the enemy and
in
Cuba will only be put a foot upon it, destroying it.
claring the elections
simulated, and advising the Reformists
A guinea pig was then tried upon Hatonly to take part in the elections when tie, but she didn’t mind that at all. In
the provinces are pacified.
this she differed from most of the others
who made a great row until the little
Bermuda Took On Passengers.
white fellow was orushed by a foot. It
Washington, March 17.—Unusual mani- was not judged safe to try any further
festations of aotivity on the part of the experiments owing to the exoited condirevenue marine aud naval officials indi- tion of the animals.
cate that another ohase after suspected
Other mutters of interest were seen.
Cuban filibusters is in prospeot. The be- There was a beautiful exhibition of fiftyhorses under Prof. O’Brien,
one trained
lief is that the British steamship
Ber
muda, which left New York ostensibly in which the animals, apparelled in gay
for Vera Cruz, at eight Sunday morning, trappings, went through evolutions on a
loaded with arms and ammunition, has sort of conic platform with kaleidesoopio
since taken on hoard the
Cuban leader effect. Joanna, the chimpanzee, who has
Gen. Calizto Garzia nnd the thirty-four recovered from the cold she oaught in
mon reoently arrested with
him.
The moving from Central Park, was also viscommo- ited, and the guests saw the lions and
expedition expeots to meet the
tigers fed. There was only one mishap,
dore, which left Charleston last week.
and that was to Mr. L. M. Rich’s brown
hat. Mr. Rich was
standing by the
THE CLOTILDE SUSPECTED.
black boars’ cage observing those animals
with unnecessary oontempf.
‘“That
Spanish Authorities Search a Coal Laden
big
ohap,” he remarked
look as if he know he was alive.”
doesn’t
Bark.
Then Mr. Rich turned aside, and the
maligned bear reaohing out through the
Philadelphia, March 17.—Upon a sus- bars swung a heavy right paw upon Mr.
picion of having contraband matorial In Rich’s brown hat, crumpling it up like
a piece of
paper. Mr. Rich was not
hor hold, the bark Clotilde, which arrived
harmed, but was highly surprised. He
at this port last night, from the
West nicknamed
the bear
“Fitzsimmons.”
Indies, was searohed by the Spanish ous- After the inspection the visitors went to
and
toine authorities at San Juan and May- dinner as guests of Tody Hamilton,
there were speeches and toasts. About
agues and guarded by Spanish soldiers fifty persons took the
trip.
during tho entiro stay of the vessol at
Porto Rico.
She left Philadelphia a month ago for
Porto Rion, with a cargo of ooal, but, upon information from
Philadelphia, the
and taken in
vessel was looked
for,
charge by the authorities immediately on
Notwithstandher entering the harbor.
ing Captain Bowker’s vehement protest,
the vessel was ransacked from stem
to
stern in a vain offort to find munitions
of war.
It was claimed that the
contraband

i

the exposure of travelling.
One rat wad
inough, as the experiment proved, and
that ono was a Bridgeport rat caught

residents burned their town.
Gen. Weyler’s decree, in ordering the was a particularly insignificant specimen,
confiscation of property in Havana and and looked unhappy by reason of a long
Pinar del Rio provinces of all who fail to string tied to its tail. Ore of the oirous
report allegiance to Spain, has produced men tossed it out among tho elephants
great indignation. A few days ago three and the performance began.
called upon
General
owners of estates
First to catch sight, or perhaps it wag
Weyler and asked permission to pay a tax scent, of it, was one of the small elebe phants. He threw his trunk in the air,
to the insurgents so that they could
permitted to save their crops. Weyler be- trumpeting shrill and loud. This was
and told his callers that if the alarm. Instantly a swaying motion
came angry
they paid a peseta to the rebels he would went through the elephant ranks. Some
have them looked up as traitors to Spain. screamed,
others plunged, and others
doubled their feet down under them,
Cuban Filibusterers Sentenced.
probably to keep the rat out of the crevPhiladelphia, March 17.—The officers of ices in them. Hindu mahouts say that
the Danisli steamer Horsa recently con- the elephant fear of the rat is a dread that
victed of carrying an armed
expedition the rodent will orawl into his feet.
to the Cuban insurgents, wera sentenced Plainly the fear was there.
It was not
in the United States District oourtr. Capt. confined to the elephant either. The ret
J. H. S. Wiborg was sentenced to a year was just as scared as they. Its shrill
and four months in an eastern peniten- squeaks as it dodged about among the
Mates ponderous feet made the big fellows still
tiary and fined t'SOO and costs.
Jens P. Petersen and Hans
Johnson, more frightened.
were each sentenced to eight mouths in
Finally all the elephants began plungthe county prison and fined. $100
and ing, and at that Prof. Marsh performed m
costs each. A motion for a new trial was feat that would doubtless have edified his
overruled.
classes had they been there to see. A pile
Subsequently the sentence of the two of big bales of bay stood near him.
An
mates was ohanged to a year each, to en- agile leap carried him to a foothold upon
able them to go to the Eastern peniten- the first tier and he squirmed up the rest
This of the way with the grace and ease of a
tiary instead of the oounty prison.
makes their offenses what the law terms chipmunk asoending a tree. A number
infamous, but gives them a better status of nowspsaper men went after him. Prof.
before the Supreme oourt. The case of all Marsh perched himself near the edge and
three defendants is to he taken to the Su- looked down at the elephants..
error.
A
preme court upon a writ of
‘‘Self-nreservations is the first lew of
special allocatur will he asked for to en- nature, lie remarked. “I can observe
able the defendants to be liberated upon in a more scientific frame of mind from
bail pending the argument before the here.
Supreme court.
Presently the rat, having found a corner. stayed
quiet until it was haulud
Reformists Party Will Not Vote.
baok by the string. The attendant tossed
uu

;

Chamberlain’s

Couhg Remedy gives

the best satisfaction of ,any cough medicine I handle, and as a seller leads all
other preparations in this market.
I
recommend it because it is the best medicine I ever handled for coughs, colds and
A. W
Baldridge, Millersville,
For sale by Landers & Babbidge,
Druggists; and C. B. Woodman, Westbrook.

croup.
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DEMAND INSPECTION.
Massachusetts Board of Health Will De-

Diphtheria

mand

Less Fatal.

*■

Milk

patient’s strength can be
maintained, and the great vital
centres of the body
kept up
to the performance of their natural functions, they will thus
dispel the disease germs that impregnate the entire body, and if
”

“

sufficient

vitality
the fatality of this
a

experienced,

is

dreaded disease

hundred-fold.

Bovinine
that greatest raw food, is a wonderful creator of new flesh and

tissue, is indispensible in

nerve

the
as

of

treatment

it

gives strength

this

malady,

to the

with the least effort

patient

the part
organs, and in

of the

on

digestive
addition, being itself a germicide,
it antidotes the existing microbes

of the disease. The ease with which
it

can

of

be taken when the lesions

the throat

preclude

of other foods, makes it
tional

the
an

use

Di.
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A REMINDER
♦

afternoon,

DEERING.

CHARLES LEIGHTON,

Adopted,

City hall, Woodfords, April first,
to twelve a. m., and from

Board of Health.
March 3, 1896.

eight

from
one

to

five p. m.

Wednesday evening March 25th, at 7.30
o’olook, a traverse juror will be drawn at

Cutting Through the city clerk’s office.
The following intentiona of marriages
Merry Meeting Bay.

Channel They Are

On his return from the ice fields below
the jam on the Kennebec Monday evening

George N. Lawrence, who has charge
outtlng the channel, said to a reporter:
"The work is progressing most satisfactorily, and if reasonably favorably
weather ooutlnues, I hopo to see the

of

anmnUlnil

nn

-iotyi

Vltr

have been filed at the office of the
cit*
olerk: William Henry Dodge and Emily
Beatrice

Ellis,

both of Deerlng; Howard
Elmer Hanson and Sadie Helen Rowe,
both of Deerlng.
The district deputy grand
master of
the sevententh Masonio
N. Maxfleld of Deerlng,
Past Master

distriot, Herbert
accompanied by
Fred H. Thompson of Deer-

ESTATE.

Magnificent Object
AgriculArt—Secretary Morton Say*
There is Nothing in the world to Compare
Lessonln

ture and

With It.

the

world has heard about the
splendid estate of George Vanderbilt at
Asheville, N. C., and most of us have
All

SOMETHING

urday he told his colleagues at the cabinet meeting that there is nothing in the
world, owned by sovereign or subjeot,
that will oompare with Biltmore, either
as a residence or as
an objeot lesson in
the

agricultural

FOSi YOU T<£> BEAD !

Furniture.
Mat-

tresses.

Polishing old Mahogany Furniture by
expert finisher.
All work nicely done.

an

our teams for

article you wish repaired,

F. P. Tibbetts & Go,,
4 & 6 FREE STREET.

522-2.

marl3dtf

We are pleased to announce that we
have succeeded the well-known house of

Stevens & Jones Co., and have also purthe stock
chased
and good will of
Thomas B. Mosher, the Exchange street
stationer.
We shall carry a full line of Stationery
for office and private correspondence,
and shall make a specialty of Eitlio-

Work, Legal Blanks,
Office Supplies, Curd Plate En-

graph

giaviiivi

imu

tno

luuuiunvtuiu

ui

Blank IBooks.
We have all the patterns of Lithograph
and Blank Book Work formerly done by
these two houses, and are prepared to
duplicate all orders promptly and in a

satisfactory

manner.

W, H. STEVENS & C0„
184 MIDDLE
TELEPHONE 536-8.

ST.
marOeodtf

Republican Clubs Must Remain Neutral.

Chicago, March 71.—President MoAlpin
ot the National Republican League has
issued a circular to all
of the
officers
league reminding them that it is against
the constitution of the league for them to
interfere with the action of any political
convention.
He declares that all clubs
affiliated with tlie league must not announce any preference for any candidate.
Tlie Wide Awake

Survives the Storm,

Boston, Maroh 17.—The schooner Wide
Awake, Rockland for New York, reported

anchored off Orleans, in a
dangerous
position, rode out the storm in safety,
and left her anchorage at three tills afternoon under her own
Bails.
She was
previously spoken by the tug Mercury
and her sailing leaves the impression that
she desired no assistance.
The

Sylvia

Hail

IS ITS

NOTHING LESS THAN THE SALE OF 1,000

WanskiickB

I i

■

arts.

“It Is a grand idea,’’ said Mr. Morton,
“that young Mr. Vnnderbilt Is trying to
oarry out. It is unique, and none but a
man of his enormous wealth oould undertake it.
Few kings have either funds

=$10.00!=

the good of their people at heart sufficient to conceive and carry out what Mr.

or

Vanderbilt has successfully demonstrated
I do not know how much
money he has
spent there, nor how much more he intends^to invest, but it is one ot the grand
est

undertakings that individual enterprise ever attempted, and I understand
that It is the owner’s intention to leave
It as a
legaoy to the public when he oan
no longer enjoy it himself.
“There are 95,000 aores in the estate,
and every lnoh of it may be said to be
under scientific cultivation, embracing
every branoh of the vegetable kingdom.
Combined with it he has the most perfect
system of roadways I have ever
seen, and you oan drive 100 miles over
macadamized pavement without going
off hisj estate. As an exhibition ol landscape gardening it is without an equal.
Frederiok Law Olmsted has had charge
of that branoh of the work, and the late
Rlohard M. Hunt was the architect of all
the buildings, which, for their several
uses, surpass any that exist on the earth.
There are no palaces in Europe that can
equal Mr. Vanderbilt’s for elegaDne,
comfort and convenience, and he Is gathering there a collection of works of art
that would make it famous if it had no
other attraction. His stables, his barns,
his dairies, his propagating houses, bis
henneries, and other features of his establishment are all on the same grnnd
scale.
He has undertaken to furnish the
highest possible example of the soience
of food
oulture in
every one of its
He has employed the best
branches.
men he oan find to take charge of his experiments, and pays them salaries that
are {commensurate
with their services.
There are Germans and Frenchmen and
Italians and Englishmen,
as
well as
Americans, employed. The foreigners are
men
of
usually
high professional reputa-

-I3XT-

Men’s and Young Men’s Sizes, 34 to 50, Frock

or

Sack.

--—--o—---

You

probably

know what the Wanskucks are ? The goods are made by the celebrated Wanskuck
Mills of Providence, R. I. No better guarantee can be given of a piece of
Clay Worsteds than to label it “Wanskuck.”

WHO WILL, READ

ALMOST EVERY PRESS READER WILL READ IT.
MEN ALL OVER MAINE WILL READ IT.

THIS ADVERTISEMENT?
In

if the Press story is true, this will hare the greatest circulation in this section of the
We cordially invite you all to come and see the greatest bargain in Black Worsted Suits
ever offered in New England.
Wo have purchased goods enough for 2,000 suits and have 1,000
ready now for sale. There’s no doubt about it. no question whatever but what this is the greatest
value in Clay Suits ever offered in America. Thousands of suits, not as fine fabric, not as
nicely finished, not as well made as these, will be sold this season at $18 and $20 a suit. The coats are made
in three shapes, single breasted Sacks, double breasted Sacks, and three button cut-a
way Frocks.
The sizes are 34 to 50. They are cut in regular, stouts and slims. The goods are ready and exhibited in our window, and we aviso you to be on hand.
vacations,

fact,

country.

ing lodge, visited Casco lodge of
Yar.
wwua, nuu mu auwiuuou lu umvcllUlicB 1U
Wednesday evening.
Saturday night,
mouth last evening.
Several canidatcs
tlie old world, and spend their
distance of about one mile bad to be cut
reoelved the degrees. A banquet followed. three, four or six months, on Mr. Vanover on one aide, on aooounc of the ioe
Among the delegates from the Portland derbilt’s estate looking after their redisfor
that
A
While the work
together.
strip
closing
Board of Trade who will attend the semi- spective departments.
has not yet been oarried far enough to
tance of some 65 feet wide had to be cut
annual meeting of the State Board at show the results, the
possibilities of useemforce
away, occupying the small
Waterville, today, is Hon. William W. fulness offered by’Mr. Vanderbilt’s enterare unlimited.
ployed during that day.
-—-o-—prise
Merrill of East Deering.
“I oonsider his work there just as im“On Monday a crew of 117 men and
The ohiefs of Bookameecoek Tribe, I.
portant to the agricultural interests of
about 40 horses started in, and by night
O. B. M., of
Morrills, attended the this country as the department of agribad accomplished about a mile more on
eighth anniversary of Cogawesco Tribe of culture at Washington. He employs more
the channel. About 4 Smiles have now
men than I have under my oharge, and
Portland last evening.
I think he is spending more money every
been cut, leaving a little over two miles
The Cushman olub of Oakdale
will year than Congress appropriates for this
yet to be cut before the foot of the jam is meet in the Pitt street hall this
evening department, although I do not know his
reached.
figures. He has nearly 1000 on his payat 7 o'olock.
“The ehannel is about 600 feet at the ■
roll, and ws have about 700. His men
The Deering Folk-Lore olub will meet are
promoted for efficiency according to
widest, at the mouth of it, so to speak, on
Thursday
evening, March 19th with the most practical oivil service rules. If
and about 150 feet at the narrowest place.
a man who is employed at a dollar a day
Miss Gertrude Hopkins, Forest avenue.
Part of the distance it runs about 350 feet
to shovel dirt shows that he is capable of
something better, his work and his wages DON’T BUY
in width.”
are both advanced, and the same rule
The work is under the personal superOR RENT A PIANO
applies to everybody on the estate. If
vision of Mr. Lawrence, whose long exthere were nothing else to be accomUntil you have examined our stock of
at least,
perience in the ioe business makes him a
The f Ladies oirole of Warren churoh plished, Mr. Vanderbilt is,
Steinway & Sons,
most competent man for superintending will oelebrate their thirtieth anniversary building up an educational institution
that will furnish scientific farmers and
Hardman, BacOn,
with a birthday party at Cumberland
such a piece of work.
teaohors for the instruction of the
rest
A
hall, Tuhrsday evening, Maron 19th.
Standard, Gabler
of maDkind, and I feel like thanking old
novel entertainment will be given
conand other high grade
OBITUARY.
Commodore Vanderbilt for huvlng given
sisting of: “A Tom Thmb Wedding," us a
grandson who has the brains and
by the little ones of the Sunday school; the benevolence
to devote his wealth to
“The Yankee Doodle
Kitohen,” by a afford the pnblio such valuable
Benjamin T. Bolden.
object
number of the
West End people; also
W
Benjamin Tuel Holden, who died in music, reading eto. A mammoth birth- lessons in art, architecture, agrioulture,
road
makforestry,
viticulture,
dairying,
into 600
this oity Monday at the advanced age of day cake, large enough to cut
ing and other useful soienoes.
84 years, was one of a family well known siloes, is being made, and will be served
“The people down there talk about the
All
All Prices.
with ooBee and cocoa. All are cordially
amount of money that Mr.
in Cumberland and Oxford counties for invited. Those who have not received enormous
is
Are entirely removed by
Vanderbilt
to
his
investing
gratify
Cash or
nearly a century. He was a son of Henry admission bags will lie provided with taste and
pride, to provide luxuries for
—Prickly Ash. Poke Soot and PotM*
Call and see the Wonderful
and Abigail Ray Holden and a grandson same at the door. These bags are expect
his appetite, and magnificent displays to
Blum, the greatest blood purifier oa
ed to oontain as many cents as the perV
earth.
of David Ray, a distinguished officer in
flatter his vanity, but the poor creatures
son is years old.
A
do not comprehend tho first letter in tho
V
Abshdewst, O.. July 21, 1391.
the Revolutionary army, and a pioneer
Mrs. Jennie Clarke, nee Anderson forV
Savannah.
Lxppman
ItasFRs
Esos.,
of his ambition. Their vision
Ga.: Peak Sirs—I bought a bottle of
in the settlement of the northerly portion merly of this city of east end, now living alphabet
^
is not broad enough, their intelligence
P, at Hot Springs, Ark. .and
Write for Catalogue If you cannot call.
at Berlin, N. H., at the town election
of Cumberland county.
W
t has done me more good than three
is not sufficient to grasp a single fragMarch 10th, was elected library trustee
months* troacmeat at the Hot Springs*
\
Benjamin T. Holden was born in Otls- for three years by a nearly unanimous ment of the idea ho is developing, and
Bend three bottles O. O. I».
nrliilo thov 1 mafflnfl Hint. It. ic all Him fn
field February 12th, 1812, and the greater vote, she having 366 votes to her
oppohe
is
a
selfishness,
great benefnotor work517 Congress
St.
Aft
Aberdeen, Brown Couz£y, Oh
part of his life was spent in his native nent^ seventy. She had the honor of be- ing for them. They talk about the land
ing the first lady to have her name being worn out down there in North
T.
C.
‘P. P■ P. purifies the blood, builds up
A,
Capt. J. D. Johnston*
town, although for a few years he was nrintfrf
\
mi t.hn Austral inn
bn,lint, In that
the
weak
and
debilitated, fives
Carolina. It's the people. The land is
Mariacor.
3b oil whom it may concern: I here*
engaged in lumbering operations in the town.
^P
strength to weakened nerves, expels
T
if
brains
and
wonderful
all right,
properties
energy were apdiseases, giving the patient health and |>y testify to the
The wife of Mr. Henry Blatohford died
state of Wisconsin. In politics he was a
B
-—P. P. P. for eruptions of the skin. 1
10 its cultivation.”
fW
happinessandwhere sickness, gloomy of
suffered for several years with an un2 plied
very suddenly Tuesday afternoon at
^
lassitude first prevailed.
feelings
Republican from the formation of the o’olock.
and
disagreeable eruption on
sightly
\
Mrs. Blatohford returned SaturAB
I tried every known reme*
face.
TO CURE A COED IN ONE DAY.
party and had represented the towns of day from a three weeks’ visit to her sister
f For primary, secondary and tertiary Uy hue
in Tain.untll P. P. P. was used*
ST
syphilis, for blood poisoning, mercu\
now
a
am
Otisfield, Harrison and Naples in the In Boston, who is sick.
end
entirely
When she got
oured.___
rku poison, malaria, dyspepsia, and
Take laxative Bromo Quinin eTabjets
aM
M
J. D. johnstoN* ;
(Sighed by»
in all blood and skin disoases, like
SKr
State legislature. Throughout. his long borne she complained of not feeling well, all druggists refund the money if it fails
#
T
Savannah.
Ofl*
Y
blotches, pimples, old chronic ulcers,
but was
around the house.
Tuesday to cure. 25c.
life he was honored,
tetter, scald head, boils, erysipelas,
respected and be- forenoon up
Skis Cancer Cared*
she sent
for the doctor.
He
eczemar-we may say, without, fear or
He was in called it
loved by all who knew him.
m
and
contradiction, that P. P. P.is the best TetHmony/remxhe Mayor o/Sequin,ftgi
left her
some
neuralgia,
OBITUARY
blood
purifier lu the world, and makes
the highest sense an honest man, and he medicine.
Just before she died she oom
Ssetnw. Tax.. January 14,1893.
X
positive, speedy and permanent cores
_t_
In all cases.
Messrs. XjppmAm Bros. Savannah*
carried a spotless character from the plained of feeling worse, and her daughGa.: Gentlemen—l have tried your P.
MM
ter, who was with her, went into an adsiwarlln
f.ho orBUo
Ho laatma
Joshua Thornton.
Mr
Ladles whose systems are poisoned P. P. for a disease of the skin, usually
joining room to get some medicine for
known as skin canter,of thirty years*
\
and whose blood is In an impure oondl^fk
ren, Anson J., of Oxford, Me.;
Charles her, and when she came hack she found
found
and
relief:
Mr. Joshua Thornton, who died at.his
great
10
W*
tlon. due to menstrual irregularities, standing,
the blood and removes all lr*
purifies
y
F.for many years in business in this oity; her doad. Mrs. Blatohford was born in home on Parris street
Sunday, aged 75
rltatlsn from the seat of the disease
MADE LIKE A HOWARD “WATCH.”
^
her age was
seventy
AM
and prevents any spreading of the
Henrietta, wifo of C. A. Kennard, and Rockport, Mass.,lived
in this place thirty- years and six months, was born at Bath
She has
tr
sores. I have taken dvo or six botclee
years.
Perfect
in
construction,
unsurpassed
with whom he has made his home daring seven
and feel ooafldent that another course
trade
^
She leaves a husband and in 1891. He was a shipsmlth by
years.
in finish, new drop frame assuring extra
will effeoc a cure. It has also relieved
the latter years of bis life, and Georgl- one daughter.
8prinqfiblz>, Mo., Aug. 14th, 1893.
and for many years was foreman
for
from indigestion and stomaoll
\
—I can speak 1* the highest terms of me
stiffness, detachable sprockott, Vim tire,
trooblM. YaoSsfanly,
Jk
flaw
anna, wife of Neal D. Gould. His burial
pour medicine from my own personal
Houghton Bros, of Bath. Mr. Thornton all parts made in our works, warranted
CAPT. W. M. RUST,
gv
knowledge. I was affected with heart
XT
T
will be at Otisfleld.
Attorney at LAV.
is survived by a widow, three sons and peifect and fully guaranteed.
A
disease, pleurisy and rheumatism for
IV
35 years, was treated by tho very beat
The only wheel furnishing double
two daughters, Joshua, Jr., Charles W.,
\
physicians ana spent hundreds of dolhandle bars.
i BKud Diseases iQiied
\
Didn't Violate the Code of Ethlos.
lars, tried every Known remedy withPrank C., Mrs. Hartshorn, all of PortBr
out finding relief. I have only taken
ALL DRUGGISTS BELL IT.
one bottle of your P. P. P., and oan
Providence, R. I., March 16, 1896.
\
The seniors of South Portland High land, and Mrs. Talbot of Bath.
oheerfully say it has aono me more
^A
CP*
To the Editor of the Press:
school will
good than
anything 1 have ever taken.
repeat their exhibition In
I can recommend your medicine to all
Cars, Steamboats and Passengers.
I was very much annoyed by the arti- Town ball this evening, March 18tb. If it
sufferers of the above diseases.
PROPRIETORS,
MRS. M. M. YEARY.
cle whioh appeared in the PRESS Mon- is
^
Suoh •will be the topic of Rev. J. R.
stormy the entertainment will be post
UpfUi'i Bl.olk,te7»a.«ll, O*
\
Springfield, Green County, MU
day, Alaroh 16, under the head “A SuoCrosser’s lecture to be delivered this
to the first suitable evening.
cosifui Operation.’
Many years ago I poned
Go and hear Rev. Fred A. Leitch, of evening. Mr. Grosser is a most agreeable
mode a request at the offices of the Portland papers that my name should never Portland, this evening ac the Knight- lecturer, both matter and manner being
Agents for Cumberland County.
wwwwwwwwwww
feb24
appear in connection with any surgical ville Methodist church at 7.45 p.
eod;lm
m.
be purvery attractive. Tickets can
or
in
connection with any
operation,
chased at the door.
case whatever.
Subject, “Liiok and Pluck.”
I am glad to soy that for the most part
that requst liasjjbeen respeoted. The article
referred to is not only repugnant to my
own feelings and to my sense of
propletv,
10 cts. lb. 4 lb. Seedless Raisins, for
Ginger Snaos,
25 cts
but is in dlreot violation of that part of
10 cts. lb. 5 lb. Currants for
Ginger Cart wheels,
25 cts
the Code of Medical Ethics, whioh deLemon Cart Wheels,
10 ots. lb. 6 lb Good Raisins,
25 cts
clares it to be derogatory to any phyRifle Nuts,
PUBLISHERS OF
10 cts. lb. 3 lb. Fancy Raisins,
26 cts
sician to resort to pnblio advertising.
Animal Crackers,
10 cts. lb. 100 Crackers,
I
26 cts
Vanilla Crisps,
will ask you to do me the kindness to
10 cts. lb. 20 lb. Sugar and 1 lb. 60c Tea,
$1.50.
Fruit Biscuits,
16 cts. lb. Good Cooking Molasses,
25 otg. ga:
publish this letter that the profession
Assorted Cakes,
12 cts. lb. Sauer Kraut
6 cts. Ib.
and the public may know that the report
Graham Wafers,
12 cts. lb. 10 lb. Rolled Oats,
26 cts
of the operation was made without my
-and4 lb. good California Prunes.
26c to 60c lb.
Tea,
26 cts!
a
knowledge or consent.
Salt Pork by the Strip,
Chase and Sanborn’s Coffee in
7 cts. lb
Very respeotfully yours,
2 lb. cans.
Beans, all kinds,
50 cts. pk
Good Canned Salmon,
S. H. WEEKS.
Chase and Sanborn’s Orloff Tea,
10 cts. can.
Try High Life Coffee.
try it.
Evolution.
a

STRICTLY ONE PRISE—«

PIANOS
Styles.
Easy

Payments.

■

aDy

UfUAf
®W nM 8

ALL 600DS

REPRESENTED;.

Co.,

street, Portland.

WESTBROOK.

begins.
Repairing and Reupholstering old

Charges very moderate.
Telephone or postal will bring

hiscellaseods.

|

OMETinXG FOB YOU TO TBOffM ABOUT l
OmETHIJIfO FOE YOU YO TALK ABOUT!

supposed that Biltmore

was simply a rioh
man’s fad. Not so.
Secretary of Agriculture Morton has been spending’a week
seeing what Mr. Vanderbilt has to show
and on his return to Washington on Sat-

misceiiakeobs.

_MisCEixAineotrs.

255 Middle

season

and Renovating

exceedingly popular programme that Mr. W. H. Carter presented
his
fourth
at
Lenten Organ Reoital at St.
Lake’s Cathedial yesterday

A

VANDERBILT’S

Standard Clothing

at this time may be in or>
der, that we do a great
deal
of Repairing and
Reupholstering of old
Furniture is well known
and
to
NOT
many,
KNOWN to a great many
others.
Special inducements in
low prices for all
upholstery work, if we can
have it during March bethe
fore
busy spring

Making

Organ by Mr. Carter
Luke’s Yesterday.
the

which Was enjoyed by a large audience
The programme opened with the “Maroh
of the Magi Kings,"
an
exceedingly
runner of what will soon be the univerfetohing and weird composition of Dusal
demand that the entile produoe
boui's. In the whole number one note,
shall have oome from tested herds propis constantly sustained, being a compoerly vouohed for by the State authorities.
nent part of all the harmony and deAn application
also
accompanies the
to represent the Star of Bethlecircular from parties In Eliot and Kit- signed
hem. The movement of the maroh in
tery, Maine, asking for State aid in testits crescendos and diminuendos was very
ing four or five hundred cows that supand exquisitely executed by Mr.
taking,
ply the "Lynn Milk Association” with
Garter.
their entire produot.
The big Pilgrim's Chorus of Wangor,
A conference of the Maine board will
the next number
so familiar to all was
soon be hsld to decide what action shall
to great advantage the
and
displayed
be taken as to the liability of our State,
beautiful clarinet atop of the new organ.
and what arrangements can be made to
Cujus Aniinam. by Rossini, followed
aid and protect both the producers and
and then a Communion by Grison,
this,
consumers of this important food supply.
of
a French composer, which was as full
REVISED REGULATIONS OP THE
tender, delicious melody as any compoBOARD OP HEALTH OP THE
sition lor the organ to which we have lisCITY OP LYNN.
tened for a long time.
Rule 38.—On and after May 1, 1896, for
Mendelssohn’s Sonata No. 1 (first two
all milk brought into or offered for sale
was brilliantly played, and
in the city of Lynn, satisfactory evidence movements)
served to show Mr. Carter’s splendid
will be required of
the
producer and
dealer by the Board of Health that the technique to great advantage.
milk has been drawn from healthy cows.
The programme was concluded with
The condition of health Is to be based
the familiar Largo of Handel, which
upon results of tuberculin test by a veterinarian that 1b satisfactory to the State showed the depth and color of the new
Cattle Commission and to the Inspector organ to fine advantage.
of Milk for the City of Lynn. After test
The reoital was by all odds the most ateaoh animal to have ear tag and oertifiJ tractive yet given by Mr. Carter.
cate of health.
Also that the animals
used are properly fed and the premises
occupied by them are in a good condition
of sanitation.
WILLIAM LACROIX,
W. B. LITTLE, M. D.
The olty assessors will be in session at

nkannnl

r

| COTTQLENE |

over

publish below,

MAKING AN OUTLET.

for shortening pastry? What’s
best for frying things? What’s
best for every cooking purpose for which lard was formerly used ? What’s best
for digestion
for health?
Thousands of women answer:

j

we

in

just

although the first official notice
by our Board of Cattle Commissioners, Is believed to be only a fore-

addi-

[wtersBSSj
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Veterinarian Is

which

The

5

at St.

a

on

received

recovery.

i)

Rendered

GEORGE

PROGRAMME

Supply,

reoeipt of the circular

for the sufferer’s

necessity

Proof of the Healthfulness of

Was

DELIGHTFUL

It was an

If the

is lessened

A

Disabled.

New London, Conn., March 17.—The
schooner
Sylvia Hall of New Haven,
Capt. Low, arrived here this morning
with
her foretopmast, fling
jibboom
and heudgear gon?, having been struck
by a tow in the lower harbor. The Hall
is lumber laden, and bound for Jouesport. Me., to New Haven. She will ropuir here.

/EOLIAN.

M.

STEINERT~& SONS CO.,

fp.

p. p.

5

PRICKLY ASH, POKE ROOT
AND POTASSIUM

5

Wakes

%

f

PIMPLES, BLOTCHES

* *

AND OLD SORES
CATARRH, MALARIA.
KIDNEY TROUBLES
and DYSPEPSIA

#

t

5

^

Marvelous Cures

in Blood Poison.
# Rheumatism

%

t

JrourP.P.

and Scrofula

McCOULDRIC,

E. “Howard” & Co.
CYCLES.

SOUTH

PORTLAND

Bsi

One and

VALUATION,

M. Tyler,
John
Professor of
Biology in Amherst College will deliver
the first of his five lectures on “Evolution” next Monday evening at Second

Advent ohurch, on “The history of Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection.” The
tickets are for snle at Loring, Short &

half teaspoonfuls

Harmon’s and Foss’s

Every man,
once

woman

tried that

Syrup, osnuot

drug

store.

and obild who

has

speoiflo Dr. Bull’s Cough

say

enough in its praise.

Hotsforis Baking

gives

better

spoonfuls

QUICK SALES AND SMALL PROFITS.

GOLLECTORS’

SURVEYOR’S

Mr.

&

Congress St.,

LOSING, SHORT & HARMON

Economize.

A

L1PPMAN BROS.

J.A.MERRILL&CO.,
503

Fist

results than

of any other.

two

For Towns.

Powder.

Endorsed by the State Board
of

full

TRY IT.

tea-

BOOKS

Assessors.

Correspondence

S.

A.
Telephone, 318.3

MADDOX,
35 & 37

Middle, St.

Ian22dft

solicited.
TVTtfnrT,nri’CS

LGRING, SHORT! HARMON
Opposite Preble House.
mar?

The only safe, sure andl

PENNYROYAL PILLS, fP~i

Ask for DS. MOTT’S PENNYROYAL PILLS and take no other!
^ Send for circular. Price $1.00 per box, 6 boxes for SSoOO.
DU. MOTT’8 CHEMICAL CO.,
Cleveland. Ohio,
For sale hy Lanriare JbRahhldere. 17 Monument Sonare, Portland, Maine.

PRtSS

PORTLAND DAILY

the kennels. A huge desert snake In the
kennel bit him. He was not able to get
medical attention until the next day,
when it proved unavailing, and he died
Almost his whole body
in great agony.
managers were putting him under some turned ooal black.
pretty heavy obligations which will be
STATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
sure to
handicap him if he becomes
canvass.
Mr. Chandler's statetends to confirm the rumor that has
been in circulation (or some time
past in
the
that Mr. McKinley’s
newspapers
ment

—AND—

MAINS STATS PRESS.
Subscription Rates.
Daily (In advance) *6 per year: $8 for six
months; (1.50 a quarter; 60 cents a month.
The Daily Is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily (Not in advance;, invariably at th
rate ol $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six months;
60 cents a quarter; 26 cents for trial subscription ol six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town lor long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.
Advertising Rates.
first
In Daily Press $1.60 per Bquare.
Three inserweek, 76 cents per week after.
Every other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
day advertisements, one third less than these
ates.

Hall square advertisements $1.00 per week
first week; hslf price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Noticee, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less,

President.

The Shaw Bros.’ tannery property at
Presumably they are aoting
without his knowledge or consent, for it Hancock Tannery, Extract No. 39, which
is hardly to be assumed that any reputa- was praotically destroyed by Are a few
weeks ago, has been purchased by Buzble man
would want the Presidency
zell & Rice, who have a large tannery at
much as to consent to such entangling
as the solicitation
of mono y
from the protected manunfacturers for
the carrying on his campaign will surely

so

allianoes

involve him in. The man who ooouplos
the White House as ohief magistrate of
this nation should be free and
ent. He should be bound by

independsecret

no

obligation.

He should be his own master. But a man must need be something
more or somethlngTess than human if after having accepted the pecuniary aid in

large

of a certain set of people
entirely ignore tbe wishes of those
people and act independently of their

he

measure

can

dictation.

The oontinued depression in business
and the failure of industry to revive are
$1.60 per square.
undoubtedly
aiding Gov. McKinley
Reading Noticee in nonpanel typo and greatly in his canvass. The present conclassed with other paid notices, 15 cents per
dition of course directs attention to the
line each insertion.
times that the country enjoyed
Pure Reading Noticee in reading matter type, prosperous
under the McKinley bill, and as Mc26 cents per line each insertion.
Wants, To Let, For Sale and similar adver- Kinley’s name was attaohed to that meastisements, 25 cants per week in advance, for ure the effect is to direct attention to
40 words or less, no display.
Displayed adver- him. But the McKinley bill though
tisements under these headlines, and all advert
having the governor’s name was no more
not paldl lln advance, twill be
lsemsnts
his work than that of a dozen other men.

barged

at

regular

rates.

In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
Insertion, and fifty cents per square for
eaoh subsequent insertion.
Address all communications relating to sub
scrlpttons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland. Me.
New York Office:
No. 66 Pulitzer Building, New York City,
Byron Andrews. Manager.
for first

PBESB.

THE

New York World

figures

out a
on the first bal-

majority for MoKlnley
lot.
Kxperlenoe has'shown
you Me

a

so.

Mr. J. B. Montgomery, a member of
the Oregon legislature, tells a Chloago
newspaper that the most thoughtful and

conservative Republicans of his [state
for Mr. Reed.

are

Editor W. D. Matthews, of the Stuttgart Free Press, of Little Rook, Ark.,
serves notice on Powell Clayton that disaffection is likely to penetrate the Ar-

delegation to St. Louis, and that
MoKinley will lose votes in consequence.

kansas

A New York saloon keeper has just
suffered a shock of paralysis brought on,
it is said, by worryiug over the Raines’s

|

bill for the

regulation of the liquor traffic
recently pasMd by tbs New York legislaindicate

that

It turns out that the despatoh of Senor
Castillos to the New York
World, In
whioh he oommented on the debates in
our Congress on the Cuban question, was
manufactured out of whole cloth. Senor
any

despatoh

on

despatch,

nor

the subieot.

Kentucky legislature adjourned
electing a senator,
and what is more important, without
Indulging in a free fight, whioh it was
The

yesterday without

feared would be the outcome at one time.
The oalllng out of the militia by Governor Bradley la
oritlclzed as unnecessary, but If they had not been culled out
and a riot had taken place, he would
have been mnch more severely criticised.
As a precautionary measure it seems to
have been not only

justifiable,

but wise.

The British expedition to tho Soudan
to be undertaken partly for the
purpose of assisting Italy in her confliot
with Abyssinia and partly to thwart a
pretended danger to Egypt from the advanoe of the dervishes northward.
The
British foreign Seoretary in his address

seems

in the House of Commons made it very
plain that Great Britain is in close sympathy with Italy in her Abyssinian ex-

pedition
reoent
xv.

and that she
regrets
defeat by King Monelek.

___t_

her

But

.1_

OAipCBBlUg

bet

to
sympathy is liable
prove
The last expedition the
vary costly.
British made

Into

the

Soudan which
of
purpose
rescuing

for the
Gen. Gordon proved an utter failure, and
reflected no credit on British arms. The
climate le bad and the character of the
country Is extremely unfavorable for
was

campaigning.
Washington correspondent of the
Albany Journal says that those who
The

Imagine that Mr. Reed's managers

are

oonflnlng their effeota to the locality of
New England, and are depending on seoond choice;accessions from other districts,
very mistaken. While they are satisfied that no one man can be nominated
on the flret ballot, they are
pushing their

are

campaign most vigorously In every state
in
the Union, with
the exception of
those from whioh come prominent candidates like Ohio, Iowa, New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois. One of Mr. Reed’e
most energetio lieutenants by tbe way,
eomos

from

the

latter state. This

is

Representative

Aldrloh of Chioago, chairman of the House committee on accounts.
Mr. Manley and other managers of Speaker Reed have no table to give out,
but

they estimate at the present time that
tbelr favorite will go iuto the convention
with something like 200 votes on the first
ballot.
Outside of the 78 votes in New
England, they calculate on receiving a
good share of the votes in Tennessee,

....

Kinley the candidate.
olosely associated with

I. i.. ~

His
a

XI.

nooordlng

to their estimates.

Senator Chandler of New Hampshire
out in an Interview In whioh be very
directly charges Oov McKinley's manis

with collecting large sums
of
money from manufacturers all over the
oountry to promote the governor’s presi-

agars

The Bangor Commorcinl says: “It is
said that Washington crossing the Deleware was an even less thrilling episode
than Railroad Commissioner Ben Chadbourn breasting the giant waves of the
Androscoggin in Lewiston last week. In
a moment of
mental aberration, he entrusted himself to the turbulent waters
in one of those “peapod” orafts wbioh so
seriously try men’s souls. When it got
fairly into “the swim” the mighty man’s
adipose brought the boat down to a hair’s
breadth of
the
water.
“Hold
your
breath !” they shouted. “Throw out your
quid!” “Take off your boots.” Mr.
Chadbourne in his broad slouoli hat with
both hands on the gunwales sat like a
man on the verge of despair.
When he
reached shore he said,
W-a-ah I
Your
constituent will henoeforth steer very
cleat of water in large quantities.” His
landing was the occasion for rejoicing.

|

i

i

inriuoin

a

luoxt)

|juuu
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OLGA

Nethersole

I
4"

empire theatre, I
December 28, 1895. (

T3ES2J

Casco National Bank I Portland Theatre,
-OF

G. E.

—

PORTLAND,

JOHANN HOFF’S MALT EX-

+

TRACT has been

+

Miss

so

valuable

to

Olga Nethersole during the.

J
J getting up of the successful play, 1
$ Carmen,’ that I kindly ask you
4

X

|
|

to send

another

case at

once.”
;

LOUIS F. NETHERSOLE.

Ask for the genuine JOHANN HOFF’S MALT EXTRACT.

%

CAPITAL

DOLLARS.

name

particular

is

so

meas-

that his nomination would almost
inevitably make the campaign turn upon
the schedules of this particular measure
whlod was adopted
some years ago.
ure

fought

of
on

the
the

campaign
being
polioy of

general

protection

which is easy of defence It
would almost surely be fought upon a

by Dr. Thayer.
Pompllly Bros,

on

favorable

Correspondence
als, Corporations,

Time

on

STEPHEN R. SMALL. Prssideu
MARSHALL fi. GODINJ, Cas’i'si
3an4
4tf

_

“Built like
and the highest of

City

watch,”
high grade wheels.

a

INVESTMENTS.

of Zanesville.

Ohio, 5’s,

..

“

Livermore Falls is to have a one span,
first class steel bridge to take the plaoe
of the one carried out by the freshet.

During the past fall and winter c omplaints from different persons in Monroe

4

1-2’s,

“

1905.

Crown,
Sprocket,
Re-enforcements,

and other features.

agents also for the Eldridge,
Very Templar and the reliable

We are
New

f-

Mail,

$45,000

60c.

Office.

$

EVENING
at 8,

[NEE

2,

If

j

RA DIAVOLO.

lay Matinee and Night, DOROTHY
Matinee A Night,BLACK HUSSAR
MARITANA
lay Matinee,
ay Night,
BOCCACCIO

iJ

j

UNITED

STATES

BONDS
:

:■'

A FULL LINE OF SUNDRIES.

dfe

St., Portland, Me.

RONDS

sw,

SECURITIES:

W

Hi

BANKING

and

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

WHY NOT

BONDS.

RAMBLER

BICYCLES.

THE “OLD RELIABLE”

STILL

LEADING.

1806 Models Now In.

E. $. PENDEXTEE.

N.

8 X3. 3VK.
Tickets. 36 and 60 cents, on sale Thursday.
March 19th, at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s.
marlSdlw

I

.

H itJ'!' U irl-hJ

AT THE
Presbyterian
Church. Corner of
Park and Pleasant Streets,
—

First

—

by

REV. JOHN
Subject—“Cars,

CROSSER.

R.

Steamboats

gera.”

Admission—Adults,

25

cts.

and

PERKINS &

CITY OF PORTLAND. SPECIAL

Passen-*

Children,

10 cts.
d3t

CITY HALL

MflT
lin I

Saturday Eve.,
March 28.

GOODWIN’S

g

Saturday Morning,
at 9

CO.,

SWAN & BARRETT,

March
o’clock.

21st,

Numbers given out at. 7. Only six tick*
ets sold to one person at opening sale. Half
fare and late trains.
marl7d3t*

FIRST ANNUAL GAT SHOW
Congress Hall, 129 1 2 Congress St,

Portland Mar.

31, Ap:. 1-2-3,189S.

Send for prize list and entry blank.
Entry
fee 60 cents payable at tbe hall.
Entries close
Season tickets
Tuesday March 31. 10 a. m
furnished exhibitors. Cages and care furnished
by managers. Address

GO., H. M. PAYSON & GO,

SECURITIES.

VICTOR RIDERS

HALL,

Monday, March 30th, 1896,

We Offer the Following Desirable

6forS5IJI

NORTHERN

Banjo

GO., PORTLAND TRUST COMPANY TICKET SALE at Stockbridge’s

JAPAHESE

W
'SP']D¥¥
H lb Ei

CITY

Club,

Jew Loan

THE JAMES BAILEY
264

and Mandolin

marie

liisrh fi-rade

UNION OYOLE3S.

_No.

•••

University Glee Club with

Wednesday Evening, March 18, ’96,

■*
that somebody had stolen hens from them
particular application of it which might became numerous, and about two weeks
not be so easy to justify. Speaker Reed ago George Snow was suspected. He was
arrested, taken to Brooks for
trial,
stands for the polioy
of protection as
proved guilty and fined one dollar and
fully as Gov. McKinley, but he is not so costs. The trial caused more excitement
closely Identified in the publio mind than the late floods.
with a particular application of it as is
Feb20dtf
R. L. Morse, of Portland, was stalled
the latter.
at East Sumner in Thursday’s storm.
He gave a vivid description of the flood
Middle
at Snow’s Falls.
Mr. Hammond, of that
CURRENT COMMENT.
place has more land sinoe the shower, as
a portiou of a
neighbor’s meadow
WON’T OUT ANY ICE IN NEW YORK quite
is piled up on his premises.
The ice
(New York Sun.)
fields and debris are a sight to behold.
The missionaries despatched by the
THE ONLY CURE.
City Water Works Cu, of Kenosha,
Hon. Marous Antonios Hanna and other
of Wis., .Vs, 1924.
ST
SI per Box.
relentless propagandists of the McKinley
City Water Co. of East St. Louis,
boom, are likely to fail into a grave error
Will cure all kinds of Piles. Why suffer with this terrible disease ? We give written
1914.
in
guarantee with 6 boxes, to refund the money if not cured. Mailed, to any address by 111., 5’s,
believing, ns they seem to believe,
Tfes Japanese Pile Cure Company, St. Paul Minn.
that they have made, or are likely to
City W'ater Co. of Chattanooga,
Tenn.. 6’s, 1907.
make, Important conversions in this
For sale in Portland by JOHN O. KEEFE, 206 Midale St.. SIMMONS & HAMMOND 667
state.
Because here and there a McKinand 800 Congress Street and John Williamson. 694 Congress St
novedtf
Streator, 111., Gas & Light Co., 6’s,
ley delegate may be elected, and friends
1913.
of the Ohio candidate should not delude
FINANCIAL.
themselves or him with the notion that
Ottaira, 111., Gas & Coke Co., 6’s,
New York Republicans does not and will
1904.
not continue earnestly to desire the success aud to promote the candldnoy of
Governor Morton.
There is absolutely
no
The
personal opposition to him.
53 Exchange Street,
gentle and extremely sporadic whisper-Ft /vTxngg-Eig* «Sj
ing or hallooing for other candidates
whether
in
heard
Buffalo
or
means,
33 EXCHANGE STREET.
Tonawanda, or among the comfortable
dec31
dtt
chairs of the Union League Club, not
any vehement objection to the Governor,
hut a lively dread of the most distinfigure in his train, the Hon.
homas C. Platt.
CHAS. S. FOBES, Frest.,
1
A M’KINLEY ORGAN’S
PROTEST
W. F. MJELIKEN. V. Frest.,
I
AGAINST DODGING.
JAMES E. McHOWELL,
y Exeoutlve
JAMES E. HEWEY.
Town of Yarmouth, Me., 4s,
[ Committee,
due
(Cincinnati-Commercial Gazette.)
I
FRANCIS
1916-1926.
Ride the best. VICTOR BICY- CHAS. L. FESSENDEN,
"The gold men will either have to come
MARSXON, Sec’y,
City of Calais. Me., 4s, dne 1901le2o
or stay," says the doughty general.
eorftt
The
CLES cost more to build than
1911.
question is of free silver coinage. Those
any other make and
City of Zanesville, Ohio, 4s, due 1916.
the member
whom
for the Eleventh
City of Piqua, Ohio, 5s, due 1903.
District oalls “goid men” believe that
free silver coinage mean silver monomeCity of Seattle, Wash., 5s, due 1910.
tallism. They believe in the U6e of both
Chicago Sanitary District, 5s, due
say they arc worth more.
silver and gold; but they do not believe
1901.
use of both can be secured in
that the
Portland Water Co., 4s, due 1927.
the way pointed out by.Carter, Mantle,
Maine Central K. R., First Mortg. 7s,
Teller and the rest.
I have sold Victors for IO years Seventeen
1898.
years of steady improvement
General Grosvenor speaks with great
Maine Central R. R., Cons. Mort. 4s,
together with a score of other
confidence.
By what authority .does he
1912.
-ANDdeclare that the convention will do and
makes and never found or seen
Maine (Central R. R., Cons. Mort, 5s,
nhftt, if. will lint; fin
flnoa Via anaalr frvt.
its equal by far.
1912.
Ohio’s de)egates-at-large?
Or for all
v
Duluth Street Railway, First Mortg.
Ohio, or for all the states? We hope the
5s, 1920.
convention will be controlled by men
who have both conviotions on the silver
-FOR SALE BY
questions, and honesty to express their
M.
convictions.
At any rate if we understand
anything at all of public sentiHardware Dealers, 8 FreeSt
ment, men are tired, tired to disgust and
No. 661 Congress St., Portland. Me. * feb26
d3m
weariness, of words that mean whatever
dtf
marl7
one may ohance to say they mean.
Free
186 Middle Street.
coinage men are no less tired than those
jam
dtt
to
free
It
is
coinage.
time to
opposed
settle this question.
And when people
got Into this frame of mind, trimming
Notice to Contractors.
politicians had better look out.
We are now constantly receiving our Spring
lines In Meu's, Hoys’ and Youths’ and also
PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.
Women’s Misses’ and Children’s Footwear.
proposals for building masonry We have enlarged our store,
we
abutments tor Pride’s bridge will be re- will Increase our various linesconsequently
to such proporOn the big, unfenced ranges of the
ceived at the office of the Commissioner of tions as will enable us to suit all persons
in
Public Works until Wednesday the 18th day need of anything connected with a first class
West cattle from one herd frequently stray
..f
Marnh
1 ftQft old
...V...,,
Shoe
Our
ai.d
establishment.
lines
Hoot
of
a
herd belonging to anothaway and join
will be publicly opened and read. The successMen’s and Young Women’s Footwear
ful bidder will be required to give a bond in a Young
er ranchman, and for mutual convenience
will contain the largest assortment of latest DATED NOV.
1, 1895.
sum and with sureties satisfactory to Commisand protection the cattlemen in the vastyles east of Boston, and we wish to impress
sioner. Blanks on which proposals must be
That we are
DUE NOV. 1, 1925,
the public with this fact, viz:
rious States have associations which keep
made, plans, specifications and further infor- selling goods at the lowest prices for high
mation can be obtained at the office of said
OPTIONAL NOV. 1, 1905.
footwear in .New England.
agents at the principal oattle markets to
Commissioner, who reserves the right to re- grade
watoh for suoh strays and see that the
ject any or all bids should he deem it for the
Interest
result of their sale is credited to their
SemUAnnually in Boston.
interest of the city so to do. Bids should be
proper owner, no matter in what shipmarked “Proposal for Masonry” and address to
Denominations $1,000 and $500.
ment they reaoh market.
to GEORGE N. FERN ALL),
Commissioner 480 Congress St., 0pp. Preble House
During last
of Public Works.
tebl9eodtf
year 3,664 head of stray oattle belonging
Price 103 and Interest.
Portland, March 12,
to ranohmen In the Black Hills oountry
1896._mar!3dtd
were picked out In Chicago,
and 917 in
Omaha, and through the association their
owners received the money from their
sale. The cattle are identified by their
brands.
The negro exodus to Liberia seems to
BANKERS.

fuished

sale

due 1908.

H. M. PAYS0N & CO..

The wound was dressed

Auburn shipped
twelve horses to Dr. Webb of New York
afternoon
in
a
Barton car, from
Mondny
Auburn.

Efise

now on

at Box

TODAY,

Deposits.

from IndividuBanks, and others desiring to open accounts, as well as from
those wishing to transact Banking business of any description through this Bank.
solicited

MUNICIPAL

25C I

Matinees daily

i

uubiupbb,

of

PICTURES.
3

Interest allowed

oTTve

|

and

c

terms.

HAVE YOU SEEN THE

”|

ling prices, 16, 25, 36.

*■M.***+***+**+*++**<-**+*+*+**++*+4.+4.++*^.++*++++*4-M,*

Current Accounts received

16.

| WILBUR|
OPERA 00.

SUKflrs

ONE MILLION

§
|
%

AVOID SUBSTITUTES.

AMD

—

March

Monday,

Incorporated 1824.

J
J
%
*

COMMENCING

—

X
X 185 Middle Si P. 0. Box 1108.

Sirs:—"The genuine

Dear

LOTH HOP, Prop.

a-w eeks-a

MAINE,

J
X

Market Square,
Augusta, was w >11
filled with hay raoks, Monday, and the

stitohes to dose.

XT

CHANDLER & HENRY, Managers.
Congress Hall.
Mr. Chandler
2 to 4

can

be

seen

atfCongress Ball.

every afternoon

__marl7dlw«
sin

siocKoriage,

vdin,

iuarcn

ROYAL BELLRINGERS.
Tickets,

50 and 75c. Now on sale.
mar!7d3t»

Evolution—Five Lectures.
MR. JOHN M. TYLER, Professor of Blolo.
gy in Amherst College, is to deliver Five Lee*
cures on “Scientific Evidences of the Theory
of Evolution.”
The Topics and Dates of each Lecture are as
follows:
LECTURE 1—The Historvof the Theory. Darwin’s Theory oi Natural Selection. March 23d.
LECTURE 2—Evidences from Domestiicaied
Animals. March 27th.
LECTURE 3—-Evidences from Classification,
Palaeontology and Embryology. March 28th,
LECTURE 4-Varieties and tlieir Relation to

Species. April fith.
LECTURE 5—History of America during the
last Geological Period and its effect in Producing Species. April 8th.
These Lectures will be given in the Advent
Church, Congress Piace, on the evenings above
Tickets for sale at
mentioned, at 8 o’clock.
Lorlng. Short & Harmon’s, and Edward L.
Foss’ Drug Store.
marl7dlw
9th

Slocbbridge,

April

8lh,

WATKINS MILLS CONCERT.
Now

Tickets, $1.50, $1.00, 75c.

on

sale.

niarl7d8t»

_

NOTICE.

$30,000

CITY OF

SEALED

BELFAST, MAINE,

4 Per Cent Refunding Bends,

...

AUCTION SALES.

BAILEY &

Fr O.

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 46 Exchange Street.
F.

C. W. ALIEN
dtt

O. BAILEY.
mar!4

WHITE’S.

JWANTELS

WOOD

and TILING.

be assuming considerable proportions.
One hundred and fifty negros, from Arkansas and

Youtb and Age

Oklahoma,

passed through
Memphis recontly for Savannah, where
Virginia, Louisiana, Mississippi, Ala- they were to take ship for Liberia.
bama, North Carolina, Florida, Georgia, The Society which Is furthering the emiTexas, Maryland, New Jersey, and a few gration scheme is said to have secured
from Missouri.
These are all first bal- the good will and oo-operation of the nelot votes,

A recent ohapiain at the state prison, a
favorite Methodist proaoher, tried to obtain a full expression of the religions
preference of the evil doers in the strange
flock entrsuted to his charge. So much
better did the prisoners like him than
previous chaplains that they nearly nil
professed that faith. But the chaplain,
totally unconscious that he was being
paid a high compliment, didn’t like it
very well to think that the Methodist denomination should have the reputation
of furnishing so many oonvlcts.

K+++++4"fr+*++++++**++++*+++*+*++***+*+++-t--t,+.M..|..|..t..|..i.*+x

AMUSEMENTS.

“
“ “
Important and conspicuous than Mr. with prices ranging, $11 and upwards
of $2 a ton, about two weeks For STRENGTH combined with BEAUTY,
Wisconsin, 6’s 1901.
AshlaHd,
MoKinley. If tbe McKinley bill were the The rise
rise
in
the
Bos“ “
“
ago, which followed the
cause of prosperity the country is under
ton and New York markets bolds strong, the “STERLING” defies competition.
Cincinnati, Ohio, 5’s, “ 1930.
far greater oDllgatlons to Mr. Reed than as the spring advances.
1915.
We want you to see its Town of Pittsfield. Maine. 4’s,
to Mr. MoKinlety. As matter of fact the
-FOB SALE BYJohn Shannon, superintendent of the
bill was a Republican measure and no
paper department of the .Hollingsworth Graceful Curves,
one Republican has any special
proprie- & Whitney pulp and paper mills, Watertorship in it. It reflected the best judgment vllle, was struok by a flying belt, Monday
Hubs,
of what a protective tariff should be at morning, sustaining a severe injury. He
32 Exchange St.
BANKERS,
was passing a machine when the belt
dec!3
dti
that time. It by no means follows, howFork and Fork
slipped off and in flying about hit Mr.
a
ever, that it would be adapted to present Shannon on the head, cutting
long
Detachable
conditions—and therein consists one of deep wound that required a number of

Instead

|

Castillos sent neither that

for

that when

thing In the World it’s not

ture. This would seem to
the bill has teeth in[lt.

Mr. Reed’s
presenoe in the
Speaker’s chair it oould never have been
passed. Indeed Mr. Reed’s part in making that measure into a law was far more

But

Amherst.

FINANCIAL*

MISCELLANEOUS.

Corrugated

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18.
The

J

MISCELLANEOUS.

dential

gro preaohers, and great numbers of negroes all over the South are saving their
money and selling their little property
preparatory to going to Liberia. The fare
from Savannah to Liberia is fixed at $41.
A ranoher of Antelope Valley,

Cal.,

died from rattlesnake bite a week or so
He went to feed his dogs late one

ago.

night, and thrust his hand into

one

of

may eat

Oatnflgal

Samples and Salesroom,

V
-FOR SALE BY-

H. W.

McCAUSLAND, 416 Congress St.,

Jobber of Bicycles and Supplies.

with pleasure and after pleasure.
The weakest digestion can stand
it, because its method of special
preparation renders it perfectly

digestible.
Sweet, smooth, delicate—it is
the ideal food for young and old
and all the ages in between.

mat9d&t:Uno

424 CONGRESS
W.

ST., CORNER TEMPLE.

A.

Foot of Preble

ALLEN,
Streetoetsdtf

A Mow s Eroffso-Beiern.
B

DR. F. AUSTIN

ClaLrvtQce“C0S“a-

attention given to diseases of the
KYE and the fitting of LENSES. Consultation
ee. Will call wihin city lfmits of Portland
aiiU Peering on notice by postal or otherwise

agent for Nervous or Sic)
Headache,curative
Brain Exhaustion, Sleenlessnes
.special or general Neuralgia; alsoror Rhea
ma-ism. Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Djt
pepsiu.
Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic

Prica'10' 25and60cent,

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

151 S. Western Avenue,
for Sale by all Druggists.

CHICAGO

OCULIST
Residence

183 Peering St.

special

dec27

&

dtf

MOULTON,

PRINTING
AN

recent

job we printed the outside
and another printer printed the inOur customer said: “Didn’t you
Maine. side.
mar 2
print more than 3,oco?” Ans. “Not
pr»
more than 20 over.”
Customer: “We
I INVITE VOTE INSPECTION had 250 of yours left over.” Natural deduction : the other fellow gave short
of the World-Famed
count. That’s the kind of competition
that makes friends for us. He cheated
=:
the customer out of nearly 10 per cent,
Built by the oldest and largest house in the
Cycle trade and for twenty-eight years the of the job.
of
standard
a

Portland,

HUMBER

-CARD.—
TENNEY,

Office and
Wood fords.

WOODBURY

FULL
COUNT

CYCLES

of excellence as the highest type
construction known to the civilized
world, copied by every manufacturer, and
today unapproachable by any other Cycle

Cycle

built in

Europe

O.
teb21

or

3VX.

America.

give

you

just

what

we

THE THURSTON

MARCH

Ho. 214 Federal bt.

We

dim

charge

for every time.
PRINT

97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET

''ORTUAND, ME.

you

THE CORAE- SMITH.
Had

Tough Experience
Night’s Gale.

a

in

general

COMITTEEUflOSEN.

Wednesday

Arrival of the
»el»
on

Sohooner Cora E. Smith had a hard
time in the gale of Wednesday night.
She oarried away her foresail and broke

keep his hold. Had the wind
round to the northwest, they would

managed
oome

to

have been carried into the Gulf Stream,
but the southwest wind enabled them to
reach Booth bay Harbor, where they made
some repairs and got home Friday night.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
Wilbur Opera Company.
That the Wilbur Opera Company have
made a hit le evidenced by the fact that
the
sign “Standing room only” was
displayed last evening soon after the rise
of the curtain on the first act, while the

Members of

City Government
Their Appointments.

ceive

SPECIAL

Re-

praise

6T,”

“Yes, let me like a soldier die,
Happy Moments,” and “Scenes that

“In

_>J

and

were

1; 1-TI —_v_

highly

reminiscent

to

old

opera goers.
The grand march of the Amazons Detween the second and third acts aroused
great ent husiasm, and it had to be reof
peated. The “Living Pictures,”
a great feature of both
course, proved
the
matinee and evening. This afternoon
“Fra Diavolo”
and
tonight

Time

Sent,

In Board of

Mayor and Aldermen.

After the joint convention the board resumed their session, and as a licensing
board received and referred the following
petitions:
Of George H. McCoy, to be an innholder at 28 and 26 Pearl street.
Of Fred Kerr, as victualler at 471 Fore
street.

appointed by

render them as a student can, and to see if it is necessary that a olerk be
the large number of men from whom an appointed to take testimony when given
opportunity is afforded to make the se- before the board; to act as olerk to the
lection of voices makes it practicable to mayor, and to keep the outer oflloe open.
obtain
admirable talent. Besides the
The Mayor appointed as that oommittee
Glee Club the Brown Banjo and Mando- Aldermen llsley, Kehoe and MoDonald.
lin Club.will play and they are said to be
The purport of the above resolution is
will be understood to be the providing for
very proficient. The oonoert
a
given at City hall on March 30th.
and a
private secretary to the mayor,
Nat

Goodwin.

time since Nat Goodwin,
that invincible oomedian, has appeared
In Portland. Every one will remember
how be delighted
when he
was
in
the burlesque of “Evangeline”
and
played the notary at the old Portland
while his wife, the charming
theatre

long

olerk for the committees.
The hoard then adjourned.

jn
only

The

Common

Connell.

member of

tbe lower board
absent was Council...an Flaherty. President D6w
announoed tbe
standing
committees of the lower board and mem-

of tbe joint standing committees
bers
Weatherby played Gabriel and and- then the board went into joint conClara
Fisher,
Evangeline. Then he vention.
went into the legitimate and we think
The Standing Committees,
his last appearance was at the
present
The following is tbe full list of comPortland theatre ns “Carraway Bones.”

bridge’s,
will be given

at 9

o’clock and the
out at 7 o’olock.

The Growth of

numbers

Music,

Mr. and Mrs. Kotzsohmar’s entertainment “Outlines of.the Growth of Music”
will take place at Kotzsohmar Hall, Friday, March 27. The entertainment will
be unique In ltl way, and
interest and enjoyment.
seats will begin uext
bridge 's.

one

of great
sale of
at Stock-

The

Saturday

mittees

as

Notes.

appointed by

the

Mayor

and

President Dow:
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Accounts—Alderman Leighton, Councilmen Lainson and Dougherty.

Assessors’

Department—Alderman Fa-

gan, Councilmen Stone and Corey.
Bells and Clocks—Alderman ThompMayberry, Corey and
son, Councilmen

Bryson.
City Engineers’
Department—AiderMcDonald, Councilmen Sprague and

man

Brown.

uiDotiiuH*

ley,

rtjjuiiHiiuoD-muoiuidji

XX4B*

Counoilmen Pine, Virgin and Hen-

ley.

Engrossed

man

Eagan,

Brown and

The tiokets are now on sale at Stookbridge’s for the Watklns-Mills oonoert—
the ninth Stockbridge—to be given April
8th at City Hall.
The Royal Bell Ringers will give the
eighth entertainment in the Stookbridge

Bills and Printing—AiderCouncilmen
Thompson,

Dougherty.

Aldermen
Finance—Mayor,
and Howell, Councilmen

son

Thomp-

Virgin,

Johnson and Henley.
Eire Department—Aldermen MoDonnld
and Howell, Counoilmen Pine, Sprague
and Hon ley.
Judloiary Proceedings and Claims—
uourse on next
Wednesday evening at Mayor, Aldermen Fagan and Kehoe,
is
tbe
time
to
Now
secure
Hall.
Counoilmen
City
Virgin. York and Merrill.
Laying Out New Streets—Aldermen
good seats.
Illsley and Kehoe, Councilmen Brown,
A new kind of pipe, which Is said to be Mayberry and McDonald.
Lights—Alderman F’agan, Counoilmen
sweeter and in many ways superior to
Mayberry, Stone aDd Flaherty.
the corncob or any other inexpensive pipe
Mayor’s Address—Aldermen McDonin Ne- ald and Howell, Councilmen
now on the market, is to be made
Johnson,
burrs which Stone and Bryson.
vada county, Cal., from
Fublto
Alderman
Buildings—Mayor,
grow on the pine trees in that region.
The pine-burr pipes are said to remain Leighton, Counoilmen Corey, Johnston
and Thompson.
freer from nicotine than any other, and
Public Instruction—Aldermen E’agan
they have lohg been used looally. A fac- and
Kehoe, Councilmen York, Johnston
tory has been started to manufacture the and Merrill.
pipes for the general market, someone
Puolic
Works
Aldermen
Mayor,
having taken out a patent on the pine.
Thompson and Kehoe,Councilmen Smith
and McDonald.
Reduction of the City Debt—Mayor,
obai'man of ||Board of Aldermen and
K**President of Common Council.
Rules and Orders—Chairman of Board
of Aldermen, Alderman Kehoe,President
Common Council, Councilmen
of the
Pine and Flaherty.
For the toilet, for the baby, for
Salaries—Aldermen Illsley and Kehoe,
insect bites, for chafes, for tender Councilmen Johnson, Lamaon and Merrill.
feet, for all surface inflammation,
Sale of Unimproved Real Estate—Aldermen Leighton and Howell, Counoilmen Johnston, Lainson and Bryson.
—

A Household Necessity

indispensable,— pure, medicated
antiseptic preparation, that proves
its worth in a single application,
is

a

by continual use insures a
perfect complexion and a soft, clear,
r^id

Healthy Skin.
The

Comfort Powder Co.
25c. and 50c.
a box.
Hartford, Ct.
All Druggists sell itr

Street

on

the

board of

engineers

steamship Vancouver arrived yes- and the committee on fire department
terday morning.
Captain Williams re- witnessed that test of the new Aetham
Kennebeo street at the foot of
a
good
passage.
The Vanoouver fuel on
ported
street yesterday. The test was
Chestnut
of
1680
tons
had
cargo, including twentyGen. Manager D. B. Wentfive oases eaoli for J. H. Libby, and In oharge of
England
Winchester & Koss, the balance going to worth of Boston, of the New
Fuel company, and
other
Canada.
Inspeotor Fogg passed all the Turbine and

new advertisements.

LikRRMIT
tee
0
■■

Salesroom a large and finely lighted room on the Second Floor—
and Suits, Misses’ and Children’s Coats and Suits and Boys’
mst attractive departments in the city, and shall spare no thought
Clothing.
Our increase of business has
or expense in making it the model shopping place or Cloak Department in Portland.
this
move.
make
obliged us to
room-making
We

which

and cleanly handled.
The strong
There was a lively runaway on
Gom- easily
points olaimed for it are the long durameroialfstreet yesterday afternoon. Two tion of an even work
by an engine using
horses attaohed to a jigger started off,
the absenoe of live sparks, the absence
and for a time made things interesting. it,
of greasy smokeB which befoul the boiler
Then they quieted
were
and
down
dues
and the
entire

from

freedom

about to add to our already spa.
shall fit up very nicely for Ladies'
We intend making this one of the

are

we

ms

.its

That isn’t any more time than you need to get
Let’s see—it is only one—two—nearly three weeks to Easter.
All the Dressmakers must be getting very busy, judging from the dress patterns we are
your new gown ready.
sending out to this, that and the other one—for our customers. We do hope you will coine and make your selection
We want you to have tho advantage of choosing from the combefore the assortment gets too badly picked over.
of our line of Spring Novelties. We got possession of what in our judgment were
We are very
plete

variety.

proud

the most desirable of imported stuffs in the market. We needn’t tell you that they are fine qualities—nor the price*
as low as can be—because those are two points that are perpetually true here.
In the Patterns, prices range from $5.00 to $25.00. In piece goods, most any quality you may want, from
a Bicycle Suit to an Evening Dress—New Silks—New Trimmings—New Gloves and New Veilings.
Graphophone entertainment forenoon aud afternoon. The most wonderful invention of the age,

hospital.

MANSON G. LflRRABEE, White Store, 516 Congress St,

oaptured.
clinkers. A great deal is also olaimed for was necessarily postponed on account of
There was a perfectly clean harbor
the new fuel for use In open grates; it the weather.
yesterday afternoon, all of the wind
Speoial town meetings are coming fast.
a pretty dame and
giving
emitting very Warrants have already been posted for
bound fleet having gone out.
few sparks.
two one to be held Saturday
next, the
The Cottage City arrived yesterday at
The spare engine of the department other the Tuesday following.
one o'clock injthe afternoon, and the St.
was used and the test was very satisfacBridgton.
Croix at 1.40.
All the boats of the local
tory to the officers.
Brldgton, March 17.—Bridgton schools
lines left on time yesterday.
will begin Monday, March 23. There will
A good sign of spring, and a revival of
Dr. J.
MAINE TOWNS.
be but few ohanges in teachers.
business is the fact that many
vessels
laid up
during the winter have been
chartered, and have sailed, or are getting

L.

Items of Interest Gathered

Among thorn are the Julia S.
T. Bayley, Loring
Bailey, Annie
C.
Ballard, Rebeona A. Taulane, Fred Jackson, Graoe Davis and David Torey.
The
Torey had her stern stove in some time

Bennett,

wbo was

the

efficient

and

popular supervisor in 1893 and 1894, is
by Corres- again ohosen as superintendent for 1896.

pondents of the Press.

ready.

Miss Jennie

Simpson,

who has been the

GAS
LIGHT
OPENING.

principal of the town sohool at North
Otisiield.
Bridgton, tor the last year, will attend
the Normal school at BYirmingtou this
Maroh
17.
Rev.
E.
J.
Pres| Otisdeld,
spring.
of
former
Union Church,
pastor
in the
cott,
Business still continues brisk
Spurr’s Corner, has been spending a few mills of this village. Night crews are emForest
and
will
be
and
at
the
Pondiohery
ago
ropaired before she is days in town.
ployed
and at the Bridgton Dumber oomsent out.
The oountry roads in this vicinity are mills,
mill, where some twenty cords of
The fishing schooners Maud B.Wetherel
very good.
iron is sawed into
spool strips every
__m
i-i
m_e.
and John M. Plummer, laid up durins
whioh
The ponds
twenty-four hours.
were rendered impassable for teams
by
the winter, have again been fitted out Pond has been
obliged to shut down (or the rise of
water, are again frozen up by
and sent to the banks.
a vhile on account of the
rise of water the cool weather, and this and abundanoe
Beginning Wednesday, March 18, in onr Children’s Cloak Do*
caused by the recent freshet.
of snow is a great advantage to the teamwe shall hold our annual
AN ORCHESTRION.
who partment
Any one passing through Spurr’s Cor- sters of this and neighboring towns, and
have still large quantities of wood
ner would feel themselves
amply repaid bark to be drawn to market.
Elaborate Musical Mechanism for the fur oalling at H. M. Cushman's and
PORTLAND JIMMY SUEDlooking at his tiny chicks; they are very
Cape Electric’s Casino—Something About
snug and happy In their brooder homes.
the Proposed Extension.
New lots of eggs are constantly hatching
Mr. Cushman is always pleased to re- Fraudulent Transfer of Stock of Portland of Novelties in Silk Waists, Dress Skirts, Silks for Waists, delicate
ceive callers, and is never tired of disMine Alleged,
materials for Graduating Dresses and Evening Costumes, NeckOne of the most no table attractions at playing his poultry.

Eany’s

Dark Room

This is a comparatively new device.
The first orchestrion was seen and heard
in this country at the World’s Pair. It

quite a crude affair compared with
the present perfected machinery, whioh
discourses the musio of the best masters
with
more than the
average human
was

perfection.
There are only a very few of them in
the country scattered about in different
It is as yet unsettled just what action
the town of Cape Elizabeth will take towards the proposed extension of the electrio railroad to Delano Park. Of course|the
company has a general charter from the

York,Smith,Sprague

and

Dough-

Printing Reports—Alderman Illsley,
CouDcllmen Thompson and Flaherty.
The following weighers of ooal and iron
John Moran, Geo. W.
were
elected:
Cooper, Martin Holland,W. F. Panccast,
Edward G. Morrill, Jacob F. Coombs.
Fred H. Morrill was appointed a surveyor of lumbor.

Raymond,

Raymond,

Maroh

17.
Amongt the
reoent visitors was Bert F. Harmon and
Frank Prince of Portland, at Henry
Harmon’s.
Sohool closed at the village on the 6th
inst. Profitable work was done during
the term of nine weeks, under the efliclent training of Miss Virginia F. Weston, of Bolster’s Mills. She is a teacher of high order, and was well
liked by
parents and scholars.
A
Ladies’
Circle
was
held at
$
meeting
Mrs. Hattie J. Morton’s last Wednesday
afternoon and evening.
There was a fine
exhibition by the
scholars at the sohool house on the 9th
inst., consisting of dialogues, tableaux,
recitations, instrumental an vooal music. All rendered their
parts
well,
and the affair was a complete success.
There have been several parties during
the past week, one at the home of Herbert Mitchell, another at the home of
Miss,Lizzie D. Knight and on Friday even
ing a pound party at Mr. an Mr. Charles
Brown’s.
Mr. Charles Brown and family have
moved on to a farm, recently purchased
by Mr. Brown. Report says he has sold
his stand at the village.
Members of the Endeavor Society enjoyed a sleigh ride last Saturday, visiting one of their members in Portland,
Mrs. Annie Skinner, of Portland street.
It was an enjoyable occasion. A bountiful dinner was prepared by Mrs. S klnner
and Mrs. Esther Libby. They report a
fine time.

Denver, Col., March 17.—A suit has
been filed in the Distriot court by A. E.
MoKey and other stockholders of the
Gold
Portland
Mining
company of
Crip pie Creek against James F. Burns,
James Doyle, John Harnan and W. S.
Stratton,

principal

owners

of

the

Minor

#714 04-

This

Novel

Entertainment.

Cats will beja topic of considerable discussion in a good many families during
the next few.woeks. As a general thing

abatements. #160- intm-oaf

League Men Meet at Washington.

Washington, Maroh 17—Representatives
olubs
of the minor leagues of baseball
met here today to determine what action
should be taken concerning matters they
as
think unjust to them,
required of
the
them by the National League under
National Agreement. The meeting occu-

she gets home.
as contented when
Mr. Chandler can be seen every afternoon
from 2 to 4 at Congress hall and will be
pleased to give any information desired.

$1000; town farm, repairs,etc.,$200; town
debt, $1000. in addition to $1600 raised

TO

CUBE A COLD IN ONE

DAY.

Take laxastive Bromo Quinine Tablets
all druggist refund the money if it fails
£5a
to oure.

emphasi^^^^^

to
/^wanting
perfect the flavor of*2

f
I

NONE SUCH
MINCE MEAT.

]I

A Pure, wholesome,— an econom-J?
C ical luxury. Sold everywhere. 3
substitute.
j&£
jSs. SendTake no
knd kddre,, to,
9
booklet,
Mri.
IMW
Fopklnk'ThknkjglTtiig,"
pa
name

|mERREIL-S0ULE

CO.,

SYRACUSE,

Please let this announcement be

a

special invitation to

your friends to be present.
Don’t forget the date—Wednesday, March 18th and
the balance of the week.

EASTMAN

yon and

continuing

BROS. &

BANCROFT.

“WANT TO
BUY A CARPET ?”
You certainly will when you come to our store end
bring your eyes within range of our large exhibition
of carpetings, in Wiltons, Axminsters, Moauettes,
Velvets, Brussels, Tapestries, Ingrains, Mattings,
Oil Cloths, Linoleums, Corticines, (English) Bugs,
Art Squares, etc.

“THEY’RE FOR
SALE HERE’’

N.

Y|

in such

Maroh 17.—The Washingalumni of Bowdoin College are encandidacy of Joseph K.
dorsing the
Moore, Esq., of Tlioniaston, collector
of customs for the port of Waldoboro, for
the position of overseer of the college.
He is supported by Chief Justice Fuller,
President Pro Tern of the Senate, Mr.
Frye, and Speaker Reed, as well as other
prominent alumni of the college in this

Washington,

ton

last year for sohool house and not used ;
Memorial day,$25; $3000 in laborfor highpussy has been more or less neglected. ways. 'l'he oost of the
bridge built at or
We see her cuddled up in front of the near the paper mill, reported by the sefire occasionally and we hear her purr- lectmen, to be about $350. The estimate
of the short bridge, $1600; other
oost
city.
ing while we are at the dining table but
the late freshet,
bridges damaged by
with the excoption of
a little rub
on
$1000.
An A. P. A. Stronghold,
the head now and then she is'left to the
Representatives from several different
Springfield, Mass., March 17.—The Re
tender mercies of the children of the iron bridge companies were present and
addressed the meeting in regard to the publieau caucuses ocourred conight
to
family who pet und fondle her to their proposed
be built across elect delegates to the state and
district
bridge to
hearts’ content. From now on to the ‘‘Granny Hole stream.” The matter was conventions. It is claimed in some A.
oharge of the selectmen with P. A. qunrters that the patriotic deleclose of the cat show that is to be held in left in
i nstructions to report at a speoia) town gates are for McKinley.
The caucus reCongress hall, Tuesday, Wednesday, meeting.
sults give the Reed men no little uneasiand
March
Thursday
81, April 1,
Friday,
ness.
Baldwin.
2 and 3 we shall see more of pussy and
East Baldwin, March 17.—The ooncert
Brood Mare Louise Kills Herself.
hear more of her good
points extolled
given in Chadburne’s bah last Friday
than we had any idea she bad.
Wiliiauiantic, Conn., Maroh 17.—The
evening by the Cornish bond, was poorly valunble brood more
About every family that has a cat that attended, owing to the horrible condition
Louise, dam of the
well known stallion Alcyon, whose recit thinks anything of really believes that of the roads.
ord is S. 11 1-4, was killed last night by
Mrs. D. T. Richardson, who has for a
it is the best one in the land. If you
her
head on the feed rack in
time been very ill is slowly improv- battering
her stall. She
was trightened
have a oat at home that you are fond of, long
by two
ing.
men who entered her stable.
enter it in the show and give some one
Mrs. George Rounds is visiting her son,
else a ohanee to see what a splendid ani- Dr. Rounds, of Naples.
Portland Men Principal Attraction.
The lapturj to have been given in the
mal you have. Until we have a show of
Congregational ohuroh last Monday night
Montreal, Maroh 17.—The St. Patrick’s
this kind no one can form any idea of the
day prooession was as large, if not larger
goneral liking the human family has for
than any Montreal has ever seen.
The
the feline race. It is a fact that at cat
weather was beautiful mm the streets
were crowded with people.
The Ancient
shows the animals very soon become acOrder of Hibernians from Portland, forty
customed to their surroundings and gaze
strong, was the principal attraction
of
about at the crowds as unconoerned as
the prooession.
fear
have
uo
need
that
possible. You

just

wear, etc.

£600-

miscellaneous expenses, $800; fire department, $350; sohool books, $250; eleotrlo
lights, $000; repairs of sohool buildings,

J*make

Display

com-

pany.
It is charged that they, as a majority
frauduof the board of directors, have
lently transferred to themselves 704,000
shares of the treasury stook valued at
81,500,000 and declared dividends on it to
should
the amount of 8176,000, which
have been divided among the stockholders
at large.

pied several hours aud was harm inioun.
Ban Johnson, of the Western leagui and
J. C. Morse of the New England league,
which
them
a
elected president and secretary, reof
wore
legislature
gives
right
spectively, in behalf of all minor leagues,
way through the town, hut the location
the
to act for them in conferring with
of the track depends upon the action of
A oommittee was apNational league.
the town.
resolutions
on
disto
draw
up
pointed
The extension may be made from the
puted points, such as classification of
to population, selling of
oitios
aocording
point on the “shore road,” where the
'The
players to the National league, eto.
present track turns down to Simonton’s
committee
appointed was from the
Harpswell.
Western leagues, Western
Cove,
straight out along the “shore
association,
East Harpswell, Maroh 17.
league and Southern
Mr. Wil- New England
road,” through Willard, or it may be
'The committee began framing
made from that point,out through Angei liam Littlejohn died at East Harpswell league.
this
resolutions
these
afternoon, but they
Friday, of heart failure. He was eightystreet to the Cape Cottage road, or it four
will not be given out for publication unyears old.
to the National league.
Mr. Bullard has been
may be made from the curve where the
having some til presented
One of those who attended
today’s
Willard hose oarriage house is located, lumber cut and hauled to Getohell’s mill
said
that the concessions asked
to be sawed into boards.
meeting
straight out to the Cape Cottage road.
for would be reasonable and there would
Topsliam.
It is not yet decided whioh of these
the national
be no attempt to destroy
At the annual town meeting last Mon- agreement.
“We will appeal to them as
three routes will be taken.
as
baseball
as
well
magnates,” he
dny these appropriations were made: men,
said. “It is not our purpose to form a
Three. hundred dollars was voted for a
THE CAT SHOW.
monopoly. What we want Is protection
"
safe for the selectmen's office; for com- for the
good of the national garno.
mon
schools, $1800; free high sohool,
Extensive Arrangements Being Made for $6600; poor in house, $300; out of house,
For OverBeer of Bowdoin.

JOINT SPECIAL COMMITTEES.
Estimates—Mayor, Chairman of the your pet cat will pine away during its
Board of Aldermen, Alderman Howell, short confinement. It will not have the
President of the Common Council, Coun- least bit of effect on her and she will be

cilmen
erty.

advertisements.

Kenne-

Yesterday.

Thu

places.

Eliza

Now he comes to us in a play that be
has made famous the country over, “A
Gilded Fool,” in which he will be seen
at City Hall, March 28th. The sale of
seats will begin next Saturday, at Stock-

bec

new

_

Of John C. Duprey, ns victualler at 96
Middle street.
Of Warren F. Colley to erect a wooden
dwelling and stable at 102 Morning street,
to be three stories high.
Tbe meeting of tbe lioensing board was
dissolved, and Miohael B. Fell, James

can

a

by the Fire Department

Again.

F.
Craig, Frank E. Haggett, Georg*
the new summer resort at Simonton’s
“Dorothy” will be the bills.
Harriman, Charles A. Neal, George N. Cove will be
found in the Casino of the
Brown's University Glee Club,
E. Kimball and Mark H. Sawyer were
Cape Elizabeth Electric Bailway in the
Tomorrow, at Cressey, Jones & Allen’s appointed special polioemen.
of an
orchestrion or mechanical
the Brown University Glee Club ooncert
The bonds of Treasurer Libby, Auditor shape
This is a very expensive and intickets will be placed on sale. These Sanborn, Marshal Triokey and Constables band.
tricate mechanism that produces by maoallege glee dubs are always sure to draw William Hayes, G. G. Thorn, and H. B.
the music of a full band of 18
chinery
fashionable and musical audienoes for Sargent, were read and approved.
The
actual
Instruments are
Alderman llsley.suggested that a com- pieces.
everyone enjoys student songs sung by
the students themselves. No outsider mittee of three be
the ohair actually played by maohluery.

Its

Tested

Out—Steamers

MEW advertisements.

FUEL-

Woodman of the officers of the company.
passengers, and Mr.
The history of the new manufactured
sent out the first special
Trunk
Grand
COUNCIL LAST EVENING.
fuel Is as follows:
Soma years ago Mr.
with a portion of the cargo at 6.30, folWentworth was in Mexico and was greatother
with
speoials during the
lowing it
ly impressed with the asphaltam product,
night
so plentiful
in that
oountry, and its
N. J. Graoe of the Grand Trunk pasas an agent of combustion,
The Full Ljjt of Committees as
Appointed senger department was in town yester- possibilities
and brought home numerous samples to
—City Officials Elected—Resolutions on day, He is much pleased with the outexperiment with. He gave some to Mr.
the Death of V. Richard Foss-Minor look for business.
Aetham of Fall River, and by a
J. W. Trefethen reported yesterd ay the George
Business Transacted.
combination of peat and other products
arrival of two Gloucester schooners, the
There was a meeting of both branches
he has suooeeded in manufacturing a fuel
Mariner, with 40,000, and the Elsie Smith
of the oity government last
night. The with 46,000 pounds of ood and haddock. whiob is olaimed by the company is the
two boards
best thing in the line of combustion yet
went into joint convention
One of the crew of the Smith had a bad
after the announcement of the commitproduoed.
Marine
and
the
to
was
sent
hand,
tees.
| It is ceitainly a very pretty fuel, and

MEETING OF THE CITY

matinee drew a crowded audience.
Iu Joint Convention.
Wallace’s
“Maritana,” is one of the
President Dow, for the committee,
tuneful of
most
operus known to the presented the
following resolutions on
stage, and grand opera artists have not the death of Y. Riohard Foss, whioh
despised it.| Jt recalls many delightful were adopted by a rising vote:
in the
evenings at Portland theatre
Whereas, It has pleased Divine Provipast. Who that beard them ran ever dence to romove from our midst V.Riohard Foss, who would have been our asand
Castle
Caroline
forget
Campbell,
sociated If death had not called him beRechlnga-Bernard and Fanny Stockton, fore he had taken his seat among us, be
with
Seguins, when they packed the it
honse in the early seventies and created
Resolved, That by bis sad and sudden
Or oven later when the death coming so soon after bis election
a perfect furore.
to a public office of trust and
responsithe head of Exchange street,
house at
bility, the City of Portland loses a citiTelia and James Arnold, Clara Fisher zen of the highest ability, judgment and
and
others filled the house night after integrity ; that we, the City Council of
Portland, realize our loss in the taking
night.
away ofjone in whose company we would
Well, last night, Mr. Clark essayed the have found great pleasure, and whose
role of Don Caesar, and be sang the mu- advice and experience would have been
sic very well and acted with a good deal of the greatest value to us.
Resolved, That we tender to his beMiss Mortimer sang sweetily reaved
of spirit.
family our sincere sympathy iu its
although she d idn’t act one little bit deep sorrow,
and that a copy of these
Miss Hattie Richardson was a pleasing resolutions be spread upon the records
of the City Council.
Lazarillo. The choruses won full
and the orchestra did their duty well.
“The Harp in the
The
favorite airs,
Air,” “Of Fairy Wand had I the Pow-

Vancouver—Laid Dp Vei-

Chartered and

THE NEW AETHAM

news.

Chief Kldridg,

her main boom and the wheel.
In this
crippled condition she drifted from Kettle Bottom to New Ledge, a distance of
about thirty miles.
Edward
Holbrook
went out on the bowsprit to furl the jib,
and went under water three times, but

marine

United States Court in Session.

Harrisburg, Pa., March 17.—A serious
wreck is reported on the
Pennsylvania

A fast express
railroad near Steelton.
The fireman of
ran iuto a freight train.
the passenger train was killed and
the
engineer fatally Injured. Some passengers
were

injured.
John J. Hanson

Sails.

V Vineyard Haven, Mass., Maroh 17—The
disabled sohooner John J. Hanson, before
reported, proceeded this evening for its
destination in the tow of the tug Colon.

that
ure

an

variety of pleasing and artistio effects
inspection of them is a treat and a pleasa

to be remembered.

There’s

words and prices
Come and read it in the goods.

stock that

so

much in

our

can’t tell the storj.

H. J. BAILEY & GO.,
190-192 Middle

PORTLAND, ME.

Wed&Fri

Business

St.,

NOTICE

Booming at Hudson.

Hudson, Muss., March 17.—The busiconsidness situation has brightened up
Four of the
erable the past two weeks.
full
five shoeshops have started up on
time, the woolen mills are running night
and day to keep up with the orders, and
the Apsley Rubber
company resumed
the
work this week in all departments,
more help, and
on
is
last factory
putting
business at the tannery continues good.

To

Building

Contractors.

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Masonic Building Association until 12 o’clock
of April 6,1896.for the erection of a brick
building situated on Main St., Biddetord. Me.,
as per plans and
specifications prepared by the
building association, which may be seen at
the office of G. N. Deering, No. 6 Thornton St.,
Biddeford. Me. and F. H. Fassett.98 Exchange
St.. Portland. Me.
t'roposais should be addressed to the undersigned and Indorsed ProMARRIAGES.
for Masonic building. Each bidder must
posals
be prepared to furnish a satisfactory bond of
not less than 25 per cent of the contract price.
In Monticello, March 7, Leslie A. Curtis and
The
right is reserved to reject any and all bids.
Miss Eldora E. Curtis.
MELVILLE WOODMAN, Secretary,
In Lisbon Falls. William Nichols and Miss
Biddeford, Me., March 18, 1896. marl8d2w
Miriam Nichols.
In Hallowed. March 8, Norris Parkhurstand
Miss Mvra Bunnells.
In this city, March 16, Benjamin T, Holden,
In Southport, March 7, Wm E. Dyer and Miss
aged 84 years.
Addie E. Dyer.
[Funeral service on Thursday afternoon at 1
Iu Pemaquid, March 8, Silas Pennihian and
o’clo k. at Oxford, Maine. Burial at Otistield.
Mrs. Amanda A. Tibbetts, both of Bristol.
In Plttston, Mrs. Alice McKeen, aged 20 yrs.
In Rockland, March 13, Mrs. Lucinda Ulmer,
aged 77 years.
DEAI HS.
Iu Lewiston, March 16, George B. Lane and
noon

Grace A.

city. March 16, Ernice P
Benjamin Webster.
In this

Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
her late residence. No. 2P6 Spring street.
In this city. March 17. Mrs. Eunice C. Jewett,
aged 68 years 0 months 1 day.
of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, March 16. Florence May, daughter of Charles H. and Julia Parker, aged 1 year
II months 23 days.

[Notice

Higgins.

In Mechanic Falls. March 15. Florence Estelle
wife of Capt daughter of Albion aud Minnie Woodsuni, aged
2 years 9 months.
In Hermon, March
40 years.

13. Lydia J. Barnes, aged

The funeral of the late Michael J. Madden
will take place this Wednesday morning at 9.SO
o'clock, from his late residence. 48 Brackett St.
Requiem high mass at 8t. Dominies churahag
10 o’clock.

MISCELLANEOUS.

A NATURAL

BEAR TRAP.

THE MASSACHUSETTS GETS ATRIAL,

Animals Veut urine Near Are Killed by Car-

Big Battleship Puts Out to Sea from the

Cramps’

bonic Acid Gas.

For FAMILY Use.
Every Mother should always have it in the
house. It quickly relieves and cures all ache9
a.'.d pains, asthma, bronchitis, colds,
coughs,
itrrrh.cuts, chaps, chilblains, colic, choleraV;;3, earache, headache, hooping cough,
.lamination, la grippe, lameness, mumps,
'.scalar soreness,

neuralgia,

nervous

head-

—

1

i

i
!

i

i
i
j
j

!
!

j

!
If the passages of the head are
befouled and filthy, a breeding
place of fungi and disease

purulent matter,

secreting
wonder

no

the breath is fetid.

California
Catarrh

Cure
Keeps the nasal passages dean
|

Write for Testimonials to the

1

California Catarrh Cure Co.
Boston, Mass.
ALL DRUGGISTS.

,

ror sa’o ant dealers supplied bj Cook,
Pennell aid J. W. Perkins & Co

R. K.

JORDAN,

STATE

! 04

Everett

AGrEJSIT.

Exchange

St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.
After using one of tlie National Cash Registers about a
year,
we are fully convinced that it is
one of the necessities of a retail
store, and heartily recommend
it to any one
doing a retail
business.

LANDERS & BABBIDGE,

Drrggists. Monument Squa re
_^dtf

jan2g

FIRST CLASS
P

I

N O

A

S

o li G A N S
or

uuo

Plain at

motion, and
the builders an idea of her
capabilities. She is manned by 250 men from
the shipyard. j£The trip will be made oyer
give

W. P.

HASTINGS’.
name

for

Good
judgment.
judgment demands

caution—caution
mands care—

[„ ...j.C
the reach of all

The Waltham Watch

for

a

being

Careful and
Fair Priced Druggists'

SIMMONS & HAMMOND,
Congress & Green Sts.

mar9dtf

with
near

HOKE?

of

fect repair, hot and cold water, set tubs, furnace heat, good yard, first class central location, is now paying 10 per cent net. best trade
in Portland for $3,500. W. H, WALDRON &
CO., 180 Middle St.
17-1
SALE—Desirable
PORretired

Surburban home for
business man; about 12 acres land,
apple trees grafted, raspberries, blackberstrawberries and asparagus in abundance,
ample buildings in first class repair, handy to
Portland, close to Depot and all privfiages:
*3.5o°.
w, if Waldron & c<>
180 Middle St.
13.1

300
ries

&

SALE—Restaurant. First class locaP°Rtionfor
business: new building, newly fur3BllIl>K owner going south,
p—fn.,’/.—°.n
Receipts
$7o to $100 per day
summer

competition.

Inquire MURDOCK

Frauklin St.

during
&

FREEMAN,

FOR SALE—At Cape Elizabeth three
miles from Portland. About 36
acres;
large orchard; buildings in good order; for
sale at a bargain.
For particulars apply to
MRS. ROLF, on the farm, or B. J.1 WILLARD, at 59 Commercial street.
11-4

FARM

|

OWE THOUSAND PURE BUCK CLAY

|

Diagonal Suits,

TWMBBMBMWMWWMiyi

SALE—In Falmouth, fifty acre farm,
3* miles from Portland, at the head of
navigation on the Presumpscott river at
Staples Point bridge; can cut 60 tons of liav
per year; two story house,
12 rooms;
ell,
bam and outbuildings; all connected, in first
class repair, $3600.
J.
WM. MERRILL,
Falmouth, Maine. Box 460.
29-3

FOR

|

SALE—Choice building lots at Deerlna
FORCenter,
50x100, for two cents per foot:

electrics, schools, stores and post office,
Sebago water, good drainage; fine gafden
land, no ledge or rocks, best of neighbors.
Plans at our office. C. B. DALTON & CO., 4784
Congress street (one flight.)
14-2
near

Sacks and

Cutaways,

Double Breasted. A regular $15.00 Suit:
Our price 87.OS. We will also give you a new suit
for every one that docs not prove satisfactory “for a few days only.”
In

SALE—New Seaside Hotel in Casco
FORBay,
with daily communication by

steamers which land

at

the

wharf

on

premises

the

containing six acres with fine
grounds, plenty of fish,
lobsters and clams. Price $6000, or will exchange. Photo at this < ffico. W. H. WALDRON & CO., 161) Middle street.11-2
grove and pleasure

FOR SALE—In Cumberland, 95
1ft

frr»m Povtlatifl

farm,

acre

Pon

out AA

hay per year. Two story house containing 10 rooms, 2 barns and other outbuildings,
all In good repair. Inquire of G. W. MORR1LL, West Cumberland, Me.
16-1
of

|

$7.98. |

OUR PRICE

SALE—A second hand photograph
burnisher. Heats with an ordinary oil
stove and is just the thing for an amateur
who does his own printing. Will sell cheap.
Address “Burnisher,” this office, mchll-tf

FOR

SALE—Everybody says Fairbanks new
Electric Banjos Jare “parjexcelleuce.”
What everybody says must be true,
please
call and examine. Also the best display of
Mandolins, Guitars and musical goods ever
in Portland. HA’WES’ 414 Congress street.

FOR

IJM OUR SHOW

SEE THEM

WINDOW.

____14-4

-xox-

SALE—A
FORhouse
of 8

so

REDLON, Proprietor.

LOST AND FOUND.

week for 25 cents, cash in

<*mi>

this

SALE—Doing business at the same old
stand. Our leaders are the Black Rock
and Putnam Cigars. Putnam, part Havana,
$22 per m.; Black Rock, all Havana, $60 per
m.
Goods from $3 and upwards delivered
free in Portland. J. II. COSTELLO & CO.,
164 & 158 Beach street, Boston.
mar9 4w^
SALE—Three

National total adding
FORCashP.Registers,
latest makes for sale
J. ENRIGHT &

cheap.

second hand

Providence,

6-2

FOR

pOR
A.
of

SALE OR TO

LET-The

Homestead

the

lateThomasQuinby.nearStroudDeering. Four acres of land with

good house.

dlw

CO., dealers in
Registers, 86 Weybosset street,

R. I.

SALE—Lot 3^0. 13 St. Lawrence St.,
3656 sq. feet, healthiest location in Portland, $100 down.balance on long or short time.
Apply to E. N. PERRY, Exchange 1st.. Portland, or to J. H. ( OSTELI«0 & CO., 154 &
158 Beach St., Boston,
Mass._mar4d4w
water in

On

line

of

street

cars;

10

Jfcimttes from Union station; perfect drainagtf; Sebago water. As fine a location as
tLere is in Daering. Apply to ANDREW
HAWES, Strcudwater.
dec27-tf

MISCTET/LANKOUS.

Forty words inserted under
one

elecBath

Furnace,

FOR

""

marl2

story

two

repair and nearly new. Will be sold at a
reasonable price.
N. S.
GARDINER, 186
Middle St., Room 4.14-1

One Price Spot Cash Clothiers, Hatters and
26 and 28
MONUMENT SQUARE, PORTLAND,1ME.
CKAS. R.

desirable

complete

CLARK & C

.

very

rooms at Oakdale, near
cars.
hot water
heat.
room.
Cemented cellar.
All in

tric

lost vitality
Forty words inserted under tMi heed
excesses or overone week for 35 cents cash in adnnee
work, positively restored, losses stopped, sirml]
shrunken organs developed; remedy cheap,
FOR SALE.
RENT—At the office of the Rdmlngton
If
safe, reliable, convenient.
suffering en- TiO
At Hallowell, Me.—Substantial mill buildingA
close stamp for particulars and
be cured.
Typewriter Co., 11 Exchange StL Reming- brick—
2£2x47 feet—4 stories and oasement,
ton, Smith and Caligrapli. Also supplies for all
Strictly confidential. PRIVATE PARTY, Press machines.
with boiiefs, engines, shafting, sprinklers, pipMimeograplis, Mimeograph supplies ing and
Office,17-1
river water; also ten tenements, storeand note
18-1
weakness,
IMPOTENCY—Sexual
and nerve force, from

heed

advance.

Fox terrier,
LOST—Dog.
disappeared Sunday noon,

name
“Victor”.
March 15th.
All white except evenly marked brown head
and ears. Age about eleven months.
Had
russet leather collar with nickel trimmings and
but
unmarked.
Suitable
reward
padlock,
given
for his return.
CHA3. SUMNER COOK, 62
Neal St., City,171

one

MILL BUILDINGS

books._

uuivo,

Terrace

week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

16-2

MR. SAMUEL LEVY is now prepared to
-tU- buy cast off clothing of ail
descriptions for
highest cash prices. Address letters or postal
to 10O MIDDLE STREBI.16-1
MONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
-“*■ mortgages, on real
estate, stocks, bonds
and life insurance policies or any good securities. Notes discounted at low rate of interest.
I. P. BUTLER, 48 Exchange street.
10-4

_18-lt
experienced gardener,
WANTED—An
of lawns, flower beds
quainted with
care

and ornamental gardening.
Office.

are

all at work

as

usual.

Address C„ Press

Aground Near Plymouth.

Plymouth, Mass., March 17.—An unknown sohooner, probably a fisherman,
what’s happened went aground off
Brown’s
Island this
to you? Where have you been?
afternoon.
There is quite a surf on and
Fritz—I’ve b-been over to that M-Muel- she will probably oome off tomorrow.
ler boy’s.
Two explorers started from Viotorlai
Mother—It serves you right! Haven’t
I told you you mustn't go and play with B. C., last week fora trip which they
expect will occupy twelve months or
that Mueller boy?
Fritz—I d-didn’t go to p-play with him. longer, through unexplored northorn portions of British Columbia and the NorthI went to 1-lick him!—Humoristische
west Territory.
They left by stoamer
Blatter.
for the mouth of the
Stiokeen River,
where
the
Hudson Hay Company’s
steamer Caledonia was to meet them and
take them as far up the river as
possible.
They proposed to make their way to
Dcase Lake, thence north to the headwaters of the Yukon, and thence east to
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
the Mackenzie, wintering at some
When she was a Child, she cried for Castoria,
point
on the Mackenzie and
resuming their exWhen she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
next spring.
The men are
avid I. Hanbury and George
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria,
Rudge,
and both have had much experience in
nnd
hunting
exploring in the Northwest.

unusual opportunity
young man with some experiand energy; good business; one preferred who can take a financial Interest for
permanency. Address P. O. Box 919, Portlaml. Me._
12-1

Slorations

Opera'singers and public speaker cun
keep their voices olear and strong with
the family remedy, Dr. Hull’s Cough
iS.vruo.

WANTED—An
stands farming

call on us before going elsewhere. The picture
“Thorough bred” given with everv picture we
lframe. All kinds of easels from 80c up. E. D.
]RI YNOLD8, 093 Congress St., next door to
Shaw’s Grocery Store.
feb24-4w
■

1

1

1_;

IF YOUR WATCH KICK
will take the kick out of it and make it
keep good time. Mainsprings 76c, cleaning $1.00; mainspring and cleaning combined
fl.50; all work tlrstcJass. McKENNEY. The
Jeweler, Monument Square.
jaulOtf

thoroughly,

between the

opportunity
WANTED—Splendid
pointment tor young
in
men

duuii

for

State.

ap-

cvciy

Particulars about all government
free.
NATIONAL CORRESPONDpositions
ENCE INSTITUTE, Wash. D.C14-1

DHUG

CLERK—Situation wanted by

omces of stevens & .tones
CO. have been removed to No. 100 Exwith the Ellingwood Furniture
Co. All accounts will be settled by Edward
C. Jones at above address.

Notice—The
change street

drug
clerk of six years
experience, city or
o untry.
Can come well recommended as
to honesty, ability, etc.
DRUG CLERK,

Press Office.

a

_22-tf

14_1

Good

to sell Baking Powder in Glass
.Holing Pins to Grocery Trad£ No
!SALESMEN
com-

Openingjor

Drug Store!

A good located store in a manufacturing
experience
$80
unnecessary.
in the Eastern part of the State, situated
month and expenses or 25
per cent, com- City
woolen mills. This store lias been used as
near
mission.
Powder Co., GG
Baking
Chicago
a Drug Store for five years, and offers unusii^.
Hamilton Ave., Chicago.
14-1
ly good opportunities for a competent person
For partjcu_
,to take orders in every town and to engage in the drug business.
city; no delivering; good wages from lars, Inquire of COOK, EVERETT & PENN17-1
start; pay weekly; no capital required; work ELL, Portland, Maine.
year round. State.age. GLEN BROS., Rocliiester, N.
mar9MW&S36t
WANTED—FEMALE HELP.

potitlon,

or

TO

LET—Large pleasant room furnished on
first floor; fumaoe heat, gas and use of

Path.

Also two

WAMljjji)—SITUATIONS.
* ortjr
one

words inserted
voder this head
week for £5
cents, cash in advance.

i

inah and wife on
STl^rl()N
WANTED—By
111 hotel;
wouldhfre for the season

1k

<or

for

®r
oi.e year.

3,UmedM

<

References furnished if reAddreas r. O. BOX NO. 20. Locke’s

Mills, Me.

WE

(

!
J

fJ,

*

1
1

83

Book Keeper Wanted—A
years’ experience desires
permanency would be a

ot ten

r.°
eper
situation
Where

Addre5S1B8’.]K’

sunny

rooms

en

suite

MARRY ME ARRABELLA
A NP, ,1wiU »uy you such a pretty ring at
■S~ McKenuey’s. A thousand of them, the best
'"gest, the prettiest stock. Engagement
and Wedding, rings a
speciality. Me KEN NY,
lhe Jeweler, Monument
Square.
janlbtf
IF WE WANTED A CLOCK
® Would go to
AV
McKenney’s because he has
•

more up-to-date Clocks than all the other
stores combined. His 95c alarm clock is AvakUP the town.
Clocks, 95c to $50.00,

McKENNEY, The Jeweler, Monument Square.
janiStf
WANTED—AGENTS.

1._

■

large

TTO

Railway
in

a

TO

who under

of 21 and 85, and who Comes well' recommended.
Apply to the office of Wm. M.
BRADLEY. 4S1A Exchange St.
feb26tf
aces

:

FREE! Pictures! We" frame
PICTURES!
them! Those in want of pictures should

man

ST._

LET—Two sunny unfurnished rooms with
without board. Apply to 32 WINTER
St„up stairs.
43.4
rro

on

ANTE—Bookkeeper;
for a

able bodied

rro LET—Lower tenement Fin
house No.
A
20 Grant St.
Modern house. Hot and
cold water and bath-room.
*25 per month.
Apply at 121 MIDDLE
17.4

third floor. 217 CUMBERLAND STREET
MONEY easily made at your own homes with
the new and beautiful Opal Art work. It ___11-1
Lessons given
costs you nothing to try it.
RENT—On Congress, above State St
free. It is becoming the most oopular art 1?OR
a
lower flat—8 rooms
Furnace
work. Can be learned by anyone in 20 min- heat. BENJAMIN F. and bath.
HARRIS, Chambers
OPAL ART corner
utes. Come and see for yourself.
and Middle steet.
Exchange
14-1
14-1
CO., 559 Congress street. Poitland. Me,
LET—A front chamber at 42 State St
ONEYTOLOAN on 1st and 2d mortgages
Furnished and heated. Price *2.50 per
real estate—also life insurance policies,
and anv kind of collateral security—notes ac- week. Inquire at HOUSE.
44.4
AY. P. CARR,
counted oil favorable terms.
feb26d4w
room G Oxford Building,
LET—Falmouth Foreside, 5 nice cottages well furnished at *65 to *125 for
cv 1 OV1A Buys a 21 story house containlOUU ing two rents with Sebago and .iic ocdsuiq nave ueen promptly engaged every season by first class tenants: very pleas
No. 89 Newbury street, terms $200 down, ant location close to the steamboat landingW. H. RALDRON, 180 Middle street.
ot
balance monthly instalments.
14-1
Inquire
A. C. LIBBY & CO.,
Exehange street. 14-1

__17-1

st

1

Tv

ANTED—MALE HELP. Civil Service Examinatlons in this cltv soon for Railway
Mail servloe, Depts. at Wash., Ac. Splendid
chance for appointment. Particulars FREE of
Nat’l Cor. Institute, Washington, D. C.

Mother—Why, Fritz,

MADE PICKLES—30 cents gallon.
can save you one dollar a week on
Meats, Vegatables, Groceries, etc. We call
for orders and deliver them.
Telephone
1223-5. Best Round Steak, 121c ; Rump Steak,
Advance of Science.
18 to 22c; fine Vermont tub Butter, 22c; salt
Pork
Bill (in a husky whisper)—
best country Ball Butter,
strip,
7c;
Burgling
by
25c: 10 lb. tub Squire's pure Lard, 75c; fresh
]Here’s de safe.
Got de putty, an de dyna
and pickled Tripe, 6c; Frankfort Sausage,
an de jimmy all ready?
10c; forequarters Lamb. 6 to 7c; nice corned mite,
Chris the Cracksman—Jimmy nothin ;
Beef, 2, 4 and 6c; best Maccaroni, 10c; best
Cocoa Shells, 5c lb; Red Alaska Salmon,
(
Gft out o’ de way. I’m goin to shoot ar
11 bars Laundry Soap, 25c; California
10c;
White Honey, 18c box; best Baltimore Peach- ;X ray troo de combination.—Chioagc
Tribune.
es, 10c: fine cooking Molasses, 25 and 35c
gal.; 3 pek, Savena Soap Powder, 25c; best
can Blueberries 10c; 3 lb. best Call. Prunes,
TO CIKE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
26c; best Pea and Y. E. Beans, 45c pk.; nice
smooth large Potatoes, 45c bush.; 6lbs. CaroTake laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
lina Rice, 25c.; 5 lb. Buckets Jam, 45c; fine
Saurkraut, 4c lb. JOHNSON LAMBERT, 24 1\11 druggists refund the money
if it
Wilmot street. Cash Grocers.
14-1
f ails to cure. 25c.
OME
We

a

season

Girls.

Waltham, Mass., March 10.—Only one
of the striking girls at the
American
Watch oompany resumed work today.
Schooner

We have established

reputation

manner

r-v

ence

compounding o
their
prescriptions.

LATEST

OF

,......

*

The finishers

in the

SALE—The home of
physician
FORlarge
practice in
thriving village

St.__lyj.
3 story brick house
FORwithSALE—Detached
brick ell. 11 rooms with bath in per-

Another step towards Price Nothingness further beyond

ac-

DOCTORS

CARE

you have spots on your clothes or carpets
Deodorized Naphtha will take IhemSout, leaving no stains or odor. Pat up in pint bottles,
delivered to any part of the city.
Price 10c.
Telephone or postal. NEAL D. WINSLOW,
Oil Dealer, 30 Preble street,
17-1

Portland, buildings first class with modern im.
provemeuts; reason for selling satisfactory to
the buyer; price, $3500; a skilled phvslciau
would retaiu the practice. W. H. WALDRON
& CO., 180 Middle

SEE WHAT THIS WILL BUY.

rin.nnr1n.

de-

REQUIRE

French root house, for
■pOEtwoSALE—2 story
famlies, No. 254 Spring St., a rooms
each;| o« nine of electrics, 8eba«o water,
closets, cemented cellar. Also 2 story 2 fl.it
house on Clark St.. 6 rooms each, near
electrics.
* F°°tl Investment. N. S.
GARDINEK. L8S
Middle St., Room;4.
j.S-1

a

of the A. R. U.
He says the effort will
tend to further one dootrine of the A. R.
whioh
is
the
U.,
government ownership
of the telegraph. Dobs says the A. R. U.
has organized the telegraphers in
more
than fifty cities In this country aod
has
even formed organizations in Mexico and

COMMON SENSE
another

!

head
week for 85 cents, cash in advance.

c.
Suitable for cotton, woolen, shoe or paper
\ OTICE—M. M. Nansen, Merchant Tailo r. rpo LET—Two very pleasant rents of five
502 Congress St., makes Spring Suits or A rooms and
bath, each at 158 Pearl St., factory or machine shop.
Overcoats from $18 up. Dress Suits from $24 house
with bay windows
entirely
remodeled,
Apply to Gi K. HOWK at Ihe mill, or to J. G.
and up; Pants from $4; fit gurauteed and best added, and
agents.
newly papered and painted through- PA I.FKEY, Trustee, 13 Doane St., Boston,
horse blanket; owner can have of Trimmings used.
16-1
out;
FOUND—A
large
lot,
splendid
on
the
same
Inquire
Jlass^_
light.
on
J.
West
Join
the
_felj2Seo(!'.)v.
by calling
MORRELL,
Telegraphers
A. R. U.
Cumberland.
12-1
/AHA1RS REPAIRED—Before giving your premises or of F. E. LEIGHTON, Woodfords.
Terre Haute, Ind., Maroh 17.—Presivv
orders for reseating chairs of all kinds, in _____18-1
"FT
AN TED.
dent Debs, of the American
cane, reed or basket work, call on me; I am
Railway
WANTED— MALE HELP.
LET—A front room, large and pleasant,
Union, oonfirms the report that the telegiving special rates and guranteeiug work to TO at NO. 3 PEERING
-wiFo.s Inserted under this head
18-1
Forty
be first class.
W. J. RYAN. Orders can be
ST._
graphers are being organized as a division
0110 week for 25 Cents, cash in advance.
Forty words inserted under this head left at Police station or No. 2 Marie

AT—

is but

one
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uv,uio

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
—

SALK,

1'orty words lB*«rtod under this

Deodorized Naphtha
pOR SALE—Winslow’s
-?r cltai'hiK kid gloves, taking spots out of
neckties, making them look as good as new. If

y .y\

FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO
Very Fancy

ui

_JTOR

to

the course always used by the
Cramps for
unofficial tests
which is about twenty
miles off the Delaware capes.
The ship has at present only two of her
four thirteen inch guns aboard and
the
after
turrett is weighted with tons of
little
town
of
mining
Springs and the
pig
lead
to mak6 up the weight of the missCooke City, Mon.
ing cannon. These will arrive in a few
In the centre of the former hot spring
days and will quickly be put in position
area of Cache Creek the creek makes a when the ship returns.
The Massachusetts was launched over
"boils”
broad pool which
furiously from
two years ago but the failure of the conthe aotion of escaping gas, and is, in fact,
tractors to forward her armor and
guns
a natural soda water fountain.
Small has caused the delay in
getting her ready
for
sea.
As
of
arc
also
the
In
test
will
paitloles
sulphur
floating
require only
the water, and are being deposited about about forty-eight hours the Massachusetts
is expected to return to the yards
on
the edge of the pool. Just above the pool
Thursday evening or Friday morning.
the creek has cut through a bank of sulWanted His Picture Taken.
phur and gravel, and a few yards beyond
is the debouohure of a small lateral gully
Philadelphia, Maroh 17.—Of all the
or gulch coming down
from the moun- prisoners in Moyamensing prison, the
most oomplaoeut is H.
H. Holmes, the
tain side. Following this gulch we come
murderer of Benjamin F. Pietzel.
One
within a quarter of a mile to the end, or, of Holmes’s latest
requests is that a
rather, beginning, which is a "scoop” photographer be permitted to take a
of him before he is hanged.
or basin about 300 feet above the
oreek. picture
There is plenty of evidence that Holmes
The sides of the guloh,
exoept at th e expected to be executed when he was first
head, are very steep, and in the bottom Indicted for the murder of
Pietzel, and
flows a tiny stream of cold, clear water, neither the
announcement of the Supreme
sour with sulphurio acid.
court’s deolsion nor the filing of the date
We were making our way up this guloh
by the governor seemed to worry him.
and had just entered the terminal portion He has
accepted religious teachings withwhen our attention was directed to a out
manifesting any sudden change of
huge silver-tip grizzly bear within twen- heart. Father Dailey of the Church
of
ty teet of us. He was in such a natural the Annunnciation, visits him
frequently
position that we supposed him to be aud was with him yesterday, and
all the
asleep, but a closer inspection showed tracts and religious periodicals hunded
him to be dead. The body was perfeotly him
by the various sooleties which visit
fresh, and oould hardly havo been dead the jail he reads through
carefully. What
two hours.
We examined the body very effect
they have had on him no ona
carefully for bullet holes or other marks knows. He keeps a scrap book
containing
of injury, but
beyond a few drops of clippings about himself and his
crimes
blood under the nose there was not the from all
of the country, and one of
parts
slightest trace of violence. But during his favorite pastimes Is to point out to
this examinotion we were conscious of liis
keepers and to the oooasional visitor
the near presence of other decomposing who is
permitted to go inside his cell the
matter, and a short examination revealed inconsistencies in some of the articles.
the presence of the more or less decomHolmes laughs at the statement freposed bodies of four more bears, an elk, quently made that he intends to commit
several
squirrels, rook hares, besides suicide. It is not true, either that he has
numerous dead butterflies and other inHe rends a great
prepared a confession.
rv no a
guuu OliDU
deal, but recently he has written very
cinnamon bear, and was in an advanced
stage of decomposition. The other skeletons were almost denuded of flesh, alA Badly Mixed Failure,
though the claws and much of the hair
remained.
Philadelphia, Maroh 17.—Oliver N. and
At first we were unable to aeouunt for Wm. H. Long, trading as James Long,
this strange aooumulation of dead bodies Brother & Co., manufacturers in dress
of animals until a choking sensation of goods, assigned today. Oliver N. Long,
the lungs suggested the presence of nox- also assigned individually.
The assignious gases, and the death of the animals ment, it is said, is partly precipitated by
on
notes
judgments
entered
The
hollows
were
testby asphyxiation.
against the
Wm. Rhodes
ed with lighted tapers for the presence of firm, aggregating $89,469.
whom
Oliver
N. Long
carbonio acid gas, with only slight re- against
secured
sults, but as a strong wind was blowing judgment for $750,00 on a note, has
down tbe gulch at the time, the gases assigned as did Prank H. Rhodes against
would have been rapidly diffused. A whom O. N. Long obtained judgment on
strong sulphurous odor was present. On a note for $100,000 and Wm. H. Long, the
Assets and liabilities
a subsequent visit, however,
thero was same for $50,000.
H. K. Shock
no wind, and tbe presence of carbonio have not bten ascertained.
has entered up judgment against William
acid gas was more manifest.
and
Ftank
Rhodes on live notes aggregatIt is likely from the nature of the surroundings that there is ever a very great ing $175,000. Counsel for Albert Gailaaooumulation of this deadly gas
for It hgan, trustee for Elizabeth Callaghan,
would naturally tend to flow down the today issued execution
against Robert
ravine, and be rapidly dissipated. If the Callaghan on two notes, one for $231,856,
the
other
for
Robert
head of the gulch was a more marked
$7,541.
Callaghan is
His
basin the accumulation of gas would un- a manufacturer of ginghams.
atdoubtedly have been very marked, and torney says he will probably be able to
off
the
indebtedness.
tbe consequent fatalities more numerous. pay
Tbe first animal doubtless wandered in
Boston Missionaries Killed.
and was overcome, and thus served as a
bait to lure the others in turn to
their
Boston, March 17.—A cablegram redestruction. Certain it was the hotly of
ceived by Rev. P. L. Piper of this city,
the bear that was fresh on our first visit
of the American Advent
Miswas a widely advertised bait on a second secretary
sionary society, oonfirms the
news revisit some weeks later.
ceived yesterday of the loss of the steamer
As Mr. Weed has suggested, this guloh
Matadi by an explosion of gunpowder on
has doubtless served as a death trap for
the Congo river, March 7.
a very long period of
time, but these
The missionaries who lost their lives
bodies and skeletons must be tbe remains
were Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley S. Harvey
only of the most recent victims, tor the Doth of Boston.
They were members of
ravine Is so narrow, and the fall so great
the Advent Christian church and
had
that the ohannel must be oleared out
just staited on their way baok to
every few years, if not annually.
America
for
a much needed rest.
Since the
discovery In 1888, Death
Guloh has been visited by people in the
Hold Western Union Responsible.
vicinity, and it stands without a peer as
a natural bear trap.
Louisville, Ky., March 17.—The owners
of the turf exchange have dooided
to
WIT AND WISDOM.
bring suit against the Western Union
Telegraph company for the recovery of
$3000 paid out on Saturday by reason of
the sending of Royal Nettie as the winner
Not a Success.
of the last race at New
Orleans.
The
owners of the turf exohange claim
to
know
that
some of
the
positively
agents
AlffblSSITSTH >?tl n it,. i; 11111
of the Western Union Telegraph oorapany
sent the name of Royal Nettie from New
Orleans as the winner and therefore hold
that the responsibility rests entirely with
the Western Union for negligenoe of its
wui

*

and the breath odorless.

when in

It is easily
about live
miles from Soda Butte, the mail station
on the route between the Mammoth Hot

irheumatism, bites, burns, bruises,
::i3, sprains, stings, swellings, stiff joints,
o throat,
toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic.
Originated in 1S10 by the late Dr. A. Johnson,
Family Physician. Its merit and excellence
have satisfied everybody for nearly a century.
All who use it are amazed at its great power.
It is safe, soothing, satisfying; so say sick,
sensitive sufferers. Used Internal and External.
The Doctor’s signature and directions on every bottle.
IH'st’d Pamphlet free. So’d everywhere. Price, 35 cents.
Six bottles, $2.00. I. S. JOHNSON X CO., Boston, Mass.

constantly

machinery

MISCELLANEOUS.

gaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilTiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

lowstone, as it is often called.
rached by a horseback ride of

t
so;

germs,

hei'

MISCELLANEOUS.

#_

Yard.

Philadelphia, Maroh 17—The big battle(From the St. Louis Republic.)
In the Yellowstone National Park there ship F wnchusetts started
from
the
is a looality to which was given the ap- Cr::
-.yard this morning on an unuilders’ trial trip.
The trip
propriate name of Death Gulch. It was ofi
ja.ly for the purpose of “shaking
discovered in July, 1888, by W. H. Weed is
of the Geological Survey and the writer. del,her engines for tho adjustment of
It is situated in the extreme northeastern
portion of the park, on Cache Creek, several
miles above its confluence with
Lamar River, or the east fork ot the Yel-

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

i

Forty words inserted under this
one

head

week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

compositors at once; those
\MrANTH0—Lady in
work preferred.
book

experienced
Apply to THE THURSTON PRINT.

Vlf ANTED—Burnham’s Beef, Wine aud Iron.

’*
trade supplied by Cook, Everett & Pennell, JottB'W- Perkins. Goold & Co., Milliken &
Tomlinson. D. W. True and all jobbers. Bar-

In stock at
a §7.30.
fain
hompsoft & ffall’s,17-1
cases

of 3

doz.

in dancing. A course of
beginners will commence
Thatcher Post Hall, F riday night. March 37.
Manchester teacher. For terns and tickets
apply 10 HAWES’ MUSIC STOKE, 414 Con.
great street.
_17-1

TyANTED—Pupils
*’
st* lessons for

at

WANTED.
an the Town Farm, Cape
year beginning April 1st,
next. Sealed proposals, naming salary expected, will be received tmfii 2 o’eloek p.
m.
on Saturday the 2Tst instant.
Address
Overseers of the Poor for the town of Capo
Elizabeth, Me. The right to reject any or
all proposals is reserved as deemed for the
interest of the town.
C. E. STAPLES,
CHARLES PEABLES,
H. S. JORDAN,

; A

man

and wild

Elizabeth,

for the

Overseers ot the Poor of
marl2

Cape Elizabeth.

-—---■-«

vm-ty-w-—'

cLlw

about May 1st for th*
storage of household good* and furni.
tiu-e during the summer
mouths. Would
like a room that would be accessible at ail
times. Anyone who has such a room may
And a user by addressing at once
Stornge’’
this office, stating price and
locality.

WANTED-A

room

■

mar fl-tf

1

Beef, Wine aud Won)
lyANTED—Burnham’s
T: .*or health aud economy no equal. Tor
sale by grocers, druggists and
general stores,
or Spring
feeling is just what you want; try a
jottle and
It.
Physicians and druggists
prove
ecommend Beef, Wine and

Iron._1G-1

ITTANTED—All

Girls in
the Boys and
town to call at Merrill's Variety Store
md see what one cent will
There
is
buy.
10 other store in the State where
they keep
: 10
247 C02v»
many kinds of penny goods.
▼ t

TO LOAN—$25,000 on first class security. Real estate in the city at 5 per
cent in sums of $5000 and $10,000 on 5 to 10
years time. N, S. GARDINER, 185 Middle
12-1
street, room 4.

MONEY

tRKSS

ST._

_14-1

ITT- ANTED—All persons in want of trunks
▼ »
and bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
$3 Congress street, one door above
Shaw’s
grocery store, as we manufacture our goods
md can
bottom
therefore
give
prices.
Franks repaired. Open evenings. We frame

13-1
\ GENTS—A big snap for agents, it surely
xJL takes the lead of all. Something new,
First class lady
First class vest beautiful and wonderful.
Maker.
once on
custom and gentlemen canvassers and agents wanted
maker wanted at
S.
and
work Steady employment. ALLEN & CO, in every town and city in the U.
pictures.
fed4-4
Canada. Right of cities and towns given.
204 Middle street.
14-1
Agents for the Opal Art Co. are making $30 WANTED—To buy all kinds of east off
TANTED—Two women, hotel, no cooking, tp $00 per week. Call and see for yourself.
TV
clothing, ladies’ dresses, children’s dottiAmerican, pay not large at present We can prove to you that our agents are ng and men’s
clothing. I pay the highest cash
Those who wotjla engage for the season. S.
THE OPAL ART ;
making $5 to $10 per day.
Send letters or postals to MR. or MRS.
nice.
E. GRANT, Limerick, Me.
12-1
CO., 569 Congress street, Portland, Me. 14-1
j ». De GROOT, 76 Middle St., City.
33-4

WANTED—Vest

COMMERCIAL
Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

Trust C«.100
110
Gas Company. 60
86
Railroad CompauvlOO
118
Wator Co.100
loo
*
BONDS
Portland City 8s, 1897.103
Portland
Portland
Portland
Portland

112
90
120
106

Portland 6s.

104
122

1907.120

Portland 4s. 1902—1912 Funding 102% 103Vs
Portland 4s, 1913, Funding.lo7
107
Bangor 6s, 1889. R R. aid.107
110
Bangor 6s. 1906, Water.116
l1?
Bath 6s. 1898. R. R. aid.104
106

5aK!
Bath 4% 18?IkMunl0iDaL.100
s, 1907,

102
102
102
106
103
102
110
104
101
108
186
106
108
102
101
108
306

Municipal.100

Bath 4s, 1921,
Refunding.lou
Belfast 6s. 1898.R. R. aid.104
Belfast 4s. Municipal...101

New York Stock and Money Market.
(By Telegraph.) |
NEW YORK. Mch. 17.
■ Money Arm at 344®^% per cent.: last loan
at e per cent., closing 4 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at 644 a 6 per cent.
Sterling Exchange was steady, with actual
business in bankers bills at 4 8644 a 4 8 lor
60-day bills and 4 8744*4 88 for demand:
posted rates 4 8744®4 0844. Commercial bills
60-days 4 8644@4 8644. Government Bonds
Arm, Railroads lower. ;
Bar silver 6844
Mexican dollars 6444@6544.
At London to-day Dar silver was quoted
31 7-16d
oz and steady.

Calais 48. 1901—1911 Refunding.. 100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.108
Lewiston 4s. 1918, Municipal.102
Saco 4s. 1901. Municipal.100
Maine Central R. r. 7s.1898,1st mtglOS
*‘
7s, 1912, eons. mtgl34
"d%s.104
‘‘g6s, 1900. extena’nlOb
..
”*V4s. 1906, Skz FdlOl
I..*.**
P^?lSra%?11,nirton R- R- 6S. A898.100
86s, 1900. Istmtgioe
C°’» e». 1899.104
1 oitland ™.ater
Water Co’s 4s. 1927.100
_

102

Gram Quotation*.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE

Monday

s

quotations.

WHEAT.

Mch.

May.
62%
62%

S,-I*?!"*.
dosing.
<'OEUi.

Freights.

Mch.

May.

The following are recent charters:
Opening.28%
Bark Syra, New York to Portland, coal at or Closing.28%
about 70c; thence to River Plate, lumber,p. t.
rOKB.,
Bark C. P. Dixon, Baltimore to Montevideo,
Oi sn’ng.
lumber $7 ;Buenos Ayres $7 60,or Rosario 8 60.
Clcslng.
Bark V. H. Hopkins. Portland to Buenos AyTuesday’s Quotations.
res. lumber S7: Rosario $8.
WHEAT.
Bark Isaac Jack on, Baltimore to Portland,
Mch
Opening.61%
coal, p. t.
Closing.61%
Barge Gllberton, and Sehrs R. F. Pettigrew,
colts.
and John B. Coyle, Philadelphia to Portland,
Mch.
coal, p. t,
Opening.28%
Schr Fred Gower; Philadelphia to Portland, Cosing.28%
coal 80c and towages.
POKE.
Schr J. F. Randall, Philadelphia to Boston,
coal 76c.
Owning.
Closing.
Schr J, ;s. Winslow, Havana to Delaware
LARD.

29%

29%

^

S76

May.
6

May.
26%
29%

_

Breakwater, sugar, about 8c.
Schr-(360 tons), Darien, Ga.,

Imports.

LIVERPOOL,ENG. Steamship Vaucou

/er—

& Ross 26 do to

Prmdl

Railroad Receipts.
PORTLAND. Mch. 17

Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portland, 39i cars miscellaneous merchandise; for

Rostonstock Market.
B!
The following are the latest closing quotations of stocks at Roston:
Mexican Centra 4s. 70%
Atchison, Top. A Santa Fe. R. 16%
Boston & Maine.

Pftl
.168
..
.<i0
Maine
Central.136
Union Pacific.
7

American Bell.202
American Sugar, common.117%
Sugar, pfd.
101%
Cen Mass., pfd.
do

New tork

Mi car Rare*.

Portland Wholesale Market.
PORTLAND. Mcli 17. 18 6
There are not many {new features to note in
the wholesale market, tiading is rather more
Quiet, and collections very c is appointing. Flour
is less firm in sympathy with lhe decline in
Wheat, but quotations remain unchanged. Corn
and Oats have been ery steady throughout the
week, with only tractio al changes in the Western markets. Si gars are attracting special attention on account of the estimated shortage
of the Cuban cr p. Advices from Havana snow
tba up to March 1, the total number of tuns
exported 76,o; 6; amount con*umed 8,*00 tns;
amount on hand, al ports, 55.4S9 tons; total,
3 39,965 tons; less old stock 8 •,' G7; total new
crop to March < st, 53,29 •<: same time last year
319,3 *6 tons; ilie probable shortage tills year
will be 873,0 0 tons, or over 87 per c nt of a
noimal crop. What is tru; of the sugar crop is
practically true o. tobacco. We quote refined
Sugars Vac higher than last week. Eggs weak
and lower with liberal receipts; dealers to-day
Lou;lii earby at 12-vac a dozen, Potatoes are
Nor. Codiiver Oil excited
quiet and st^aav.
and higher. Hay firm at $ie for loose.
Fresh
fish iu good supply and lower, jobbing at
Sc fc> in for Cod and Haddock, 2Vac for Hake.
2 a2LaCl<r C'usk; Halibut easier at 10al3c.
Lobsters firmer at 22c ^ pound for boilea, and
18cjior live. Fresh Beef quiet, steady—sides 6
@ Va id tb,hinds 8@L0c, lores 4J/2(o;6c, rounds
and flanks 7(Si73/2C, rump and loins ll(&l4c.
backs 6@6c, rattles 3(&4c, iambs at 8c. nmttpu
at 6c..
The following are to-day’s wholesale prices o f
Pruvisions. Groceries, etc..
Superfine *
row grades. 3 26 aS 50
Spring Wneat Panera.cl and st3 6o@376

Patentsure!
wneat... 4 10^4 26
ftlieh. str’gm
roller.... 4 153425
clear do.. .4 00*4 15
rtl.ouia et’gt
roller... 4 1534 25
clear do. .4 00*4 15
Wnt'i wheat
patents.. 4 2534 50
risk.

Cod—Large
Shore
.4 7535 26
small do.. 2 6033 26
.2 2533 25
Pollock
Haddock.. .1 60*2 00
hake.1 60*2 00
Herring, box
...

...

Sealed....
Mackerel, bi

nnu«
Wheat. Ou-lbs.
'a85
Corn, now, ear 39(340
Corn, Dag lota.. 40 r42
Mea;, Dag lots. .40 841
tats, car lots
28829
Oats, bag lots 30jt32
Cotton Beer.
car lots. OO CO® 22 00
bag lots 0000324 UO
Sacked Br'r
car lots. 14 80® 15 So
bag lota. .416317 00
Middlings. .$1«317 Oo
bag ots. .817(319 00
Coffee.

Blo.roasted
2o*23
Java do..28331
Molasses.

Porto Kloo.27833
Baroaooes. ....»6.828

Paney.30ja,35
Tern.

8®l2c Amoys

Extra Is 00 00**00
Shore is *21 00**24
Snore 2s *1 a 003*21
Produce.

Qaotstionh

on

stocks and Rond

tUv Tnlnr.ro.,1,

Portland market—cut loaf 7; coufectioners at
7c; pulverised—c; powered, 6c: granulated
6% c; coffee crushed
yellow 4Vt

lour.

11

common.

Mexican Central. 11%

connecting roads 26o cars.
Retail Grocers

Sept.

Portland, Closing.

lumber $6.
Sehrs Chas Davenport, and Wm. B. Palmer,
Norfolk to Portland, coal, p. t.
BargeC. R. R. and Sehrs A. Heaton and Sarah & Ellen, New York to Pori land, coal, p. t.
Sch Abenaki,Rockland to New York,lime 20c.

35 e* oranges to Winchester
J 1 Libby i do books to J E

May.
9.77
9.67

July.
to

%

63%

..15@2o

The following are to-dav’s closing quotations
of Bonds:
Mcli. 17. Mch. 16.
Now 4’s reg.0108%
0108
New 4's
coup..0110%
6110
United States 2s reg. so
95
Central Pacific lsts.101
100
ueuver Si it. G. 1st.113
113
Erie 2ds. 71%
71
Kansas Pacific iConsols. 73
73
iregou Nav. lets.109
Kansas Pacific lsts.103
Northern Pacific cons 6s.... 49

103

49%

Closing quotations of stocks:
Atcmson....18
Adams Express.148
American

16%
147

Express.....no

111]

Boston A Maine..
Centra: Pacific..

Cues,

167
16

16

16
...
Alton....»..._166
Chicago a Alton preterrsd_170
lUlcaco. Burlington A Qtt'Incy 77%
Delaware® Hudson canal Co. 126V*
Delaware.Lackawana A Westl61%
Denver Si Kio Grande. 13
16%
tie.
no
41%
preferred

16%

s

Chicago®

166
170

77%
126

161%
12%
16a,

..

41%
96%

f I inois Central. 96
ake Erie A West..— 19
Lake Shore.147
; outs A Nash. 62%
Maine central ft......».
Mexican Central. 11%
MiehlcanCentraipt. 95
Minn A 8t. L;». 19%
Minn. A SC. Louis, pf. 78%
Missouri raeitic. 23%
New Jersev Central.106V*
Neriben Pacific common.... 2%
ft
do
preferred— 13

19
147

62%
94

12%
103%
144

87%
12%
"174

71%
77%
dobfd.129%
St.Paul A Omaha...... 39%

prfd.124

Paul. Minn. A Maun..109

Sugar.eommon.117%

Texas Pacific.
8%
Union Pacific, new. 7
U. 8. Express. 42

Wabash-

..

do prfd.
Western Union.
Ktcnmona A West Point.
do prfd.

40

176
14%
26%
157
11%
71%
77%
128%
89%
124
109

141%
8%
7%
46

6%
17%
85%

6%
18
86%

L'ol. Coal.

HocKinelCoal..... 3%
Homestake.
30
Ontario...13

Quicksilver.2 Vi
do pfd..16
KTlcall

....

148

Sugar.

Standara Oran

554

lave Stock Market.

Chicago
(By Telegrapni
CHICAGO, Mch. 17, 1886.—The Cattle markNew York
Beed.
et—receipts 3,600; strong; common to extra
Pea Beans.l S5@l 40 Timothy.
454 @4 Va steers 3 40@4 70: stockers and feeders 2 85a
Clover,West, 8 09
Foreign—nominal
3 76; cows and bulls at 1 76®3 60; calves at
do
N. V.
Yellow Eves.l 6031 6R
9*954 3 Oo®6 75; Texans 2 10®4 16.
9 1 310
Cal pea... .1 70*1 75 Alstke,
Hogs—Receipts, io.ooo; strong, 6c higher;
Irish Potars. buS5*40 Bed lop,
15(5,1654 heavy packing and shtpplnglots at 3 86®4 10;
Crovlsious.
sweets. Vineland 6 oo
common to choice mixed at 3 90®4 10; choice
do Jersey— ®4 60 Porkassorted at 4 10*415, light 3 96R4 15: pigs
clear.. 12 753*18 25 3 40*4 10.
Onions—
Native,bbl 1 75*2 OO1 backs... 12 75®13 26
Sheep—receipts 16,000; sheep Ready; Iambs
17*13
Chickens...
light. 12 25*12 75 weak, 10® 16clower; inferior to choice at 2 76
9 oo *3 76; lambs at 3 60a4 66.
Tnrkevs. Wes. i7#18c Beef—light..
10 60
North, turkeys
heavy.
Fowls....
14*lc5 Bnlests 54b8 5 75*
Domestic Markets.
Lrad, tcs and
Apples.
(By leieKraDh.)
Fancy. 3 00*3 60 54 bbl.pure 654@6%
MARCH 17. 1886. >
Fair to good 2 25*2 60 dooom’nd. 654*
NEW
YORK—The
Flour market— receipts
Baldwins S3 0033 no
nails,eompd 65s BBS's
Evap * to.... .7®8c
palls, pure 7«e (3754 26,993 packages; exports 456 bbls and 7660
Uma
954(8954 sacks: sales 9,400 packages; unchanged,quiet
pure If
and steady.*
Messina
2 76*3 50 Bams ....
bln
Palermo.... 2 76*3 25
Flour, quotations—low extras at; 2 2632 86;
oocov'rd
@1054
city nulls extra at 4 16 S4 26; city mills patents
Oil.
_Oranges.
4
California.
4 00*4 60 Kerosenel20 ts
201*4 46: winter wheat low grades a: 2 26u
1054
2 86; fair to fancy at 2 86 68 80: patents at 3 90
Messina... .2 76*3 60 Llgoma.11
Valencia.
6 60*6 75
20; Minnesota clear 2 7033 20: straights
®4
Centennial.11
do at 3 00®3 60: do patents 3 36*4 00: dorve
Eggs.
Pratt’s Astral ..13
mixtures
2 60*8 30: superfine at 2 00®2 60:
Nearoy.15®
Devoe’s brilliant 13
line at 2 00@2 30. Southern flour unchanged;
Eastern extra..
®14 In half bbls lc extra
Fresh Western... ®l*
common to fair extra at 2 40@3 00; good to
Raisins,
Held.
*
Muscatel.SO lb bxs3®6 choice at 3 00*3 30. Rye flour quiet, easy, at
•
Mattel.
London lay’rll DO®176 2 60*2 86.Buckwheat flour—. Buckwheat 40®
OreamerV.fncy ..23324
4lc. Cornmeal steaay; Yellow Western 2 20
Coal.
GlitEdge Vrml.20322
Retail—delivered.
@2 25; brandywine at 2 20. Rye unchanged
Choice. @18' Cumberland 4 o0®4 50 Wheat—receipts 4776 bush: exports 98, 67
1
Ckeose.
00 bush: sales 16,< 00 bush; dull. firmer:No 2 Red
Ihestnut...
H. Y. tet'ry.12 «12V4 frannim....
'7 25 store and eleT7U; afloat at 800* c; fob at 80
Vennom...l2 («l2Vi >«bln.....
@6 oo @81c: Not Northern at 72»/«. Corn—receipts
Hag# ....13 ®13Vk ?ea.
4 00 63.626 bush: exports 82,688 bush; sales looO busli; dull, firm,No 2 at 384»c In elev,39iyi
afloat. Oat»—receipts 109,200 bush; exports
Portland Stock List.
bush; sales 39.000 bush;dull, stronger;No 2
Oirrected by Swam & Barrett, Bankers and at 26 Ac; White do 26*4 '.No 2 Chicago at 26 w
2014c; No 8 at 24*24% : White do at 2614c;
Brokers, 188 Middle street.
Mixed Western 2o*26c;do White anu White
6£ O 0 K s.
State 27®29c. Beef dull, steady; family at*10
Par Value.
Description.
Bid. Asked ® 12 00; extra mess at 7 6038 00; Deef hams
14 60®$16: tierced beef dull;
Canal National Bank..100
city
115
jfj unchanged
Inuiaimess at $16®56 60.cut meats quiet
Caeeo National Bank.100
98
100 extra
and
Cumberland Natlonal Bank.. Ao
easy: pickle bellies 12 ibs 4140; do shoul30
3g
c
hams at 8V»@9. Lard easy
98
Chapman National Bank.100
100 ders 4%®4a/4 ;do
steam closed 5 67%; city
First National Bank.100
98
100 but quiet; Western
Mtrchante’National Bank.. 76
110
112 $5 (.6: refined dull; Continent at 6 66; S A at
at
4%»®4’4.
6I61
compound
National Traders’ Bank-100
98
Provisions—Pork
loo
Portland National Bank... .100
loo
102 steady ;moderate demand: me6S 8IOOO3106O.
Butter—fine steady; moderate demand' state
dairy atl0*20c; docreamy held at 18@18c;
Persons afflicted with chilblain#, so Western dairy 19*14; do crm at 12322c; do
troublesome to many, will find a pleasant factory at8®18c: Elgins at 22c. Cheese in
fair demand ;tState large at63lo>4c; do
fancy
and permanent cure In Salvation Oil 25c.
lOtAcjsmall at6#io%c. .Petroleum

Cape Cran’brs*10®$ll Ex-quality,fine
Maine,

*8**10

granulated

Jersey,cte2 50**3 00 Extra C.

_

York.

81d 16th, schs Tofa, Fufington, Charleston;
Chas Davenport, McLeod, Portland.
Cld 16th, sch Augustus Palmer. Haskell, for
MAKCH 17. 1898.
Boston.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 16th, sch Ebenezer
NEW YOBK—The Cotton market to-day was
steady,3-l6c up; sales 1719 bales jmlddllng up- Haggett. Poole. New York.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 16th, schs Annie M Conlands at 7V* c; middling gull 8 Vac.
8 Beacham, do.
NEW OBLEAN8—The Coton market to-day Ion. Sawyi-r, Norfolk; John
NOBSKA—Anchored 14th,sch R F Pettigrew,
was steady; middling 744c.1
Portsmouth,
CHAKLE8TON—The Cotton market to-dav
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 16th. ship Gov Goodwas aulet; middling 744 0.
win, Oakes, Manila.
Ar 16th, barque Clotilde, Bowen, Turks IslSAVANNAH—The Cotton
market to-dav
and.
was steady; Middling 7 7-16o.
Ar 17th, sch Laura M Lunt, Peck, New OrMOBILE—The Cottou market to-day was
leans.
quiet: ununllng 744
Cld i th. sell John F Randall, Crocker, BosMEMPHIS—The Cotton market to-day was ton ; Fortuna, do.
steady; middlings 7 9-16c.
SAVANNAH—Ar 16tli. seb Waltham, Barter, Boston; John S Deerlhg, Woodland, BaltiEuropean Markets.
more.
SALEM—Sid 17th, sch Annie Lee, Cole. FortLONDON, March 17. 1896.—Consols lOOtyad
Ar 16th. schs Alfaretta S Snare, Lawson, Port
for money aud 109 ll-ied for the account.
•iuhngon; Seth, W Smith, Georgg Bird, and: ElLIVERPOOL, Mch. 16.1698.—Cotton market hrldL'e Gerry, coastwise.
®
easier: American middling 4 13-82d: estimatTllOMSASTON-Cld 16th, sch Diadem, for
ed salts 8,000 uales; speculation litad export
Ponlaud
K
600 bales.
VINE YABD-H.4VEN—Ar 14tli;icli A HeaQuotations Winter Wheat at Wtediges 7d
ton. So Amboy foRPortlaud.
; v
SonneWheat 6s 6d@6s 6a.
Sid I4th, scti* JNIckerson. Cyrus ChamberCorn 3s 4d.
lain, Busan P Tfuflow.
Pork steady 63 6d.
Ar 16th, sell Thomas Borden, Rockland lor
New York..
Ar 16th. sebs Myra W Spear, Claark’s Island
OCEAN STEAMER MOVE Mr, V fa
for New Haven; Cox & Green, Bremen for SanFROM
dy Hook.
FOR
Cuba.New York. Sail Martha Mch 17
WILMINGTON—Ar 16th, barque Matthew
S»a».New York..Bremen ....Mch 17 Baird, Norton, Guadaloupe.
Germanic
New York.. Liverpool... Hch 18
Foreign Ports.
Kensington....New York. .Antwerp....Mch 18
St Pam.New York. .So'ainpton .Mcli 18
Ar at Hiogo, Jap. Mch 16, ship Isaac Reed,
Saiatoga.New York. .Havana
Mch 18 Waldo. Pnlladrlp.iia, Aug 7.
Mongolian... .Portland
.Liverpool. .Mcli 19
Sid tin London 12th, barque Jennie Harkness,
Alllanca.New York. .Colon
Mch 20 Amesbury, New York.
Mobile.New York. .London ....Mcli 21
Sid fill Augusta, Sicily, Mch 7, barque Adele,
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool.. Mcli 21 for Bucksport.
Anchorla.New York. .Glasgow;
Mch 11
Ar at Port Natal Dec 3, barque John Swan,
veendam.New York. .Rotterdam .Mch 21 Nash. Adelaide via Delagoa Bay.
Moravia.New York. .Hamburg .Mcli 21
Ar at Buenos Ayres Mch 12, barque Kremlin,
Touraine.New York. .Havre
.Mcli 21 Bray. Bos on. 44 days*
Pmda.New 'ork.. Bremen —Mcli 21
Ar at Guantanamo Mch 1, sch Belle Hooper,
City WashingtnNew York.. Havana
Mcli 21 Hall. Curacoa.
Prinidad.New York. Bermuda!.. Nch 21
Sid Mch 2. sebs Chas A Gilberg, Smith, New
Bellarden.New York. .Rosario
Mch 24 York; 4th, barque Grace Lynwood, Chase, DelPhiladelphia. .New York..i.aguayra. .Mch 24 aware
Breakwater,
Havel.New York. .Bremen ....Mch 24
Pomeranian
New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 24
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch 26
“Perhaps you would not think so, but
New York-New York. .S’thampton Mch 26
a very large
proportion of diseases in
Westernland .New York. .Antwerp.. .Mch25
Normanla
.New York. .Hamburg ..Meh 26 New York comes from carelessness about
Niagara .New York. .Cieufuegos.Mch :'6
Dr. Cyrus Edsou.
Vancouver
Portland...Liverpool...Mch 28 catching cold,” says
Maasdami-New York. .Rotterdam..Mch 28
It iR suoh a simple thing and so comMassachusetts.New York.. London
..Mch 28 mon that very few
people, unless it is a
Curacoa..New Xork.. Maracaibo .Men 2»
Campania.... New York.. Liverpool.. Mch 28 case of pneumonia, pay any attention to
Bourgogne.New York. .Havre .Mch28 a cold. There are a
great mbny cases of
York. .Bremen
.Mch 31
Palatia.New York. .Hamburg ...Mch 21 catarrh and consumption
which have
Fiona.New York.. Montevideo Moh 28 their
origin in this neglect of the simplest precaution of every day life. The
MINIATURE ALMANAC.MARCH 18.
most sensible advioe is, when you have
Sunrises. 6 491..,
ik
water
Sun sets. 6 55
j i6 cold, get rid of it as soon as possible.”
Moon sets
.10 3u| Height.... 8 07—7 05 Dr. Edson does not
tell you how to cure
a cold but we will.
Take Chamberlain’s
u otlim

Markets

(By Telegraph.)
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firmer;

Beginning ISovember 5tb, hteamer
will leave Portland Pier, Portlanddaily, Sundays executed:
For Longs
and
Lbebcague
Islands,
Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’a islands, li.2u
p. rn. For Cliff Islano, Monday, Wednesday
m.
and Friday 2.‘20. p.
Return for Portland. Leave Orr's Islund
6.45 a. in. falling at Harpswell ami iniornjediate landings. Arrive at Portland 9.15
a .in*
ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Manager
octodtf

BULL MARKET
The constant buying of securities for investment, both for domestic and foreigu account is

steadily but surely developing
into a popular movement.

Liverpool and Portland Mail Service,
Calling at Londonderry.

Bull Market the like of which
has not been experienced since

From
Portland
Steamship
Liverpool
27 Feb.Mongolian.19 Mch.
12 Mch.Numidian.2 April
26 Mch.Parisian.18 April
SLApril.n.aurentian
.^....28 April
’From Portland to Liverpool direct, carrying
cabin passengers only.
The Saloons and Staterooms are in the central part, where least motion is Jolt, Electricity is used for lighting the ships throughout. the lights being at the command of the
passengers at any hour of the night. Music
Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
deck. The Saioons and staterooms are heated
—

Everett & Co.,

Bankers & Brokers,
Ames Building, Boston, Mass.

by

Write, or call, for our manual for 1896,
mailed free.
Orders executed at the New York Stock
Exchange, The Boston Stock Exchange,

1 he Chicago Board of Trade, The New
York Cotton Exchange and The Philadel-

phia & Baltimore Exchange.

mar4M ,W&F8m7thp
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WE ARE READY TO SHOW

Examine
ness

J

|
!

we

are

selling

|

5

CARD,

Tailor and

l

NO. 46 FREE

A

|

5

Draper,

|

STREET,

dec4

eodly

A

HDHl i Will

COAL.
A Full Assortment of Lehigh and FreeBurning Goals for Domestic Use.
Pocahontas

(Semi-Bituminous)

and

Georges Creek Cumberland Coals

are

Above Coals Constantly On Hand.
TELEPHONE

....

2 (>(>-_>

OFFICE:

7b Commercial & 70 Exchange Sts.
ap3
M.W&Ftf

GRAND

TRUNK

RAILWAY.

NB, for
New York.
Sch Chester R Lawrence. Rockland for New
York.
Sch Harvester, Roberts. Boston.
Sch Hume, Gray, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Lizzie Lane, Bel ast foilBostou.
Sch Elsie M Smith, fishing.
Cleared.

Sch Silver Heels, Quinlan, Rockland, to load
tor New York.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscotta—
J H Blake.
Sch Abenaki, Snowman. Rockland, to load for
New York—Chase, Leavitt & Co.
SAILED—Schs Lizzie Lane. Clara, aud Ira T)

PERHAPS YOU CAN PLAY

The Violin. Flute. Cello or some other solo Instrument, but have no one to play
your accompaniments.

THE JEOLIAN
will play any accompaniment you wish, from
a simple andante to the great concertos
of
Beethoven Chopin. Bruch or Mendelssohn,
and play It better than the most talented ana
gmea accompanist.
.lloliun Recitals Daily
from 3 to 6, to which you are invited.

THE M. STEiNERT
T. C.

oturgis.
FROM

OUR CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTH BAY HARBOB. March J6-Ar. schs
Annie Gus, Lunt, Calais for New York; Chappel Brothers, Condon, Jouesport lor Portland:
Nellie T Garfield, Gray, Gloucester for Tre-

317

feb27d2m

LE BRUN’S

—

Returned, schs May Williams, Rnth Robinson
R Flint, Harold J McCarty. Howard Middle-

ton, and Annie T Lewis.
Landing 16th, brig H H Wright,
,„4i!;.FooIe’®
Williams, for Baltimore.
exchange dispatches.

&'SONS CO.,

fok

Congress

aad after
trains

MONDAY. Nov. 18th,
will run as follows:

eithek sex.

Sack
_old
u°f;
Is
TT
W*
TS
n
C; Fowler,
** JBBand
\M
"

''

Cor.
Lafayette Sts

Congress
Portland

1835

_

WM. M.

Book,

MARES,

Card

and Lewiston
7.15, 7.65 a. m
1.10,1.30, 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham and Berlin, 7.65a.m.. 1.30
and
6.20 p. m.
For Island Pond,7.66 a. m., and 1.80 p. m.
For Montreal
and Chicago, 7.65 a. m„ and
1.30 p. m.
For Quebec, 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 8.26 a. m„ and
12.16 3.10. 6.16 and 6.80 p. m.
From
Island Pond. Berlin and
Gorham,
8.25, a.m.,12.15 and 5. 30p. m.
From Chicago ana Montreal, 12.15 and 5.30
p. m.
From Quebeo. 12.16 a. m.
On and after Sunday March 8th, a train will
leave Portlaud, every Sunday at 7.30 a. m. for
Rp.rlin. X. H
and all intarmarliota ototlmio
riving at Berlin N. H., at 11 a. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on Night
trains and parlor cars on day trains.

TICKET

OFFICE NO. 177
MIDDLE
STKEET, AND DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA
STKEET.
CHAS. M. HAYS, Gen’l Manager.
Portland. Nov. 18th. isao.
dtf

Portland &

Worcester Line

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R.

Augusta, Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield',
Bangor, Bucksport, Lisbon Falls, Lewiston via

8.30 a.m. For Danville Jc. {Poland Springs)
Mechanic Falls, Rumford Falls.
Lewiston,
Livermore Falla, Farmington, FlUIlips, Rangeley, Oaklaud and Waterville.
8.45 a. m. For Brldgton, Fabyans, Burlington, Lancaster, St Johnsbury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, St. Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
10.30 a, m. For Brunswick, Bath. L.sbon
Falls, Lewiston, via. Brunswick. Gardiner Augnsta and Waterville.
1.00 p. m. Express for Brunswick, Lisboa
Falls. Augusta, Waterville. Bangor, Bar Harbor

Oldtown and Honltnn. via H X1.16 p. m., For Danville Je.,

NEW YORK—Ar 16th, schs Lavolta, Wliita-

A

Poland Springs
station. Mechanics Falls.
Kumford Falls,
Lewiston, Farmington, Kinefield.
Phillips
Oakland, Bingham. Waterville, Skowhegan,
Bangor aud Vanceboro.
I. M p, m. For Freeport. Brunswick, Augusta. Bath, Rockland aud all stations on
Knox & Lincoln division. Waterville, Skewbegan, Belfast. Dover and Fcxcrott, Greenville, Bangor, Bucksport, Oldtown. Vanceboro.
St. John, Halifax, Honlton and Wooustock.
3.30 p. m
For Sebago Lake. Bridgton, Fryburg, North Conway, Fabyans, Lancaster.
St. Johnsbury, Montrea'Jand Chicago.
6.05 p. m.
For Brunswick. Bath, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta and Waterville.
6.10 p. m.. For New Gloucester, Danville
Junction, Poland Springs station, Mechanic
Falls. Auburn and Lewiston.
II. 00 p.

m.

Night Express, sleeping cars,

for

Bath,
Lewiston,
Waterville.
Augusta,
Bangor, Bar Harbor. Bucksport, Vanceboro, St.
Stephens. St John and all Aroostook County.

1.00 p.

For

Lewiston,

1

Bangor.

11.00 p. n
(or a.

ears

i,

Bangor.
Brunswick Lisbon Fails.
Augusta, Waterville, and

Night Express with sleeping

mm.

AH 111. VALS

N

JOKTI.AMl.

From
8.25 a.
8.3U a.

Montreal, Quebec, Fabyans, Bridgton,
in.; Lewiston and Mechanics rails
m ; Wf.terviile.
Augusta and Batli,
8.36a.m.; Mattawainkeag,Bangor aud Rockland
12.25; Kiugfiald, Phillips, Farmington, Rumford Falls, Skowhegan, Oakland ana I.ewiston
12.30 p. m.; No. Conway ana Fryeburg 4.40
P.
Rockm.;
Skowhegan,
Waterville,
land 6 25 p. m.; St,
"ohn. St.
Stephen.
Aroostook County, Bar Harbor and Bangor
5.35 p. m.; Rangeley, Farmington, Rumford
Falls, Skowhegan. Lewiston 6.45 p. in; Chicago
and Montreal and all
White
Mountain
points. 8.10 p.m.,all points on B.& A. R. K.,
Bar
1.40
a.
Harbor,
Bangor,
m.:
express Halifax, St. John, Bangor Waterville
and Augusta. 3.30 a. m.
FAYSON TUCKER, V. P. & G. M.
F. E. BOOTHBY, G. P. & x’. A.
Portland, Dec. 17. 1895.
oct4

STATION FOOT
On and

after

o£PKEBLE STREET.

Sunday, December

6, 1895.
Passenger trains will leave Portland:
For Worcester. Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Naenua, Windham and Epplns at 7.30 a
m. and 12.30 p. m.
F°f Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 A a. and 12.3C p. m.
For Rochester, Sprlngvale. Alfred. Water,
hero and Snco River at 7.30 a ha 12.30 ana

9-“

and

a
6.26

“-.

12.3a

a at.

Woodford'S at 7.30,
3.00,
4.26, 6.20

The 12.80 p. m. traln from Portland connects
at Ayer Junction with "Hooiae Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union
Station.
Worcester, for Provideneo and Now York,
via "Providence Line,” for Honda ud
New fork, via “Norwich Lino” with Boo too
A Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail Via "Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland irom Worcester
at 1.80 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a m
1.30
and
E.45 p.
m.:
from Gorham
at
6.40.
8.30 and
10.60 a
m. 13(1
*
6.46 and 6.16 p. m.
4.15,
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to F. H. COLLINS. Ticket
Agent, Portland. Ma
J. W. PETERS, Sup t.
]«3 9
dtf

PRINTER,

PAINTERS’

EXCHANGE,
97 I-i Exchange St, Pertlan*.

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.
All ordan by aall
■—*** h»

«r

Ulephou* promptly at

MTllbOdtf

Table, in Effect Nov. 25, ’95.
Leaves Portland For Forest City Landing.
Peaks Isiand, 5.45, 6.40, 8, a ni,. 2.15 ana
6.10 p. m.
For Little and •Great Diamond,
Trefethena and Long Island. 8.00,a. mM
and

2.15,

m.

p.

C. \V. T. GODING, General Manager.

nov23dtf

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
Sew York Direct Line.

LONG ISLAND SOUND BY DAYLIGHT

Delightful

and

Invigorating Sea Trip.

The Steamships Manhattan and Cattag
City leave Franklin wharf Tuesdays, Thurt
days and Saturdays at 6 p. m. Returning, leave
Pter 38, East River, same days at 5 p. m.
Fare to New York, oue way, $4.00; Round
trip $7.00.
J. B. CQYLE, Manager.
J. F. LI 3COM B. General Agent.
nv2-dtf

Mail

LIUJEl

Steamships—Liverpool Service

Londonderry.

From
From
From
Liverpool. | steamers. | PortlHnd. 1 Halifax
March' 5 | Vancouver I March 2u i March 28.
March 39 I Labi ml or
| April 9
April 11
i
cuismwn I April 23
April 2
I April 25
steamers, sail

Thursday

on

after arrival of

all trains due a* Portland at oon.
Kates of passage—First Cabin 350 to 370;
return 3100 to 3130, According to steamer
and berth.
Second Cabin to Glasgow or Belfast, Livool
355 00.
er

Londondery,

or

330.00 and return

To Loudon, Bristol or Cardiff 98
additional, or 361 return.
Steerage to
Liverpool, Londonderry, London, Belfast,
324.50 and
Queenstown and Glasgow,
325.50, according to steamers.
Apply to H. G. STARK, 2 1-2 Union
Wharf, T. P. McGOWAN. 418 Congress
Exchange
street, J. W. PETERSON, 2
street, or DA VID TORRANCE & CO.. Gen
declldti
agents- Foot of India sweet.

romand ano

BoothDay

Meamooai ue

FALL ARRANGEMENTS.
After Monday, Sept. 2,

Steamer

Enterprise

Will leave East Boothbay Monday
m. for Portland, touc dug at So.
Heron Island, Boothbay Harbor and

a.

Island.

7.15
Bristol,

at

Squirrel

Tuesday, leave Portland at 6.4E a. m. for
Pemaquid. Touching at Squirrel
Island,
Boothbay Harbor, Heron Island. So. Bristol
and East Boothbay.
Wednesday, leave Pemaquid at b a. m. for
Portland and above landings,
Thursday, leave Portland at 6.45
Touohing at
Boothbay Harbor.

a.

m.

for

Squirrel

Islahd.
Friday, leave Boothbay Harbor at 9 a. m.
for Portland. Touching at Squirrel Island.
Saturday, leave Portland at 6.45 a. m. for
East Boothbay. Touching at Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island and So. Bristol.
ALF'RED RACE, manager.
aug31dtf

Resumption of service. Beginning Friday,
March 16. 1896, the steamer
FRANK JONHS,
Will connect from train leaving Portland at 1.20
p. m, Thursdays ami leave Rockland, weather
permitting, at 6.00 a. ill., on Fridays, for
Castine, Deer Isle.
Sedgewick (Blue Hill),
Brooklln, Southwest Harbor, Northeast Harbor (on signal). Bar Harbor, M.llbridge, Jones-

port and Machiaspoi t.
Returning, will leave Machiasport, weather
permitting, on Mondays at 4.0u a. m.. connecting at Bar Harbor with F'erry leaving at

which connects with train for
and Boston, arriving in Bosm„ steamer continuing on to
Rockland, arriving there at 5.00 p. m„ passengers remaining on hoard and taking morning train for Portland and In ston.
F. E. BO THBY.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Gen’I Pass & Ticket Agent.
Geu’l Manager.
10.30

m.,

a.

Bangor, Portland
ton at 9.20 p.

mar9to31
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Portland & Romford Falls
In Street

Oct. 7.

R’y.

183S

DEPARTURES.
8.30 A. M. & 1.16 P. M. From Union Station
for Poland, Mechanic Falls, Buckfisld, Canton.
Dlxfield aud Rumford Falls.
8.30 a. m., l .05 and 5.10 p. m. From Union

Station
lor
Polanl
and
Mscliauio Falls.
Train leaving Union Station T.16 n. m. connects at Rumford Falls with K. F. & R. L. R. R.
train for Byron r.nd Houghton.

Through passenger coaches between Union
Station, Portland and Rumford Fails.
juruugn ucaeisiin

sale lor au

points

F. & R. F. R’j.
R. C. BRADFORD, Traffic Mgr.
Portland, Maine.
L. L. LINCOLN Superintendent.

STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK A))D

JOB

PRIHTE1?

Wo. 37 PLUM STREET.

Daily Line, Sundays Excepted.
THE NEW AND PALATIAL STEAMERS
BAY
STATE AND
PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock, arriving in season
for connections with earliest trams for points
beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning, leave India Wharf. Boston,
ever}

Evening

at 7 o’clock.

J, B. COYLE. Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB. Gen. Agt.

\SVt>.

x,

XO*7u,

on

FeblOdtf

_Rumford

IB Effect

FALMOUTH FORESIDE STEAMBOAT
For Falmouth

R.

October 20, 189S.

Trains leave Portland, Union .station, to:
Scarboro’ Crossing. 10,00a. m..’ 6.16,8.20, o.
m.; Scarboro Beacb, Pine Point, 7.00,10.00
а. m., 8 SO. 5.15, 6.20, D m.; Old Orchard,
Saco. Biddeford, 7.00, 8.40, 10.00 a. m„
12.40, 3.30, 6.15.
6.20, p. m.; Kennebonk, 7.00. 8.40, a. m., 12.40. 3.30. 6.16,
б. 20 p.m.; Wells Beach, 7.00.8.40 a.m.. 3.30,
6.15 p. m.; North Berwick, (3.45, 7.00, 8.40,
a. m., 12.40, 8.30, 5.15 p. m.; KennebnnkDort, Somerswortb, Dover, 7.00, 8.40 a. in.,
12.40, 3.30, 5.16 p.m.; Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay, 8.40 a. in.. 12.40, 3.80 p. m.:
Worcester
Wolfboro, 3.30 p. m,;
(via
Somerswortb and Rochester,) 7.00 a, m.;
Manchester, Concord, 7.00 a. m.. 3.30 p. m.;
Rockingham Junction, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.40 a. m., 12.40, 3.80 p.
m. Exeter, Boston, (3.45. 17.00, t8.40a. m.,
§12.40. 3.30 p. m. Arrive in Boston, (7.26,
10.16 a, m 12.56. 4.20. 7.15 p. m. Leave
Boston tor Fortlaud, 7.80, 8.30 a. rn., 1.00,
4.16 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Boston, express 3.45 a. m. For Boston
stations, 1.00, 4.15 p.m. Arrive In
Boston, 7.76 a, m„ 6.27, 8.44 p. m.
Boston tor Portland, 3.45 a. m.

and way

CO.,

Foreside, Cmisens hhnr),
and
Chebeague.

Littlajohn’a

Falls. Maine

Boston & Maine R.

Str. Alice,

will leave Portland for above landings at 7 a.n..
2.00 and to.30 p. m.
Return—Leave Cnebeague. 8.30 a. m. and 3 30
p. m. Leave Falmoatn Foreside, 6.00, 9.15
a. m. 4.15 p. m.
tDoes not run to Chebeague.
mar5
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BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LISE.

From Boston every

Wednesday

and

Saturday.

From Philadelphia every Wednesday
and

Saturday.

rrom Central Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p, m. Insurance one-half the rate oi sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free ot

commission.
Passage *10.00.

Round TilpSlg.OO.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F, P. WING.
Agent, Central Wharf; Boston.
E. B. SAMPSuN. Treasurer and
General
Manager, au stale St„ Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.

oei‘22dtf

EASTERN DIVISION.

Union Station for Cape Elizabeth,
((8.45 a. m.; Saco. Conway Junction,
From

Wolfboro

9 00

a.

m.;

Biddeford,

Porta-

month, Amesbnry, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, t2.00. (9.00 a. m.; §12.55
(6.00 p. m. Arrive in Boston, 6.68 a. m.. 12.49,
4.15, 9.20 p. m. Leave Boston for Portland,
7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30. 7.00. 7.45 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
For
port.
P.m.
m.

Domestic Ports.

December 22, 1891.

WESTERN'D! VISION.

R.

—

JOB

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF. PORTLAND, ME.
Winter Time

For Auburn

Liverpool 17th, steamer Laurentian.Mc- Me.
Dougall, Portland.
Ar at Port Spain 16th lust, barque Arthur C
is hereby given that the
Wade, Sherman, New Y'ork.
Notice
subscribers have been duly appointed
Arat Polut-a-Pltre 13lli inst, barque Alice, executors of the will of
Frost. Portland.
RUFUS DEERING, late of Portland.
4.2o D. m.
Ar at St John, PR. 14th inst, brig Waubun,
In the County of Cumberland, deceased, For Gorham at 7.30 and 9.45 a an. 12.3a
Hubbard, Baltimore.
3.00, 4.25, 6.20 add 6.25 p. aa
and havibtakeu upon themselves that trust by
Westbrook, Cumberland Milla Westgiving bonds as the law directs, All persons For
Notice to Mariners.
brook Junction and
having demands upon the estate of said deOffice U. S. Lighthouse Inspector, i
ceased, are required to exhibit the same; and
>
First District,
all persons indebted to said estate are called
Portland. March 17. 1896. )
upon to make payment to
WASHING ION J. ORR, 1
[Muscongus Sound, Maine.]
LINDLEY M. WEBB.
Notice is hereby given that New Harbor
} Executors.
Portland, March 3,1896. mar4dlaw3wW*
Sunken Ledges buoy. 1st class nun, red No 14,
has drifted from its position. The buoy has
brought up and is now nr ored on Mosiers Ledge
about 3 miles south from New Harbor Sunken
Ledges and 3 3-4 miles 8 E 1-2 E from Pemaquid Point Lt House. It will he replaced at an
early date as practicable.
[Moosabec Reach Beacon Light, Maine.]
The fixed red lens lantern light on the north
side of the easterly entrance to Moosabec
Reach, Maine, which was discontinued Dec 30,
1896, was relighted on March 13th, 1896, for
the summer season.
By order of the L. H. Board.
George E. Wingate.
Commander, U. S. N.
and.
Inspector 1st L.H. Dish

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO

LEAVE.

Street.

This remedy being
applied
directly to the seat ox the
disease requires no change
of diet. Cure guaranteed
in 1 to 3 days. Small plain
age by mail #1.0>.
only by J. H. Haramon j,
Free and Center sts.. and

Ar at

Memoranda.
Ship Isaao Reed, Waldo, from Philadelphia
lor
Hiogo, arrived at port of destinaAug 7th
tion Mob 16th. Much anxiety has been expressed lor her safety.
Baltimore, Mch 16— Sch Lydia M Deering,
Davis, from Rockport for Washington, with ice,
arrived in the bay 14th with loss of figure head,
luainbooin broken, and davits bent.

Effect

Trains leave Portland, Uuior. Station, Railway
Square, for stations named below and intermediate points as follows;
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath, Rockland

McGOULDRICK, Mans ger.

mont.
C

On

NEWS

Cough Remedy. It will relieve the lungs,
aid expectoration, open the secretions and
PORT OP PORTLAND.
soon efifeot a permanent cure.
26 and 60
cent bottles for sale by Landers & BabMarch
TUESDAY.
17.
bidge, Druggists, Portland; and C. B.
Arrived.
Steamship Vancouver (Br) Williams. Liver- Woodman, Westbrook.
and mdse to Elder, Dempster
pool—passengers

dtf

unsurpassed for general steam and HaliP.x and the Provinces, but does BOt run to
Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft or beyond
forge use.
Bangor, Saturday nights.
Genuine Lykens Valley Franklin,
SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20a. m., paper tram lor Brunswick Au- Portland, Mt. Desert & Machlas Steamboat Co.
English and American Cannel.
gusta, WatsrviiJeaud

....

MARINE

In

•

Brunswick.

!

and

CHAS. R. LEWIS,
Treasurer.

oct.29

Royal

J MAINE CENTRAL R. R

$25, $28 & $20 I

W. L.

Bath, Boothbay Harbor

via

—

|

Portland
Sti.OOto

Wiscassett.
O. C. OLIVFR.
ITesident.

DOTMYlQ\
RAILROADS.

line of Busi-

our

Suitings

3ALACIA.

leave Franklin Wharf, Fortlauil. on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 8 a m.
for Popliam
Beach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wiscassett.
Returning—Leave Wiscassett on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays at 6-45 a. m.,
for Boothbay Harbor, Bath, Popham Beach

steam.

WINTER BATES-Cabln, $60 and $60. A
reduction of 10 per cent, is made on Round
Trip Tickets except on the lowest rate.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool and Londonderry, $30; return, $65.
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
Belfast or Londonderry, including every requisite for the voyage $24.50.
Steet age rates per" Parisian” $1.00 higher.
For tickets or further information
apply to T. P. McGOWAN, 418 Congress St.
II. G. STARR, 2Vi Union Wharf or
H. & A. ALCAN, )
Portland,
[ and 92 State St.,
feblldtf
Boston.
)

SPRING GOODS.
S

STEAMER

From

1892.
National solvency established,
easy money, increasing earnings
of railroads and improving
general business all tend to one result, Higher Prices.

I

new

will

Fare,

ALLAN LINE.

a

s*

On and after Tuesday, Oct. 29th, the
fast

and

and

As soon as the demand becomes a little more general we
shall see the materialization of

Peabody,

For Bath, Fopham Beaoh, Boothbay Harbor and
Wiscassett.
Merry*

coneau

J_

Steamship Cottage City. Bennett, New York-

Now York Mining Stacks

Congous.14050 Victor,
Japan.18(6535 Portland,
Pormoso.20@b0 Golden Fleece

DKTBOIT—Wheat—No 2 Bed at 69c; Nol
White 70c. Corn—No 2 at 2944c. Gats—No
White 2344.

pas eiigers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Sch Ira D Sturgis, Kerrigan, St John,

NEW YORK. Meh. 17.1896.—The following
are today’* closing quotations oi mining stocks:

’1

—bush.

NAVIGATION CO.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT GO.

Cape Elizabeth.)
CAMDEN—Ar 16tb. schs Ralph K Grant,Simmons, Portland; Ripley, Banks, aud Laura T

...

Rock Island
St. Paul.

4t

—

STEAMERS.

MAINE COAST

GCld

Chester. Beal, Boston.
Ar at Spruce Head 16tli. schs Fannie & Edith,
Ryder, Belfast for Boston; Jas Holmes, Ryan;
Sarah L Davis, Fatershall, aud Wynona, Ryan,
do for do.
CAMDEN, NJ—Ar 17th, barque Golden Sheaf
Chandler. Savanna-la-Mar.
DARIEN—Ar 16th, sch Grace Bradley, Barter. Boston.
FALL RIVER-Ar 16th, sch Robt McFarland
Pensacola.
Sid 16th. sch Hattie Godfrey, New York.
FERNANDINA—Sid 16th, sch Edw H Blake.
Smith. Boston.
■HYANNIS—Off Bass River 16th, sch Calvin
F Baker, Rorkport for Portsmou. h.
JACKSONVILLE—ArT6th, sch Henry Clausen, Appleby. Bermuda.
Ar 16th, sch Florence Leland, Spofford. from
New York.
MOBILE-Ar 16th, sch Kate S Flint, McIntyre, New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 16th, sells Jas W Bigelow,
Bird, New York; Jas B Jordan. Hampbel, do.
□Ar 16th, sch S Pj Hitchcock, Sorenson, New

STEAMERS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ker, Amboy for Rockland; Eagle Wing, Boothbay for Washington; Ella Pressey. Maloney.
Rockland; E SI Newman. Caswell, Bridgeport
for Norfolk.
Ar 16th, schs Nellie King, Jonesport; Charlie & Willie, Sardinian, and Ada Ames, Rockland; Seth M Todd, Calais.
Ar 16th, sch Wm H Davenpo.it, Stacy, Wilmington.
Ar 17th, schs Humarook, Veazie. Guantanamo! John W Linuell. and Wm B Herrick. East
Bm tlibay; Geo A Pierce. Fall River; Jennie G
Pillsbury, G M Biainard, Addle Schlaffer, Nile.
Georgle Berry. Jordan L Mott, O F Ferry. Wm
Hi"", and Catawamteak. Kocklaud.
17th. steamer Manhattan. Bragg. Port■m. Addle Morrill, Andrews, Buenos Ayres.
Sid 17th. sliiD Centennial, for San Francisco.
BOSTON—Ar 16tn, schs Joel F Sheppard,
Welch. Darien; Wm Cobb, Megathlin, North
Boothbay lor Phlladphlala; Anna Pendleton,
Thomas, Port Royal, SC; Pemaquid, Wheeler,
Rockland; Westerloo. Higgins, New York;
Maggie Hurley. Tuttle. New York for Rockland
Below, sch Mollle Rhodes, Dobbin, Elizabethportfor Portsmouth.
Ar 17th. schs Westerloo. Higgins. New York;
Maggie Hnrley, Tuttle. New York for Rockland
Gem,
Cole, St John, NB.
m
BALTIMORE—Ar 16th, sch Joseph Luther,
Francis. Rock port.
BRIDGEPORT-Ar 14th, sch Marion Hill,
Armstrong, Cape Haytl.
BATH—Ar 16th, sch Geo M Adams, Standish, Darien, (in tow ol tug L A Belknap, from

...

Rdaams.... 11%

do

steady;
fair detirm, tairly aetivei unchanged;
41 4 6-1«c;No 8 at 44,; No a at
t■'*'
a
b,
4 6-16c.N0 111 at 44ic:No 11 at 4
8-16o; No 12
40 « 4 1-160; off A at 4
9-16*4 1316c; Mould A 64a; standard A o4i|Confestloncrs A 6c;cut loaf and crushed
644 c; powdered at 64sc; granulated at 64.os Cubes at 54*c.
Quotations are those made by refiners on the
otie-pncebasis under the plan of October loth
1896 which makes large dealers and wholesale
grocers agents of the 1 rust handling sugars on
consignment, and who are at staled times ot
settlement allowed a cmuilsslon of 3-l6c V it>.
There Is also a trade discount of t per cent on
100 bbl lots and 1 per cent for cash if paid within seven days, and no trade discount on smaller
quantities. No sales less than 26 barrels. For
sugar packed in bags there Is no a> ditional
charges on granulated or softs from 1 to 14 Infh additional.
clusive. and other grades 4fcc
Freights to Liverpool quiet, lirm—grain by
at 144 d.
CHICAGO—The Flour market to-day was
quiet, unchanged: lhard wheat spring paten's
3 16*3 60; soft wheat patents J3 00**3 10;
hard wheat bakers at 2 16® 2 30 in sacks: soft
wheat bakers *2*2 20; Winter wheat at S 20
Wheat—No 2 Spring 6044©
*3 4.1 in wood.
614ac; No 2 Bed at 64*61440. Corn—No 2
284i®284ic. Oats—No 2 at 19@1944c:No2
Bye 854s; No 2 Barley 35®36c. No 1 Flaxseed
Lard at 6 2744®
90c; Mess pork 9 5u@9 66.
6 30ishort rib sides at 5 10@6 16: Cry salted
meats—shoulders at *4 6 2 44*4 76; short clear
sides 6 3 7 44 ®6 60.
P.ecelpts—Flour, 7,700 bbls: wheat. 22.900
bush: corn. 30,4000 Dusti: oats, 410,000 bush:
rye. 6,000 bush barley. 98,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour 4.100 Bbls. wbeat 93.000
bush; corn. 90,000 bush; oats 226,000 bush;
rye. 4300 bush; barlcj.30.000 bush.
ST. LOUIS—The Flour market to-day was
quiet; patents at 3 60*3 76, extra fancy at 3 30
*3.40; fancy 2 76*2 86; choice at 2 60,®2 70.
Wheat higher; March 69c. Corn higher; Mch
2644c. oats higher;March 19. Provisions—Pork
—new at $9 76; old at (9 26.
Lard—choice at
$6 0744*6 10. Bacon—shoulders 644 ; longs at
64s; clear ribs at 64s ;clear sides at 64ic. Drv
salted meats—shoulders at 4s/« ; longs 5; clear
ribs at 54s; clear sides 544.
Beceipts—Flour 3700 bbls; wheat 18,700
hush;corn 28,000 bush; oats 48 400 hush; rye
bush.
Shipments—Flour 8,100 bbls; wheat 6 300
bush; coni 123,200 bush;oats46.300 busn;o«
mand; leilnud

...

11%

Northwestern.103%
Northwestern, pfd.144
New York Central. 97%
New York.Chicago A|8L Louis 12%
de 1st pfd. 74
New York A N E. *0
Old Colonv.176
Unt. A Western. 14%
Pacific Mail. 26%
ruiman Palace.167

united at 14., Coffee—Bio is dull and
No 7 at id «
eiiuHr—law lirm with a

Biddeford. Portsmouth. Newbury
Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a, m., 12.65
Arrive in Boston. 5.58 a. m.. 4.15 p.
Leave Boston for Portland. *9.00 a. in.,

7.00 p. n>
(Does not run Mondays.
tConnects with Kail Lines for New York,
South ana West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick Suudays only.
((Connects at
Scarboro
Crossing with
for Boston via Eastern Division.
Ihrougn tickets to au points in Florida,
the South aDd West lor sale at Ticket
Office,
Union station.
D. J. FLANDERS. G. P, ana X, A., Boston.
1621
dtf

International

Steainsnip Co.
FOR

Eastport, Lubeo. Calais, SUolm, N.3., Halifax,N.S.
and all paria of New Brunswick, Nora Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Cnpe B.retThe favorite route to Campobello and
St, Andrews. N. B.
on.

Spring
On and
will leave
at 6.D0 p.

m.

Jieturuing

days.

Arrangement.

Monday. March 16th. steamer
Portland on Mondays and Thursdays
after

leave

St. John and Eastport same

Through tickets issued and baggage cueckod
to destination. HT*Freight received up to 4.00

p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the
Pine Treo Ticket Office, Monument
Sguare
or for other information at
Company's Office.
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street

ap29Utf

J. B.caYLE.Gen. Man.

THE

WHAT

PESsb.

No

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.

MANAGER FARNHAM SAYS-

Coaching: Parade

Possible at the

AFTER

THE

B. Clark.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
H. J. Bailey & Co.
Notice to Building Contractors.
Dissolution of Copartnership.

Frank

to the

Wants, To Let, For 8ale, Lost, Found
and Similar advertisements will be found under
their appropriate heads on Page 6.

Soothing Syrup”
Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their ehildren while Teething
with perfect success.
It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays Fain, cures Wind
Colio, regulates the bowels, and Is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea whether arising from
teething or other causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of the world. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, 25 cts.
"Mrs. Winslow’s

a

over

bottle.
_

No buffet should be without

Management the Parades

De-

sired and Likely to Secure Puhllo

Co-

Lot* of Work for Men

and

Teams—RomiQniicenceg of Other Late Spring Storms
—A Trolley Party.

operation?

New

Has been used

Far.

Now Will Portland People Please Suggest

bottle of Dr.

a

Siegert’s Angostura Bitters, the South Amerian appetizer and lnvigorator.

Yesterday was a beautiful, warm
Manager H. F. Farnham, said yester bright day, and seldom has the clearing
day that the New England Fair manage- off after a storm presented so many pleasment would like suggestions
regarding
the best parades to be made, special features of the big fair next August.
Mr. Farnham Is anxious to have som s
special features of the sort, and to make
sure that they will be of a nature to oall

ant features. In the first place the storm
was a God-send to many
laborers, who
have had but little work this
winter

clearing the streets of snow.
Superintendent Staples said that it was the worst
storm of the winter, as far as blocking
out of town people to Portland, and also the streets was ocnoerned.
On Munjoy
such as to ensure the oordlal oo-operation H ill it drifted badly, on some streets the

of the people of Portland.
“We want to make this request for suggestions at this time,” said Mr. Farnham, “because last year people said we
did not give the public a chance to co-

The
being four or five feet deep.
oity had at work some eighteeu or nineteen teams and thirty or forty men.
“We employed everybody that same,’’
said Mr. Staples, “and the street railway

operate with us, that there was no time
given for the careful and proper consideration of the matter.”
Mr. Farnham believes that it would be

company had more than we did
They
must have bad thirty or forty teams and

drifts

sixty

or

NEW

pf'innrinrinnnrir^^

tlio””1lVintcr™Thu9

Biggest Drifts of

Time of the New England Fair.
Owen, Moore & Co.
l.arrabee’s White Storm
#. R. Libby.

STORM.

rilla at the head of all medi-

3
3
3

cines but has

3

wins, and Merit has not

only placed Hood's Sarsapa-

[Merit
it,

practically given

blood
session of the
as

a

purifier,

pos-

3

whole

field.

3

|

ADVERTISEMENTS.

J. B, LIBBY,

yET*

apvjertisemeitts.

NEW

The weather today
is likely to be
fair.
Portland.

i

2£ cents.

Wins because ft Cures.
It
Cures because it purifies, vitalizes and enriches the blood.
Disease cannot resist its potent

“

Waist

■“
“

Health
powers.
its persuasive

®

■

at

comes

If you
good medicine, get
and only Hood’s,

(Please read

«»

need

®

Hood’s

a

word of this advertisement, so that there shall be no

«

THIS

°

not more

Limit,

WM

damage.
No. I Maine Conclave, Knights of Constantine of the Bed Cross, will meet toand lnstal officers

morrow

after the ban-

quet.
The regular meeting of the Ladies’
Veteran Firemen’s league will be held at
P. V. F. A. ball, Wednesday, March
18th, at 7.30 o’olook.
Hadattah Lodge, I. O. O.F., will work
the seoond degree on four candidates this

evening.
Martha Washington Society will
meet Thursday with Mrs. Sweet, 901
The

•

Congress street.
Yesterday was bright
the storm.
Civio
The

and warm after

presented Mrs. E.
parliamentary] teacher,

Club

Osgood,

S.

their
a
handsome pair of silver sugar tongs, Mon-

day night.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Second Parish
church will meet with Mrs. S. B.

Stewart, No. 169 Cumberland street,
Thursday afternoon. A full attendance
is requosted.
The repairs and alterations whioh have
been in progress in the cafe at the Union
station

for

completed.

time past, have been
has been commenoed

some

Work

in the smoking room, and the Interior of
that room will be completely renovated.
Mr. Joseph Holden will leoture at Y.
M. C. A. hall this evening.

Republican Headquarters.
The

Republican

headquarters

at

Brown’s block are in'tlie hands of the
On the walls
painters and deoorators.
will be placed life like plotures of Speaker
Reed, Governor Cleaves and other dis-

tinguished Republicans.

The

headquarters will remain permanently open during
the year and the same thorough organization wiH'contlnue as in the past.
During the Presidential campaign the rooms
will be used as headquarters for the Re-

publican speakers

who will

from other states.
Chairman Allan

assistant, Mr.

Levi

visit

Maine

has selected
as his
g.
Pennell, who

officiated most acceptably in that aapaoity
during the past year.

BRIEFLYj/TOLD.
The Massachusetts legislative committee on liquor laws yesterday reported in
favor of the bill providing that all liquor
fees be paid into the state treasury.
The President
yesterday sent to the
Senate the nomination of Charles S.
Batement, of Massachusetts, to be collector of oustoms for the district of Marble-

head, Mass.
The 1500 employes of the Oliver Iron
and Steel Company’s South Tenth street
mill, at Pittsburg, have been notified
of a 10 per oent reduction in their wages
and a number of men have quit work.
Edward F. Uhl, U. S. ambassador to
Germany, sailed In the North German
Lloyd steamer Salade for Bremen at 10
o’olook yesterday morning. The ambassador was accompanied by his family.
Sunk On

a

Wreck.

Lewes, Del., March 17.—The bark Siam
rom Tugal, for
Delaware
breakwater,
struck a wreck on Fenwick Island yestor’and
sank.
She
is full of water and
day
there is no prospect* of saving her.

?|

A Wreck

on

the

Pennsylvania

Road.

N. H., March
17.—The
United States District court
oonvened
here today, Judge Webb of
Portland,

presiding.

I'uuuaui.

Conception

was crowded to the doors
Mass was celebrated by Rev. M. C. McDonough, rector of the cathedral. Rev.
W. A. Gilflllan was deaoon, and Rev.
Charles Collins, sub deacon. Rt. Rev.

Bishop Healy

present. The address
on the life of St. Patrick was delivered
by Rev. W. A. Gilflllan, of the diocese of

Worcester,

was

spoke eloquently

who

of t he
the Saint.
At the conclusion of the mass, and as the
congregation was passing out, “St. Patrick’s Day” was given by the full choir.
There was a large congregation present
at St. Dominlo’s cburoh. Rev. Edwaid

life, character and work

Hurley

mass.
Rev. D.
deacon, and Rev. L.

celebrated

Coughlin
Huot

of

was

sub-deacon.

The

J.
Z.

sermoo

was

preached by Rev. D. J. Coughlin,
spoke in an interesting way of the

who
mar-

Of course all the weather prophets had
predicted that we’d have a big snow
storm in March, and now that it
has
oomo of oourse there are
plenty of remi-i

Academy

Orobestra.

Sohool
Morning Bells, Kavunagh
List to the Sound of the Horn,
St. Dominic’s School
All Praise to St. Patrick,
Chorus of Schools.
Rev. Mr. Prescott’s

Lecture, 1

Well Known

Tbe firm of Cushman & Tasker, the
well known undertakers has been
dissolved by mutual consent.
Mr. John S.
Cushman will continue
the same place.

the

business

at

sun soon

drifts like a battering-ram until the
would be packed so solidly that the
would have to open a new path
shovels.; The party did not reaoh
homes in this oity till 3.30 p. m.
It was one of the

jolliest

snow
men

with
their

and most exwas

en-

Eve-

Last evening Cogawesco Tribe, No.
5,
celebrated its eighth anniversary and invited to its wigwam the officers of the
other tribes of this oity and also those of
Maseonomo

and

Rookemeeoook tribes.

exercises, cbe trail was taken
for William F. Robbs’
wigwam, where a
feast of corn and venison and several
Aicer cue

will

be another sale of those
damaged Westbrook ginghams at J. R.
Libby’s this morning. He will sell 6000
yards of the 2 1-2 cent goods, and 6000
yards of a less damaged stock at 3 1-2
cents per yard.

other

things

was

served.

Will of

V. K. Foss.

O. Foss estate at
North Leeds he bequeaths to hig brotherg
:tud sisters.
To tho Maine Baptist Missionary convention he gives *1000 in trust for main-

Household and
Marion

now use

Harland,

it

exclusively.”

Author of

“

May; l8g4

Common Sense in the Household

H.

Powers,Yarmouth;

Miss Abbie Gould

Woolson, Boston C. H. Waldron, Belfast;
G. H.

19th,

and
28th and

Each

SALE

Saturday,
21st,;

March

fP^NG

Scandinavian Association.
The fifth annual meeting of the Scandinavian association was held Monday oveulng at No. 349 Middle street.
The fol.

taining the gospel ministry at the First
Baptist eburoh at Leeds, to be called the
‘Elizabeth L. Foss fund,” in memory of
his mother.
To the Good Will Home of
Fairfield, $1000. All the rest of his
He
proporty he bequeaths to his wife.
appoints Peroival Bonney and William
K. Neal executors and trustcea.

J. E.

B-

PALMER.

Deering—Myron

D. Coleman.

E. Moore to

Raymond—Charles M. Brown to Albert
Strout.
New Gloucester—David A. Bennett to
Gecrge B. Penney.

dispose
able

we are

New Ribbons. New fancy
ribbons in Persian,
Dresden
Ombre and Chameleon effects.

Suitable for stocks for neckwear
as well as hat trimmings.

lengths

considerably

under

dry goods

New Hats.

Pretty little

turbans and round

hats iu tine

no

The
show

a

from

to

and

rough braids for early Spring

wear.

A

nice

assortment

of

fancy veilings

from 20c to 75c per yard.
A
of
assortment
black
good
spotted

veilings at

15c

yard.

Our

told,

ladies.

window

to-day

few

selections

Also. Headquarters for Shorthand Work
Typewriting.
)ENTENNIAL BLOCK, S3 EXCHANGE ST
eud
jaul
»nd

*
•

and all

Forty
1

^

new
■

{<

Silks

for

fancy

linings, etc.,

yard ?
Seventy

a

Honiton

at 39c

shades.

The sale of Art

Pottery

from the

Decorat-

ing

Royal
Company

of

York continues

through

New

to-dav.

W1\Thi
OWEN,

MOORE &

CO.

DISSOLUTION OF COPARTNERSHIP.
THE

partnership heretofore existing under

the firm name of Kimnond and Francoeuf
is this day dissolved. Mr. Kimnond will continue the business; said Kinmoud assumes all
the firm's liabilities.

Signed,

Every day brings
something new to

Westbrook,

ELI FRANCOEUR.
ERNEST F. KINMOND.
12, 1896.
marlSdlw

March

FITZGERALD,
336

Congress St.,
City.

THE LAST ALARM
of Fire was from
53T-

ARE

MISS A. L. SAWYER’S

line

our enormous

China
work,

(Point

BOX 413.

The next will be -, perhaps
in your district, perhaps nearer.

SCHOOL CF SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRIT®

be

all

•A'

(U

GENTS' WATCHES.
A hundred of them.
kind you wish.
Don’t

the most for your money.

$500
FOR A

the

duplicates,—a

fancy work.

(Batten-

tention.

veiling

marl7d3t

one

printed Florentine
pillows, lambrequins, easel drapes,

h

lars,
Handkerchiefs,
Doylies, and is now
full and worthy of at-

best in town so we
and the prices insure

J. E. PALMER.

you

Do you know about
our great stock of
plain

Linen
(Braids
and
(ButLace,
tons in white and cream
with potterns of Col-

stock is the
are

a

Silks for

Center (Pieces and Ta-

and

is

of

Cotton
in
colors
to
match
grand
designs. We have them
in
Cushion
Covers,

burg, (Purling,

the

there

appreciated by

BULGARIAN,

of

at

store

distinction which will

marJSOSV *.

ble Covers.
Our stock

sell

to

these patterns

others,

sue

Jlovelty id
Goods, also Em-

of at

in the fact that each
is different from all

$

marl7d3t8p

to

special advantage

»

WOMAN.

loss,

remnants

are no

Moreover

broidery

and 27 inch black

Francis

there

prices.

CLARK.

Art

Veilings,

The following transfers of real estate
In this county have been recorded In
the Rogistry ot Heeds:

a

usual

The latest

Millinery.

lowing officers were elected :
President—Arvid Ek.
these hats already trimmed will
Vioe President—T. A. Johnson.
Treasurer—Chr. Tandberg.
give you a good idea of Spring
Secretary—Emil Ek.
The board of directors consists of the styles.
above and John J. Nissen, Henry Levin
is inch
and Carl Soenholm.
New
Real Estate Transfers.

for

screens, curtains

FRANK

tnr

contains
number of yards
waist and inasmuch

right

a

18th,

so

eve-

piece

the

and ends

GOODS.

*
discount from our regular prices. I
Our Sale of Boston Cinen Writing Paper bas been
eessful that we shall continue it in this sale.

Clark, Bingham.

The will of the late V. Riohard Fogs
was filed at the probate office
yesterday.
Mr. Foss bequeaths to Perclval
Bonney
and William K. Neal in trust
$35,000
life Insurance for his children, Helen A.,
Marion E. and Harold R. Foss.
His interest in the Thomas

“Finding Cleveland’s baking powder to be really
the best, I recommended it in Common Sense
in the

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

common

mid-summer and blacks.

j$Oc,

citing trolley parties that ever
joyed here or any where else.

Firm.

“UQ

FOR-

TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW

absence elsewbere.
a

,

effects,

for

wear, light silks for
ning. medium tints

Mrs. Mary Mitchell, of Auburn, gave
that a big drift was piled against
the
bauk door of his cottage, as deep as the a small whist party Monday afternoon
for Mrs. Howland of Portland.
door was high.
Dean Sills, of Portland, held Episcopal
Mr. Charles Howe related
yesterday
an lncideut of a curious ride that he ex- baptismal services at Norway yesterday.
State Deteotive C.
M. Worinell,
of
On the 14th
perienced many years ago.
of April, 1844, it snowed for twenty-four Bethel has been confined at his home by
1 lot Pictures in White and Gold Frames,
75c and $1.00
hours, and down in Cherryfleld where he sickness for several weeks, and is just
then was, there fell fourteenj'inches of getting around again.
Regular prices 75c, $1.00 and $1.50. tr *
^ each.
Dr. and Mrs. Geliring have returned
144 Glass Mounted Photographs at I9c.
snow on a level.
The next morning he
Regular price 25c.
75 Glass Mounted Photographs at 39c.
started on the mail stage for Buoksport. from Bethel to Portland to remain one
price 50c.
Regular
and
will
then
to
go
Cleveland,
There were four of them and they had a week,
A tine assortment of Glass Mounted
With White
Photograph*
two seated pung and four horses. For the Ohio, to remain a few weeks and will re- and Gold Frame, 75c and 92c.
/;
turn to Bethel in May to attend to buildfirst seven miles they repeatedly
The above are elegant presents for Easter. A
got
line of
large
a new residence.
ing
stuck in the drifts, and had to shove the
Pocket Rooks and Card Cases 25 per cent discount from
regular
Rev.
C.
W.
of
the
Brndlee, pastor
pung. It was a very hot day and by noon
prices.
the snow was melting into streams and Pratt Memorial church, Rockland, has
In our Jewelry Department we
[>„
rivulets. As they got over toward Bucks- recently received very flattering calls to
shall offer a large line of Cadies’
and
Mass.
Biddeford,
Mr.
Haverhill,
port they found that there had been
a
and Gents’ Gold Rings at 25 per cent,
Bradlce has the matter under considerasmaller fall of snow and the hot

Rev. Mr. Presoott’s lecture on Sociology that was to have been delivered this
COGAWESCO TRIBE
afternoon at 4 o’olock at the Union Gymnasium Free street, has been again postponed until next Wednesday the 25th Celebrated Its 8th Anniversary Last
Inst., owing to Mr. Presoott’s neoessary
ning.
Change in

m

moire

dark silks

as

•

and

cre

J. R. LIBBY.

f

stripes,dainty flowered

designs, printed warp fig.
ures, delicate plaids, na-

must ask to be excused from showing any favoritism in the matter.
treated fairly and get their share.

Vinalhaven,
Maine, Knights

accompanied
Little Fishers,
Gilbert,
Philadelphia; C. H. Walker,
Boys of the Saored Heart Sohool oar and they had a hard fight with the
Concert Becitatlon—Ireland,
Academy drifts. The plow would charge the snow Brldgton; E. E. Hastings, Fryeburg; A.

Ireland,

are

of

velous work accomplished by St. Pat- melted wbat there was so that the last tion, but has not yet come to any deterrick. “St. Patrick’s Day” was given at seven miles into Bucskport was made on mination. Both calls were entirely unthe olose of the sermon.
wheels. The aun was so warm yesterday solicited and consequently much more
The usual St. Patrick’s day concert and there was so much snow for it
to pleasing.
Mr. Sewall B. Haskell Is quite ill at
wns given at City Hall last evening. The
melt that a woman made the
singular
his residenoe on Deering street.
to
Marshal
following was the programme:
that
the
complaint
Trickey
Mrs. William B. Irish is visiting her
melting snow in her neighbor’s back yard
PART FIRST.
mother at.Gorham, who is quite ill.
him
Grimmer's Orohestra flooded her cellar and she wanted
Selection,
Ara Cushman of Auburn was in PortChorus of Schools compelled to remove the snow.
Hunting Chorus,
Odd Opera for Eventide,
Marshal Trickey told her that it was as land yesterday.
Juniors of St. Dominic’s
ArnoDg the arrivals at the Falmouth
muoh as he could do to compel people to
Memory Bells,
Academy
the following: G.
I.
clear their sidewalks, and that he
Visions of “The Old Folks at Home,”
had yesterday were
Kavanagh School nothing to do with the snow in their Philbrick, E. I. Towle, Freedom: A.
Chorus of Owls,
Raney, Concord; C. C. Moulton, York;
back yards.
Boys of St. Dominlo’s School
Gen. G. L. Bnnl. "V nr wav TV if"! f!lnrt
jj.
or
bnuiuy pany oi soma twenty
Orchestra.
Hark 1 the Merry Bugle,
thirty young Portland people went over J. Crosby, Bangor; E. Andrews, Kennexk.avnuagu ouuiiui
to Willard in the storm of Monday night bunk; A. Sheldon, C. H. Ferguson, BosOnward!
St. Dominio’s Soobol
! EBB
and had a dance and supper, and general ton.
Erin, the Tear,
Academy
These were among the arrivals at the
The special oar started for
Freedom’s Sons,
Chorus of Schools good time.
Preble house
yesterday: J. C. Hoile,
them from the power stution at
PART SECOND.
twelve
o'clock. It did not reaoh the hall at Wil- Boston; Henry Blaten, St. John, N. B.;
Orchestra.
Come Where the Lilies Bloom,
lard, a mile and a half till 1.80 p. m. Thomas Hersom.Jr., New Bedford; Geo.
Chorus of Schools
H. Johnson, E. H. Grey, Boston; A. W.
Coming back, a plow
the

Home Buie for

we

more

will surpass any similar exhibit that you’ve
In the assortment
seen.

ol our personal friends have requested us to let them select before the crowd came
or to reserve some of them.
We should be glad to accommodate them, but it would he unfair to
those who take the trouble to come long distances to attend the sale.
Moreover there are scores who have made this request, and how can we lustlv favor oaB
one and

So

pat-

rather

day

Quantity limited, that all may be

grand commander of
Templar, will officially visit Maine Com“Every letter I reoeive, and I have remanaery at Portland next Friday evenceived many letters within the last few
ing. The-order of tied Cross will bo
days, is of an encouraging nature.”
-1'"'
oonferred upon three candidates.
nisoenoes of bigger ones, later in
the
ST. PATRICK’S DAY.
J. O. Haines, of Skowbegan, passed
spring.
Deputy Sterling recalled an extraordi- through Watervllle Monday, with ten
Bow the Event Was Celebrated In Forthordes that he will put on the Bosnary storm on tne second of April, some good
land.
five or six years ago. He had moved down ton market. Mr. Haines recently sold
to his cottage on Peaks Island the week “Dandy,” a good gentlemans’ driver, to
There was the regular celebration of before. During that storm the ther- L. A. Batchelder of Portland, for $500.
B. O. Donahue, of Portland, was in
St. Patrick’s
day here yesterday. In mometer went down to zero and
so
morning the Cathedral of the Immaculate much snow fell and so much wind blew Auburn Monday.
-LU&.

uiu

There

Portsmouth,

Mrs. H. G. White.
Frederick W. Walls

Silks

than
ever
this year, and we have no
hesitancy in saying that
the line we will show to-

Many

11

success

these

to go into

lengths
extensively

THIS

neglect the others?

waist

alike.

season

tern

3§ cents,

the looked on.
very much like to co-operate with
publlo In carrying out the ideas of others, » When its owner oame, this boise proved
rather than to be foroed to arrange a for- "cself no broken down haok, but started
mal programme, and then to ask
the off in a lively and spirited manner.
If
all horsos were as well trained as that
publio to oo-operate.
“I am satisfied that it will be a good
uuiuuunn; ncviuimvn.

in
two

these

handling

us

seventy men.”

where
she
will receive treatment In the Eye and
Ear Infirmary for her eyes. Mrs. Bradstreet was accompanied by her daughter,

and

stock

Another Lot in Better Condition.

bvhuwu

the
most

or

(the entire
sold
out in a
being
few days) has encouraged

and folded.
2 1-2 cts. a yard
than 40 yards to any one customer.

melting so fast that the
BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Prepared by C. L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass. fl.
possible to have a series of parades during singular spectacle was presented of snow
the fair of a nature to call many people teams, employed in hauling away the HnnH’c Oillo «™*lllir«Ul». Best
nuuu O r 1 US after-dinner pill. Me.
to Portland.
The parades would start snow and getting stuok
on the
bare
The Ladies circle of the second Parish
from Portland, and end at the Rigby.
tracks in the middle of the streets. Water
ohnroh will meet with Mrs. S. B. StewPERSONAL.
“One cuing is certain,” said Mr. Farn- was running in streams down In railroad
art; No. 160 Cumberland street, Thurs“it will not be possible to have a tracks and collecting in pools at the botham,
day afternoon, A full attendance la reMrs. L. M. N. Stevvens left yesterday
ooaohing parade during the fair, because toms of.the hills. Another warm day like
quested.
for Washington and
we oannot bring the coaches from
Virignia, going
the yesterday and tne sleighing will rapidly
The funeral of the late Mrs. Abbie M.
from there to West Virginia.
She will
mountains at that time of
tne
year. disappear.
Boak will take place at 2 o’clook today,
visit the leading towns, speaking in the
else must 'qe thought of.”
The
snow
was
Something
from
melting
dropping
not 2. SO as printed.
What Mr. Farnham wants is odd and the gutters continually and the roarlug interest of the Women’s Christian TemThe adjourned meeting of the Loyal
perance Union, as its Vico President atout of the way suggestions regarding of big snow slides was very frequent.
AFTERNOON at half past two o’clock we shall
Legion will he held this evening at the
One snow slide from the roof of the Iisrge.
speoial parade features. He would be glad
Falmouth hotel.
sell
SIX
THOUSAND
Mrs.
P.
YARDS of the
A.
of
is
visitBangor,
Wislon,
to receive suoh suggestions from any one, City building fell directly on the baok of
slightly
The Grand
Trunk
will resume its
in Portland.
Westbrook
or to have those.who are interested in a stylish looking horse that was standing ing
in somewhat betdamaged
Ginghams,
White
Mountain
special,
running
Colonel W. A. R. Boothby, of Bosthe proposed parades write to the
Instead of running
local on Myrtle street.
ter condition than the first lot, at 3 1-2 cts. a yard.
between
the
White
Chicago,
ton, and Col. F. E.
Boothby of Portthe
their ideas.
animal
papers
away
giving
intelligent
simply
Mountains
and
Atlantio
seaside
Sale of the 3 1-2 cent Cinghams this afternoon at
visited
Hon.
and
L.
T.
land,
Boothby
There is no doubt that there will be an jumped forward out of
the way
and
resorts, on June 24th and run it for ten
o’clock*
and unique series of parades stopped. Another snow slide Jell directly family, at Waterville Sunday.
half-past-two
Interesting
vree>:>>. The first train will leave Ohioago
Mrs. William Bradstreet, of Gardiner,
at that time, but the management would in front, but it only stood quietly and
June 24th and Portland June 2Sth.
is
in
The brake beam on the forward set of
wheels of No. 6 train over the Rochester,
unfastened when the train was abont
a mile from Westbrook Junction Monday
The train was stopped,
and dragged.

more,

last

The snow was

Portland,

styles

hun-

a

newest, latest and
fashionable
colors

in

damaged by the flood.
been dried, pressed
have
They
Price this morning,

o

Patterns,

Our wonderful

were

°
°

a

designs,-—all
lengths and no

misunderstanding.)

MORNINC AT 8 O’CLOCK we shall sell Six
Thousand yards of the Westbrook Ginghams that

bidding.

°

every

o
°

beautiful
line of Silk

new

dred

win

we

open

Sarsaparilla

°

Mar. 18.188G.

Today

Hood’s Water Damaged Ginghams again!
%

ADVERTISEMENTS.

YOU

PREPARED.

A fire is bad at best, but to the
uninsured it often means ruin.
Call, write or telephone us the
Oldest Fire Agency in Port-

land.

WARREN SPARROW & CO.,
No. 176 1*2 Middle, Cor. Exchange St.
tllw l»tor8thp
marie

f

I

f

1

►

t
t

Any good
keep the

I
♦

%

X

poor ones.
Elgin and Waltham
are all right.
They have suited ♦
millions and will suit vou.
$5.00 ♦
to $100.00.

}

LADIES’ WATCHES.

f
$

Way

up in quality. Way down
in prices.
We have a hundred of ♦
them.
No old stuff but the latest ♦
produccions of the Elgin and

Waltham Companies.

$10, $50.

J
e

I McKenney, lie Jeweler, j
X

MONUMENT

t fobl5
B+4++++**

SQUARE.

£
tfSttyorsp
♦<»*♦«►<*** $

